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ABSTRACf
'THE URBAN ARABIC REPERTOIRE OF JEWISH PROFESSIONAL
MUSICIANS IN IRAQ AND ISRAEL: INSTRUMENTAL IMPROVISATION
AND CULTURE CHANGE
by Esther Warkov

This dissertation examines the repertoire of Iraqi-Jewish musicians who as
members of a cultural minority in Iraq served for generations as the major
practitioners of an outstanding secular art-music. The focus is instrumental
improvisation, a foundation of Near Eastern musical practice that has been the
subject of considerable speculation and etic musical analyses. However, little
attention has been directed to its study in light of socio-cultural, historical, and
regional factors. The transfer of the Iraqi repertoire to Israel upon musicians'
immigration in the early 1950s provides a rare opportunity to investigate change in
Near Eastern musical practice generally and in improvisation in particular.
The dissertation opens with an introduction to the Baghdadi-Jewish
community and its musical life. The issue here is how the phenomenon of a Jewish
minority who make up the majority of instrumentalists in a Muslim society affects
the social organization of musical life. Musical style is clarified in the ensuing two
chapters. "Select Genres of Iraqi Urban Repertoire" briefly surveys Iraqi musical
genres and focuses on the traditional vocal genre al-maqam al-CIriiq'i. "Innovation
and Change in Iraqi Music" discusses Iraqi-Jewish musicians' encounter with
Egyptian styles that revolutionized their repertoire.
The dissertation's central issues are addressed in chapters "The Transfer of
the Iraqi Repertoire to Israel" and "The Instrumental Improvisatory Process in
Iraqi Genres Performed in Israel." The first discusses urban Arabic music in

Palestine/Israel before the Iraqi immigration, the development of urban Oriental
and Arabic styles after nationhood, the impact of state patronage on the social
organization of musical life, and other social aspects surrounding the Iraqi style in
Israel. The following chapter then analyses the role of instrumental improvisation
in selected Iraqi gemes. The numerous Arabic musical gemes performed by Iraqis
in Israel are classified into four stylistic categories (mainstream, mainstreamhybrid, Iraqi, and Iraqi-hybrid). Analysis focuses on instrumental improvisation in
those traditional Iraqi genres in which we can expect to find the most plentiful
examples of cross-cultural influence and musical change. The final chapter suggests
conclusions about the change in musical practice as it reflects change in the cultural
identity of Iraqi-Jewish musicians and poses questions for future research.
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CONVENTIONS

Citation of Interview Sources. Data provided in interviews with informants
was obtained on the dates listed under the heading "Aural Sources: Interview
Documentation."

Occasionally, information from scholars appears without

reference to publication (e.g. "according to Shiloah" or according to Kojaman"). In
such instances, data was obtained through discussions as with other informants.
Terminology.

"Arabic," "Oriental," and "Eastern" music are used

interchangeably to refer to maqam-based musical styles
"Arabic music" is used specifically when vocal texts are in Arabic.
"Oriental" and "Eastern" stylers are detailed in the dissertation's text.
"Mainstream style" refers to a homogenous maqam-based musical style
performed throughout the Middle East; because its origins are most commonly
associated with Egyptian urban music, it is used synomously with "Egyptian
music/style."
"Iraqi music" is used here, as it is emically, to refer to all genres identifiable
as Iraqi. Informants refer to "Iraqi music" as a general style (separate from the
Egyptian style), occasionally distinguishing between the traditional genre al-maqiim
al-CIraqland "Iraqi folklore." Specific styles are detailed where necessary.
"Bi-musical refers to musicians who perform both Western "classical" and
Middle Eastern musical traditions.
"Musician" may mean singer, maqam reader (see below), instrumentalist,
composer, or combination thereof.
"Singer"(mughanni) refers to a performer of light, popular repertoire but
not the art-music genre al-maqam al-CIriiql(the Iraqi maqam).
"Vocalist" refers to a performer who is both a singer (mughanni) and maqam
reader (qari' al-maqam).
vii

CONVENTIONS
(cont'd.)

"Maqam reader" is the emic term for a performer of the Iraqi maqam which,
like the Our'an, is "read," not sung.
"rnA" (Israel Broadcasting Authority) includes both the state-run radio and
television media.
Musical notation. Transcriptions focus primarily on pitch material; thus the
details of playing techniques (e.g. Cud tremelos, violin ornamentation, rapid shifts
in register typical of qanun, santur, and

ill!)!.

technique) are not notated. In the

analyses, note values reflect structural hierarchies: the longer the duration, the
greater the structural importance.
Pitches under a bracket are repeated and their order may be permutated.
Two flats (b b) before a note describes a pitch which vascilates between half
and fully flat.
Diagonallines between two notes on the staff indicate that pitches from the
maqam under discussion are interpolated between the boundaries of the two
specified pitches.
Phrases are labeled either A,B,C,D. etc. or 1,2,3,4, etc. Q designates qaflah,
a cadential figure.
Capital letters followed by a number refers to a particular performer and
phrase; e.g. A-I means al-cAmari, phrase one; Q-2 means Qassab phrase two, S-3
means Shibith phrase three, etc.
"Same" means that the basic pitches and general melodic contour is repeated;
phrase duration, however, may differ.
: denotes the length of each phrase; e.g. :30 is thirty seconds, 1:30 is one
minute and thirty seconds.
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CONVENTIONS
(cont'd.)

Miscellaneous.
Dates are day/month/year
All musical examples cited are on deposit with both the National Sound
Archives, Jerusalem, and the Archives of Ethnic Music and Dance at the University
of Washington, Seattle. Radio tape numbers cited sometimes include K (kabfr, large
tape) or S (saghfr, small tape), components of the radio's cataloging system. Taped
material obtained from the National Sound Archives, Jerusalem, are referred to as
Phonoteca tape number YC (followed by the appropriate number).
Translations of both Arabic texts and Hebrew interviews are rendered more
literally than idiomatically. However, the literal translation of Arabic terms
appears only where it contributes to understanding the term in the musical context.
The transliteration of standard Arabic follows the Library of Congress
system. Occasionally, certain names depart from this system to conform with
individuals' personal spelling preferences. The transliteration of infrequenly used
Iraqi Arabic terms (e.g. unvocalized names for Iraqi maqamat), colloquial Arabic,
as well as Judeo-Arabic terms and proper names was undertaken with the assistance
of DavId Sagiv (see Sagiv 1985).

IX

CHAPTER L INTRODUCTION

A. The Research Problem
This dissertation examines the repertoire of Iraqi-Jewish musicians who as
members of a cultural minority in Iraq served for generations as the major
practitioners of an outstanding secular art-music. The focus is instrumental
improvisation, a foundation of Near Eastern musical practice that has long
fascinated Western scholars.

An essentially solo genre unfettered by the

complexities of Arabic language, instrumental improvisation has been the subject of
considerable speculation and eric musical analyses. However little attention has been
directed to its study in light of socio-cultural, historical, and regional factors. The
transfer of the Iraqi repertoire to Israel upon the musicians' immigration in the
early 1960s provides a rare opportunity to investigate change in Near Eastern
musical practice generally and in improvisation in particular. Such change occured
when the Iraqi repertoire was confronted with Egyptian style "Arabic music."
Like previous scholars, my original plan of research focused on the musical
product, in this instance an analysis of the nature of improvisation in the Iraqi
tradition as performed by Jewish musicians in Iraq and Israel. However, the dearth
of full-length recordings of improvised genres performed in Iraq, the absence of a
viable Iraqi improvised instrumental repertoire, the complexities of the traditional
Iraqi style no longer perpetuated in Israel, and the lack of substantive literature on
its style rendered this undertaking impractical. Taking my cue from the way
informants spoke of the Iraqi repertoire in its social context, I was compelled
instead to investigate the role, content, and context of improvisation performed by
Iraqi-Jewish instrumentalists. In retrospect, its appears that the analysis of the
musical product may be of less value than exponents of the comparative method
once thought, as Philip Bohlman has suggested: "The major problem with such
I

techniques is that they either tell us nothing new or require that we return to the
comparison of institutional structure to clarify the meaning of similarities and
differences." 1
This study uses the present as a point of departure for the recent past,
focusing on the traditional secular repertoire of Baghdadi Jews over a sixty-year
period·(ca. 1920-1980), as documented by sound recordings. The study of the
microcosm--irnprovisation and musical practice--clarifies the social forces at work
which shaped the repertoire. The central question is how this improvised repertoire
reflects the deracination of the Iraqi-Jewish musical tradition and its subsequent
transplantation in Israel. Another important concern of this research is the long
overdue investigation of the Jewish contribution to Middle Eastern musical
practices (see Loeb 1972: 3).
The dissertation opens with an introduction to the Baghdadi-Jewish
community and its musical life, revealing the complex nature of Jewish-Muslim
interaction in pre-1948 Iraqi society (Chapter II). The issue here is how the
phenomenon of a Jewish minority who make up the majority of instrumentalists in a
Muslim society affects the social organization of musical life. Baghdadi attitudes
towards musicians generally and the role, status, and rank of Jewish musicians are
explored. Evidence suggests that Jewish musicians--low ranking "outsiders" in
their society--actually performed an important function: they enriched Iraqi culture
by introducing foreign elements through their contact with non-Iraqi musicians.
Within Iraqi society, Jewish musicians may have served as an integrating force by
acting as the vehicle for mutual influences between Iraqi Arab and Jewish musics.

1 "Comparative Study of the Musical Cultures of Immigrant Groups: GermanJews in Israel," an unpublished paper given at the Annual Meeting of the Israeli
Musicological Society, Tel-Aviv University, Ramat-Aviv, Israel, 1981.
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Musical style is clarified in the ensuing two chapters. Chapter ill ("Select
Genres of Iraqi Urban Repertoire") briefly surveys Iraqi musical genres and
focuses on the traditional vocal genre al-maqam al-CJraqf (the Iraqi maqam) for
vocalist and small ensemble. An extremely complex style transmitted for centuries
through oral tradition, al-maqam ill.:.CJraqf has received little attention in the
literature beyond a general description. Chapter IV, "Innovation and Change in
Iraqi Music," discusses Iraqi-Jewish musicians' encounter with Egyptian styles since
the late 1920s.

This contact revolutionized their repertoire and led to the

development of a hybrid Iraqi-Egyptian style termed al-miislqa al-~adithah later
transferred to Israel.
The dissertation's central issues are addressed in chapters "The Transfer of
the Iraqi repertoire to Israel" and "The Instrumental Improvisatory Process in Iraqi
Genres Performed in Israel."

Chapter V discusses urban Arabic music in

Palestinellsrael before the Iraqi immigration, the development of urban Oriental
and Arabic styles after nationhood, the impact of state patronage on the social
organization of musical life, and other social aspects surrounding the Iraqi style in
Israel.
Chapter VI then analyses the role of instrumental improvisation in selected
Iraqi genres. Although the focus is Iraqi style, "mainstream" Egyptian style figures
in the analysis due to its stylistic interaction with the Iraqi repertoire in Israel. The
numerous Arabic musical genres performed by Iraqis in Israel are classified into
four stylistic categories (mainstream, mainstream-hybrid, Iraqi, and Iraqihybrid). 2 Analysis concentrates on instrumental improvisation in the traditional
Iraqi genres such as al-maqam al-CJraql, ablidhfyah sung poetry, and
innovative/hybrid forms such as solo and orchestral renditions of al-maqam al2 These categories are defined in Chapter VI:A.
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CIra'lf and solo ta'lasfm. In these most pivotal genres, we can expect to find the most
plentiful examples of cross-cultural influence and musical change.
Finally, Chapter VII suggests conclusions about the change in musical
practice as it reflects change in the cultural identity of Iraqi-Jewish musicians and
poses questions for future research.

B. Method
This study is based, in the main, upon fieldwork conducted in Israel between
October 1979 and October 1981. Jerusalem was chosen as the base of operations
because of its proximity to resources located at the Hebrew Universtiy, National
Sound Archives, the Israel Broadcasting Authority, and for its cultural diversity;
the city is a microcosm reflecting the pluralistic nature of Israeli society. A twoyear stay allowed for substantial, in-depth exposure to the varities of life and culture
available, and facilitated greater awareness of the subtle factors bearing upon
Arabic music in Israel. A return visit in 1986 enabled me to confirm the analysis of
data with informants.
The methodology used in this study has six related components: I) musical
training in Near Eastern styles, 2) reliance upon living sources, 3) collections of
taped materials, 4) involvement with Israel's Arabic language media, 5) social
participation in music-related activity, and 6) development of analytic procedures
for Middle Eastern improvised music.
1)

Musical Training in Near Eastern Styles
Involvement with performance practice is fundamental to this study. After

an introduction to performance with A. Jihad Racy and Harnza el-Din in the United

.

States, studies focused on the ciid
- with Hickmat and Simon Shaheen in Israel.
Regrettably, it is no longer possible to leam the Iraqi maqamat genre, either
as a singer or instrumentalist, in Israel. The traditional context for learning,
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through constant exposure at Baghdadi coffee houses, no longer exists. Even if it
had been possible to study with one or two then-surviving maqam singers (Salim
Shibith, now deceased, or YaCqiib al-cAmari), familiarity with Iraqi Arabic,
classical Arabic, Turkish, and Persian texts would have been a formidable
prerequsite. Learning to perform the Iraqi maqiim would have been further
complicated by the absence of written transcriptions as exist, for example, for
Turkish art-music repertoire or the Persian radif. Study with a maqam singer would
have been an abstract undertaking in the absence of any ensemble able to provide the
instrumental component. Likewise, the few remaining instrumentalists able to
perform the Iraqi maqam are unable to "teach" the maqam as an instrumental
phenomenon separate from the dynamics of a sung performance. Indeed, it was
impossible to learn Iraqi maqamat even in scalar form from any of the remaining
authorities: Salfm Shibith did not conceptualize maqam in that way, Ezra Aharon
recalled only some of the "scales," YaCqub Murad al-cAmanhad written out most
of the maqamat in scalar form but would not divulge this information. Salah alKuwaytf and others were inaccessible. Thus the only alternative was discussion of
tape recorded maqam performances with Iraqi vocalists and instrumentalists.
Where performance practice was concerned, an altenative was to gain
proficiency in the mainstream style, similar enough stylistically to facilitate both
basic recognition of Iraqi maqamiH and an aesthetic appreciation of Iraqi music.
Development of an aesthetic appreciation is essential to the analysis of improvisation
in either style and is enhanced by musical training. In short, musical training is
viewed as central to the analysis process, which here provides evidence for musical
change.
Involvement with musical training also contributed greatly to my credibility.
Being of Western origin and female continually raised questions concerning my
ability to comprehend Iraqi music. Playing the ciid for Iraqi informants justified
5

my intentions, often enabling interviews to proceed at more serious levels. For
Arabs, my ability to play ciid helped overcome stereotyping as "Western" and
"Jewish," thereby facilitating acceptance among members of the Arab community.
2) Primary Sources

The dearth of published sources considering the issues central to this study
required that interviews with informants, their recorded music, and transcriptions
thereof be used as primary sources. Informants' experience was extensive; they
were able to impart a rich aesthetic appreciation of the music and their statements
have been recounted in detail. However, their experience was also difficult to
document; consider the response of YaCqiib Murad al_ cAman to a question about
his source of information: "I worked forty years. How much did I hear in all those
years--and I felt more than I heard!" When informants functioned as primary
sources, considerable effort was made to understand their individual bias.
3) Collections of Taped Materials
An extensive sample of recorded material from 1929 to 1981 provides
opportunity to trace the output of Iraqi-Jewish musicians and singers over a fiftyyear period. The bulk of this material came from the Arabic section of the Israel
radio archives, where generosity permitted free access to a sizable collection. The
sample included: I) Iraqi material broadcast by Iraq and taped by Israel radio
(including old 78s issued in the 1930s as well as recent recordings), 2) mainstream
style spanning the past fifty years broadcast by Arab countries and taped by Israel
radio, 3) numerous recordings of Iraqi maqamiit as performed in Israel during the
1960s and 1970s, 4) an extensive survey of taqasfm performed in Israel by Iraqi Jews
during the 1960s and 1970s. Iraqi material provided by private collectors was added
to this substantial sample. Numerous field recordings made during 1979-1981
further supplemented this extensive data.
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4) Involvement with Arabic Language Media
Given that Israel's Arabic language broadcasting media has been an
important determinant in musical life within Israel, an understanding of its inner
workings is fundamental to this study. Entree to the Arabic language broadcasting
media was gained through the assistance of Voice of Israel in Arabic Director DavId
Saglv. Over a two-year period, I was able to observe rehersals of the radio's
Oriental orchestra, concert tours including private military/government functions,
juries for song festivals, and other behind-the-scenes activities. Months of contact
with radio personnel while engaged in collecting activity at the archives plus my
own efforts to produce programs for the Arabic section provided additional insight
into media policy.
5) Social Participation in Music-Related Activity
Israel has always required its ethnomusicologists to be of pioneering spirit
and willingness for adventure is still required today, despite appearances of
modernization. For example, as a female outsider attending a performance at a
rollicking "Baghdadi cafe," I was inevitably the target of provocative "comments."
Following this performance, participation was expected at an all-night kablib feast
at a ramshackle, garbage-strewn outdoor establishment frequented by the local
"rough element." The excursion, despite its inconveniences, however, provided
valuable insight into the lifestyle of the singer/host, and many questions were
answered in this informal setting. A mens-only haflah party held in a mechanic's
•
garage in Haifa was another such excursion, where one could get a glimpse of the
music's ethos as celebrated by the participants. Late night gatherings of this sort
plus several stays with Arab families provided valuable perspectives applicable to
musical phenomena.
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6) Analytic Procedures for Middle Eastern Improvised Music
After surveying the literature on improvisation in Middle Eastern music, it
becomes apparent that a model for analysis is needed. Since 1978, I have been
concerned with developing a methodology for studying urban instrumental
improvised music of the Eastern tradition which would be applicable to mainstream
and Iraqi styles. This task is enormous in itself and will hopefully be the topic of
future work. The present study, though more limited in scope, draws upon this
methodology to support its analysis, which in turn provides aural evidence for
musical change.

* * * * * *
In the course of the above-mentioned approaches to field-work, several
problems were encountered and should be borne in mind:
J)

Climate of Suspicion and Intrigue
The level of intrigue among Iraqi informants tended to run high. Some

informants were keenly interested in the researcher's personal life and their
perceptions of it affected cooperation. An element of tension, which I believe a
male researcher would not have experienced, adversely affected rapport with a few
informants.
Cooperation was also difficult for many informants who appeared suspicious
of researchers' intentions generally and wary of exploitation. Some informants
were permanently inaccessible, considering their time too valuable to assist yet
another researcher. Furthermore, musicians frequently had strong prejudices
against certain other musicians or radio administrators, and the mere mention of
one such name could disqualify an interviewer. Where access was gained, it often
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depended upon the intervention of a third party; establishing the "connection" was
always a painfully slow process and often not a successful undertaking.
2)

Destroyed Collections
Recordings, documents, photographs, and manuscripts were subject to

destruction in both Iraq and Israel. For example, Iraqi Prime Minister Nun Sacld's
extensive collection of recordings was destroyed when he was overthrown. From
the late 1940s through 1951, Iraqi Jews destroyed thousands of photographs, fearful
of being linked with detainees or Zionists under investigation. A manuscript about
music written by well-known Iraqi-Jewish musician

§ala~

al-Kuwaytf was

confiscated by Iraqi officials at the airport as he was about to emigrate, fearing
musical notation to be a code for secret information, according to Nacim Twayna.
In Israel, all Iraqi material recorded at the radio during the 1950s and early 1960s
was erased ostensibly for logistical and aesthetic reasons. 3
3) Collections: Incomplete Data

Documentation of Israel radio material was often incomplete. Radio files
generally included the name of vocalist, composer(s) of text and music, date of
recording, and producer. The names of musicians accompanying the vocalist were,
however, often deleted--this perhaps a telling statement of musicians' rank (see
Chapter V). Occasionally, well-known ensemble leaders were indicated and from
this it is possible to reconstruct the personnel of recording ensembles who typically
played together. Radio files also deleted or mislabeled names of maqiimat. In

3 The absence of Iraqi material from the radio archives during this period may be
explained by several reasons: 1) recordings were erased to conserve tape, 2)
musicians were provided with more recording work when tapes were erased, 3)
administrators' personal tastes determined what material would be kept; for
example, an administrator with a strong predisposition towards mainstream
Egyptian style would presumedly place little emphasis upon preserving Iraqi
material.
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addition, old 78 rpm recordings present problems of identifying personnel since
there are few living musicians of the older generation able to identify recording
personnel.
Some of the recordings studied were available as a result of sheer good
fortune, considering the difficulties in transferring materials from Iraq to Israel.
Some recordings were made in Iraq surreptitiously with hidden microphones at
~afHit;

these tapes travelled to Israel via various third countries. Under such

conditions, documentation may again be difficult or impossible. In spite of these
inadequacies, I am grateful for the large body of recorded material that was made
available to me for this study.
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"I played for Jews, Muslims, Christians, Jewish weddings, engagement
parties, bar misviih-s. Also for Muslims and Christians because the music
was common to all these groups."--Ephraym Ba§§iin

"They needed musicians. But they said it was a shame to play on
instruments."--Nacfm Twayna

CHAPTER n. THE SOCIAL ORGANIZAnON OF
BAGHDADI MUSICAL LIFE
Central to this study of improvisation is an attempt to establish a meaningful
connection between the improvisatory process of the Baghdadi instrumentalist and
the social organization of his society.

Background historical information is

presented below as a preliminary to the examination of social organization.
Considering the wealth of historical information available concerning the
Babylonian Jewish community of twenty-seven centuries, what follows focuses on
that environment which most directly shaped recent musical life--the Baghdadi
community of the late nineteenth and twentieth centuries.

A. The Baghdadi-Jewish Community
The province of Baghdad contained Iraq's largest concentration of Jews.
Official statistics for the years 1920, 1932, and 1947 report the Jewish population of
Baghdad province as 50,300, 42,799, and 76,825, respectively. A more accurate
evaluation suggests that in 1947, 100,000 Jews lived in the province of Baghdad, with
the total Jewish population of Iraq 150,000 (Yoffe 1971: 1449). Informants in Israel
estimate that Jews constituted one-quarter to one-third of Baghdad's population.
Conditions for the Jews during the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries varied with the policies of the governing Turkish walf-s. In general,
however, the Jews enjoyed a period of relative safety and prosperity:

their

economic situation was good, they controlled commerce, exerted influence in
government circles, and occupied positions of high rank (Ibid.: 1448). When equal
rights were granted to non-Muslims in 1908, Jews were elected as Iraqi delegates to
the Turkish parliament and later, under the British Mandate (1917-32), to the Iraqi
parliament. In the first decade of the century, Baghdadi Jews began to move out of
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Jewish quarters; the promise of better conditions under the British further
encouraged them to settle in mixed neighborhoods.
World War I brought not only the recruitment of Jews into the Turkish army
but their extortion and torture for the purpose of financing local garrisons (Pattai
1980: 144). The arrival of the British in 1917 ushered in a period of renewed
stability.

During the Mandate, the Jewish community flourished, with Jews

participating in government and significantly strengthening the Iraqi economy. It
was also a period of "Arabization" (Ibid.). (Assimilation is discussed in greater
detail below).

With the 1929 disturbances in Palestine, Iraqi Zionists were

persecuted and Zionist activity forced underground. Iraqi's independence in 1932
further contributed to the deteriorating situation for Jews. Anti-Jewish measures
were introduced: for example, Jewish officials were dismissed, commerce was
obstructed, and travel to Palestine subject to exorbitant deposits. Bomb attacks were
launched against Baghdadi Jews in 1936; outside Baghdad, there were
demonstrations and lootings. German propaganda made its way into Iraqi life
through Germany's ambassador, beginning in 1936. 1
The climax of this declining era was marked by a large scale pogrom in 1941,
leaving approximately 180 Jews dead (Ibid.: 145). Within a year, the Jewish
underground movement was formed, with sixteen branches throughout Iraq. The
imposition of martial law in 1948 facilitated the conviction of Jews for "Zionist
crimes," forcing them to pay enormous fines, thereby allowing the government to

fill its treasury (Yoffe 1971: 1453). Jews were internally exiled; some were hanged.
With the cessation of martial law in 1949, Jews fled Iraq illegally; in 1950, the

1 Despite anti-Jewish sentiment, in the same year a Jew was appointed director of
music at Baghdad's broadcasting station; musical life appears to have been
relatively untouched by political events.
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government allowed Jews to leave legally if they relinquished Iraqi citizenship. The
legal mass emigration began in May 1950 and continued through April 1951, marked
by continuing persecution and loss of life. Approximately 6,000 Jews remained in
Iraq after the mass exodus. 2

* * * * * *
Before its dissolution, the Baghdadi-Jewish community was well-organized,
conceivably in response to special external pressures of the late nineteenth and
twentieth centuries. Numerous councils and committees administered religious and
secular affairs. Educational opportunities available to Jews, such as the Alliance
Israelite Universelle school network, gave them the educational advantage to assume
the most demanding positions within Iraqi society. Also significant were welfare
societies where many of Baghdad's Jewish poor and blind received musical training
(as detailed in section D). The Jewish community maintained in addition a number
of social-cultural clubs which fostered musical activity.
The Jews of Iraq were considered the most highly assimilated Middle Eastern
Jewish community (Pattai 1980: 145). As mentioned earlier, Baghdadi Jews left their
quarter and settled in all areas of the city with the arrival of the British. Although
Baghdad was a center of Jewish learning, for a certain segment of the population
attitudes towards religion changed; for example, the number of Jews observing the
Sabbath and dietary laws decreased. Indeed, the traditional conservatism of Iraqi
Jews waned, as the younger generation--educated in modern schools--declined
religious observance (Ibid.: 150). Unlike other Middle Eastern Jewish communities,
Iraqi Jews spoke Arabic both outside and within the home. They spoke, however,
2 All Jewish musicians, except Ezra Aharon, left Iraq during the mass emigration.
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Judeo-Arabic, differing from Iraqi-Arabic in pronunciation, syntax, and its
incorporation of Hebrew, Persian, Turkish, French, and English words. Many
Jews, particularly women whose contact with Muslims was more limited, did not
speak colloquial Iraqi dialect as the majority did. Conversion was rare, but the case
of Salimah Murad, the famous Iraqi singer, is noteworthy: after converting to
Islam, she maintained close contact with the Jewish community and in spite of her
long association with the Arab community, she never suceeded in eliminating all
traces of Judeo-Arabic pronunciation from her songs.3
Musical life also reflected a high degree of assimilation, as is discussed
below. Arab and Jewish men shared their appreciation of Iraqi music in Baghdadi
cafes, and Jewish musicians moved freely within Arab circles, performing for
private functions with both Jews and Arabs in attendance. Recordings also provide
an interesting reflection on attitudes towards assimilation. For instance, Jews
engaged the service of famous Iraqi singers like Rashid al-QundarJI and cAbdAllah Faris to record Judeo-Arabic songs, obviously preferring their voices and
reputations to those of some Jewish singers. Because Rashid al-Qundarji did not
differentiate between religious groups and because of his knowledge of Jewish
dialect, he was the preferred singer among Jews for parties. He was famous for
"Pastah cAfiiki" sung on the eve of the bride's adornment and "sang it better than
Jewish singers," according to Twayna. Indeed, to hear Iraqi Jews in Israel acclaim
particular Iraqi-Arab singers indicates their high degree of cultural assimilation.

3 Jewish pronunciation of Arabic was considered to detract from the full
appreciation of song texts, even by Jewish listeners, a point which is discussed in
greater detail.
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Overall, Jews interacted with Arabs to a high degree, particularly in the field
of commerce. Close personal friendships with Arabs were frequently recalled by
Iraqi Jews in Israel. Prime minister Nuii Sacfd himself called upon a Jewish friend,
Twayna, to shelter his music collection after sensing impending danger.
Assimilation, however, was by no means complete. Jews were immediately
distinguishable by their attire, men choosing the red fez over the turban, and later
the crested black cap, worn only by rich or intellectual Arabs. Jews were quicker to
adopt European fashion and most Jewish (and Christian) women abandoned the
street robe and veil by the end of World War II (Pattai 1980: 145). Jewish children
were often the subjects of derision by their Arab peers and resistance was in most
cases futile and provocative. Raphael Pattai purports that the Jewish child grew up
in fear of Arabs, a fear which was nurtured and intensified by subsequent
confrontation (Ibid.).

Song also reflected anti-Jewish sentiment, subtly, for

example, in Fii4ilah al-SudIi's choice of Judeo-Arabic to express risque' language
rather than using Iraqi-Arabic, according to Sumekh. 4 More overt examples of
anti-Jewish sentiment are the unaccompanied songs of Yusuf cUmar, ridiculing
Jews in Judeo-Arabic,5 Sumekh continued.
Raphael Pattai aptly summarizes the condition of Jews in Iraq:
All in all, the position of the Jews in Iraq was such that, despite
their readiness to assimilate to the Arabs, they could never feel an
integral part of the country. Although the Jews had lived in
Mesopotamia for almost 2,700 years, and had become an Arabic4 "Ya Tirish" recorded by Fagilah al-Suda. The extent to which anti-Jewish
sentiment was expressed through song posesses an area open to further
investigation.
5 Although these songs were recorded in the 1970s with a hidden tape-recorder at
a Muslim party in Iraq, it is conceivable that the songs reflect attitudes from
earlier decades.
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speaking group soon after its conquest by the Arabs in the seventh
century, the humiliations of their dhimmi status and the increasing
inimical attitude of the populace in modem times made it impossible
for them to become 'Iraqis of the Jewish faith' which would have
been the counterpart of the feelings and convictions that developed
among the Jews in the West after their Emancipation (Ibid.: 149).

B. The Jewish Musician in Iraqi-Muslim Society.
The social organization of Baghdadi musical life resulted essentially from
Muslim attitudes towards music in the Middle East. 6 These attitudes engendered
Jewish hegemony in the field of instrumental music within the Muslim majority
culture. Indeed, it was the Muslim view of music which dictated that Jewish
instrumentalists7 should playa crucial role in the preservation and continuity of
traditional Iraqi art-music.
As is well known, Islam has debated music's permissibility from the
religion's earliest decades; because the Qu'ran provides no specific verdict, the
IIadith has served as the main source for debate (see Shiloah 1976). While mystics
have held music in high esteem, Islam has generally been unfavorably disposed
towards music, regarding it with suspicion and linking it with depravity.
Professional musicians have historically held low rank in society and have been
regarded with disdain for their involvement with music. Yet despite this view,
music has always been an indispensible component of Muslim social life. This
dichotomy is clearly illustrated by remuneration practices in which the music

6 As will be seen, other non-Jewish ethnic minority members also participated in
Baghdadi musical life, but to a lesser extent than did Jews.
7 Jewish musicians in Iran were also associated primarily with instrumental music;
see Nett! and Shiloah (1978: 148).
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profession, though disparaged, was lucrative. 8 This is a clear indication that
Muslim society placed high value upon music while simultaneously voicing
disapproval. However, what appears to be paradoxical is only relatively so, as
Sakata explains,
... it must be realized that the Muslim conceptualization of music is
quite different from our own. Thus it is conceivable that no paradox
exists or exists only in our own minds (1976:47).
If music was indispensible to Muslim social life, yet hazardous and corrupting for

those intimately involved with its performance, the typical solution employed in the
Muslim world was to relegate the musical function to ethnic minorities. Loeb
confirms this view in his study of Persian musicians in Shiraz where,
The rise of Jewish professional musicians must be viewed in light of
pressures generated by Shica Islam... occupations which were
considered marginal, menial, abhorrent and/or politically dangerous
by the Persian elite, were proscribed for Muslims. Many of these
forbidden activities involved extensive face-to-face social contact, e.g.
peddling, money-lending, wine-selling, acting, dancing and music
making. It is said that Persian music all but ceased its development
during this period [seventeenth through nineteenth centuries], saved
from possible extinction by professional musicians from the
'protected minorities'... of these, the Jews, most widely dispersed,
largest in number and most detested of populations, became popularly
identified and equated with professional music-making. Shirazi Jews
have long been considered the finest musicians in all of Iran; they are
said to have preserved the classical Persian art music tradition...
(1972: 5).
By the early years of the twentieth century, almost all the professional
instrumentalists in Shiraz and Baghdad were Jews.

8 This was certainly the case for Iraqi and Persian musicians (see Loeb 1972: 8)
and conceivably musicians in other Islamic countries were well-rewarded.
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* * * * * *
Attitudes towards musicians among Baghdadi Jews were consistent with
general Muslim opinion. When asked to explain the preponderence of Jewish
musicians in Baghdad, Iraqi Jews repeated referred to the low rank associated with
music. For instance, "Why did Jews learn to be musicians? Because Arabs say it is a
shame to sing and play instruments," remarked Twayna. And, according to Sagiv,
In the eyes of the Iraqis, generally the singer--especially the female
singer--is considered as a prostitute (or something like that), not a
serious woman. Male musicians also were not considered on a high
level in terms of morality. In addition, many musicians came from
poor and large, broken families and were blind or handicapped.
Iraqi Jews clearly adopted Muslim opinion, regarding their co-religionist musicians
as disrespectable and depraved. An account states that one official at Baghdad's
health department, a Jew and brother of an aspiring vocalist, bought up and
destroyed all his brother's recordings because of the stigma attached to musicmaking. In later recordings, this vocalist either omitted his family name from
recording labels or used non-Arabic lettering to mask his identity (Twayna 1978c).
Jews in Iran also concurred with Muslim views towards Jewish musicians where,
... the musician ranks very low on the Jewish occupational prestigeindex--only the butcher, beggar and body-washer below him... The
motreb's [professional musician's] financial situation... is considered
precarious. When I enquired as to why one gifted musician remained
a bachelor, I was asked: 'What will he do when he loses his good
looks?', Le., how will he then support a family? The motreb works
peculiar hours and is never home at night with his wife and children.
He is said to be exceptionally lazy, since he is observed each day sitting
idly and gossiping, but never working or practicing. He allegedly eats
non-kosher food at Muslim affairs. He allegedly performs on the
Sabbath and holidays. He is too friendly with the dancers, many of
whom are known to be prostitutes. In the past, musicians were
suspected of participating in orgies, both heterosexual and
homosexual (Loeb 1972: 8-9).
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In Iraq, as we shall see, remuneration practices where payment was in cases thrown
upon musicians, conceivably may have suggested the act of begging, an occupation
repugnant to Jews?
While attitudes towards musicians stemmed from a set of social and Islamic
beliefs, society's view of rninorities--particularly Jews--conceivably contributed to
musicians' low rank. In Iran, for example,
... where Jews were systematically harassed and persecuted, the
musician was forced to endure extraordinary hardships. Thus, during
the 19th century, when intercity travel was most unsafe, they were
compelled to make numerous excursions. Enroute, they were obliged
to entertain their fellow travelers at every inn as the price for peaceful
entry therein.... At such unpleasant events as public executions,
Jewish musicians were required 'to play upon their instruments and
join in the procession. . . . . Musicians were at the beck and call of the
Shah and other government official who made outrageous demands
on their time and talents... (Loeb 1972:7).
By contrast, conditions for Baghdadi Jews and musicians in the twentieth century
were probably better because Jews occupied essential positions in the city, as
discussed earlier. Hence, musicians' rank was possibly higher than that of Persian
Jewish musicians. Not a single Iraqi-Jewish musician spoke of being exploited by
the ruling class but always alluded to the honor involved in performing for the
aristocracy. Indeed, these informants were eager to reaffIrm their value to Iraqi
society, as if trying to establish a rank never conferred upon them. lO

9 See also Loeb (1972: 8-9) where an outmoded pattern of job-seeking tantamount
to begging engendered the view of musicians as beggars.
10 Iraqi-Jewish musicians appear to be interested in boosting self-esteem because of
their low rank in both Iraqi and Israeli societies, as detailed in Chapters II and V.
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* * * * * *
The social role of Baghdadi-Jewish musicians was varied and flexible,
providing a wide range of services for the Arab and Jewish communities. Most
musicians and vocalists had at some point worked in both musical and non-musical
capacities simultaneously before establishing success as performers. For instance,

-,

the Jewish maqam readers!! ijizqel' Qassab and Salim Shibith worked as a
silversmith and carpenter, respectively, and other maqam readers functioned as
synagogue ~azzan-s.12 Arab maqam readers and mughanni-s (singers), too,
engaged in other occupations. Instrumentalists, however, appeared to have been in
greater demand, thus less in need of outside work. Indeed, many instrumentalists
were blind and this precluded participation in other occupations. Twaynii recalled
that instrumentalists who had established themselves such as

~alag

al-Kuwaytfand

his ensemble members,
... didn't have other jobs. Most of them worked playing at night--this
one married, this one had a son, this one had a party; all these
happened at night, so they hadn't time for other work. They slept in
the day and worked at night.
When fame had been established, instrumentalists as well as vocalists, whether Arab
or Jew, abandoned other occupations, with ample opportunity to earn their
livelihood as musicians.

11 The qari' al-maqam (maqam reader) performed the vocal component of the
classical genre al-maqam al-Clraqi (see Chapter ill:B).
!2 The hazzan is a Jewish cantor. It is unlikely that a hazzan would have occupied
othei positions as vocalists, since perhaps only the itatus of q1fri' al-maqam was
congruous with his position as hazzan, a speculation detailed below; other
offices, such as mughanni (singer) lacked the dignity a synagogue hazzan
required.
•
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Jewish professional instrumentalists were expected to perform a wide range
of musical styles and repertoire which included the secular music of both Arabs and
Jews plus traditional Jewish repertoire. Thus, instrumentalists were necessarily
conversant with several styles. For example, members of the chalgTBaghdadf13
ensemble which performed the Iraqi maqam with modern instrumentation (e.g.
qaniin, cud. and violin) also worked in the emerging "new style," as discussed in
Chapter IV. The well-known Iraqi-Jewish violinist

~31a!)

al-Kuwayti'was proficient

in the music of Kuwait--he spent his youth there, hence the name "al-Kuwayti"--and
the music of the Gulf region, Egypt, Iran, and Iraq (Twayna 1977). Ezra Aharon,
delegate to the 1932 Congress of Oriental Music in Cairo (see plates 1-2 and fig. 1),
recorded in both the Iraqi and Egyptian styles. It is likely that instrumentalists who
performed urban music were also familiar with "folk styles;" for example, Albert
Elias, a nay player conversant with both Iraqi and mainstream urban style, could
play taqasfm in n'fl(rural) style, and Siilap, al-Kuwayti'has recorded in Israel folk
repertoire on a re-tuned violin (bearing remarkable resemblance to the mizmar);
al-Kuwaytf also reportedly employed this technique in Iraq. Yiisuf J]uraysh not
only read the maqam but performed Iraqi folk songs and abiidhfyah poetry
accompanying himself with spiked fiddle (Twayna 1978h).
The degree to which instrumentalists routinely performed many styles is not
known but in their retrospective view informants recalled that while musicians
commanded several styles, their interests crystalized and they became affiliated with
a particular ensemble. Each ensemble--for example, the al-Kuwaytf orchestra, the
Yiisuf Petaw chalgfensemble, the Ba~§iin chalgf ensemblenwas patronized for its

13 For definitions of the term chlilgiBaghdadi; see Chapter III:B; for the terms fiff
and abudhfyah, discussed below, see Chapter III:A; for violin renditions of
mizmar repertoire, see Chapter VI: A and D.
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unique character. Jewish instrumentalists undoubtedly were flexible in meeting the
musical needs of the occasion, but in hindsight, informants now associate
instrumentalists with specific ensembles and their characteristic features. By way of
contrast, vocalists--whether Jewish or Arab--were seemingly less flexible,
performing either as qari' al-maqam (maqrrm reader) or mughanni (singer).
Certainly, once a vocalist had mastered the complexities of the maqam, he had
secured his position as a qari' al-maqam and had little interest in performing the
simplier repertoire of the mughanni. (This phenomenon is related musicians' rank,
discussed below). Conversely, some mughanni-s learned a few simple maqamat to
enhance his or her repertoire. Overall, Jewish instrumentalists, and certain Arab
and Jewish vocalists, were able to provide the wide variety of music required by
Baghdadi.,Arab and Jewish society.
Discussion so far has centered around Jewish instrumentalists and Arab
singers because almost all instrumentalists were Jews while the majority of singers
were Arabs. This phenomenon, as may be recalled, resulted from the Muslim
stigma associated with music, relegating the musical function to ethnic minorities.
There were, however, a few non-Jewish professional instrumentalists working in
the early decades of the twentieth century. For instance, Ezra Aharon employed a
Christian-Arab violinist "Nacim" for recording l4 and recalled that there were "one
or two Christian-Arab musicians in Iraq." At least one Muslim percussionist also
existed: Aharon used l;Iusayn cAbd-A1Iah for recording 15 and SilalJ al-Kuwaytr
employed him in his ensemble. As the departure of Jewish

musi~ians

in the 1940s

14 Nacrm performed on Aharon's recording "Ah Ya Nas al-Hawa Law fIakam"
(Oh People, If the Love Would Rule!); see Chapter IV:C.
15 ijusayn cAbd-Alliih performed on Aharon's recording "cAli Firash al-pana"
(On the Sickbed); see Chapter IV:C.
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became imminent, Arabs began to assume the musical function (as discussed in
section C below); the names Munlr and Jam!l Bashir were remembered by
informants. The Bashir brothers, however, found public performance distasteful
and thus limited their musical pursuits to radio performances and teaching,
according to Menashe' Sumekh.
If music was an occupation relegated to ethnic minorities, one might also

expect vocal music to be proscribed for Muslims. Curiously, though, singing and
reading the maqam belonged to the Arab domain. The most common explanation
offered by several informants was the superior pronunciation of Arabic by Arabs:
"If it is a song, the words are in Arabic and the Arabs can say the words better than
the Jews in Arabic," asserted Twayna. He stressed, however, that while Arabs were
superior in pronunciation, they were equalled--or surpassed--by Jewish qari'-s in
matters of maqam construction:
Part to part [of the maqaml. the Jews knew it well. We have shebahot
[hymns of praise, see Chapter UI:A], the songs Jews sing in the
synagogue; they sing it like the maqam. So most of the Jewish singers
were on the top and when we find a Jewish singer [qari'] like Salim
Shibith or l)izqel' Qa§§ab, they know the high things.
Whether or not Jewish qari'-s were superior in their knowledge of maqam is not the
issue here. There was no reason why they would have lacked musical knowledge
and taken a second place to Arab vocalists; opportunities for Jews to learn maqam
were equal to those of Arabs. Jewish qari'-s also had extensive opportunities to
perform the maqam for Jewish audiences as well as for Arabs using the same pool of
musicians who accompanied Arab vocalists. Performers of sheba~ot were able to
further polish their knowledge of maqiim. It would seem that only proper Arabic
pronunciation was lacking and its approximation perhaps further hampered by the
practice of singing the maqam in Hebrew for private Jewish gatherings, as is
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discussed below.
The preponderance of Arab singers and qiiri'-s, despite the Muslim
proscription against music, may also be explained by the Arabs' predilection for
language, poetry, and rhetoric. David Sagiv provided evidence for this hypothesis:
"I think that to be a singer is something connected with the folklore. Arabs like to
write poems and they like to be the person to deliver the poem." Poetry--and its
extension, song--is a deeply rooted feature of Arabic expressive culture, and hence
Arab involvement with vocal music.
Thus, the majority of qari'-s and mughanni-s in Baghdad were Arabs, with
Jewish vocalists occupying a less significant role at serving Arab functions. Indeed,
it appears that Jewish mughanni-s were not popular among the Arabs; they were not

appreciated for both their Jewishness and vocal capabilities. For example, Salimah
Murad, perhaps the most famous Jewish mughanni converted to Islam and the singer
Da'ud al-Kuwayti is most well known as a composer for female singersJ 6
Unfortunately, the Arab response to the Jewish role in Baghdadi musical life
has not been documented. Twayna, however, mentioned the following account on
several occasions, suggesting that Arabs were not entirely pleased with the situation.
The account states that in 1936, Bakr ~idqT, an influential military figure, 17 went
out one evening to hear music, but owing to Jewish holidays, there was no music
being performed. Angered that the authority to hear music lay in Jewish hands, he
ordered the broadcasting station's music program closed until Arabs learnt to play.
Obviously, it was unrealistic to expect this to happen in a short period of time, and
after being closed for about seven months, the music program was reinstated in 1937

16 For further information on Da'ud al-Kuwayti, see Twayna 1977.
17 See Rejwan 1985: 218-220.
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with the al-KuwaytT brothers directing musical activity for the broadcasting
authority.

* * * * * *
Rank among Baghdadi musicians--that is, the hierarchy of positions they
occupied--is another area of social organization of Iraqi music yet unexplored by
scholars. What follows, then, is inevitably introductory, but helps illumine the total
environment of the Jewish instrumentalist.
In their discussion of traditional Baghdadi art-music, informants referred to
the following music-related positions: qan' al-maqam, qiiri' al-Our'an, synagogue
hazzan, mughanni, female mughanni, instrumentalist, and amateur musician. While
•

informants were unable to make firm distinctions between musicians' rank,
preferring to comment only on the low rank of musicians generally, it would appear
that some type of hierarchy did indeed exist.
The highest ranking position in Baghdad was apparently the qari' al-maqam,
Twayna informed us:
At that time, all musicians were looked upon as shameful. But to read
the maqamnlike a hazzanngoing to schoolnthey called him qari'.
They didn't call hini mughanni. The qari' read the maqam... like a
fellow who reads the Our'iinnthey called him qari' al-Ou'ran.
This statement is rich in implication. Firstly, the term "reading" the maqam places
the rendition of the maqam outside the category of singing, therefore free of the
stigma associated with "music." Furthermore, the maqam is linked with the
esteemed art of reading the Our'an, reinforcing the connection between the maqiim
and the "read" genre par excellance, the Our'an. Secondly, in the informant's view,
the maqam is associated with the synagogue hazzan and Our'an reader, since both use

•
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the maqam system.1 8 However, some Muslim and Jewish religious authorities
would object to ranking the Iraqi maqam with sacred music. This informant
conceivably is equating the seriousness and complexity of the maqam with the sacred
repertoire. This equation is further enhanced by the fact that maqam readers often
functioned either as ~azzan-s or Qur'an readers; this role in sacred repertoire also
lent honor to their position. Thirdly, the qari' "goes to school"--he learns a
sophisticated art which elevates his rank. Finally, the qari' is clearly distinguished
from the mughanni in status and rank.
Among maqam readers, there also appeared to have been a hierarchy
determined by expertise. Certain qari'-s were renowned for their ability to perform
"difficult" maqamat; for example, "No Arab or Jew could make maqam khanabiit
like Yiisuf Huraysh... he did it extraordinarily," in Twayna's view. Particular
•

qiiri'-s were more famous than others, their reputation depending on individual
skill, style, and the circumstances of patronage. Arab qari'-s, as mentioned earlier,
were more famous than Jewish qari'-s, but fame did not necessarily minimize the
overall stigma attached to their profession as a musician.
The mughanni most likely followed the qari' al-maqam in rank. Twaynii
recalled that in contrast to the qiiri' who sat quietly in a chair while perforrning-"You could hear a pin drop during the maqam until he finished and you heard
[people say] 'Allah, Allah, Allah!' "--the mughanni's performance was less
dignified. "The mughanni will dance and such a thing," Twayna continued. Bodily
movements were a part of the mughanni's presentation, and one Jewish qari', Salim

18 The degree to which the maqam system (e.g. modulatory schemes, characteristic
motifs, etc., see Chapter ill:B) is actually used in Qur'an recitation and hazzaniit
varies according to rural and urban contexts, Shiloah informed us.
•
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Shibith, patronized the female mughanni Zakfyah George's concerts largely for her
attractive visual stage presence.
Female mughani-s, both Arab and Jewish (the majority were Arab) and
female dancers performed publicly in large Baghdadi halls. It is not known whether
the mughanni's own movements constituted dance per se, or whether dancers also
sang. In any event, considering the traditional role of women in Muslim society, the
female mughanni's rank was probably lower than that of her male counterpart. 19
For instance, an American novelist writing in Baghdad in 1940 observed that,
Almost the only [foreign] women who stayed the summer [in
Baghdad] were a pretty good-looking collection of Hungarians, but
singing and dancing were not their strongest points. They did not
circulate in the regular social life of Baghdad, unfortunately. You
were either a cabaret artiste or a respectable married woman, or a
respected unmarried one. There was no inbetween (Hoffman 1940:
177-78).
We know for certain that "It was the bad girl who started to sing. Shameful even for
a man--it is a low social position," Twayna informed us.
Arab maqiim readers and mughanni-s conceivably occupied higher rank than
the Jewish instrumentalist. 20 Arab vocalists were "stronger, encouraged more, and
liked better because they were Arabs: in Arabic culture an Arab is well-liked [more
than a Jew]. It was a matter of politics," Aharon asserted. Considering the Middle
Easterners' preference for vocal music above instrumental music, Jewish
instrumentalists most likely occupied lower rank because they were predominantly
19 A few female singers have, however, managed to escape the stigma attached to
their profession, among them the late Egyptian star Umm Kulthiim (see Fernea
1977: 135-167) and the Lebanese celebrity Fayriiz.
20 No direct information on this point was available since informants generalized
the rank of all musicians in their society as low.
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instrumentalists and not vocalists. However, ethnic origin indirectly determined
that Jewish instrumentalists would be ranked below Arab vocalists since Jewish
vocalists--because of their Jewishness--could not attain equal rank with Arab
vocalists, as we have seen.
Rank among instrumentalists was another area informants omitted in their
recollections of Baghdadi musical life. For instance, was a jawzah player ranked
higher than a nay player? Certain instruments, like the jawzah and san!ur, were
limited to the Iraqi maqiim genre while others (e.g. Cud, nay. qanun, and violin)
were primarily associated with innovative styles (see Chapter IV).

If

instrumentalists were ranked, then rank surely derived not from the particular
instrument played, but from the social connotations of the genre or ensemble with
which they came to be primarily associated.
The absence of a solo instrumental tradition in Iraq before the Jewish
emigration comparable to, say, the san!iir tradition in Iran, prevents an evaluation
of rank which contrasts soloists to ensemble players. We do know, however, that
the maqam provided opportunity for instrumental display and certain san.tiir and
jawzah players were admired for their expertise. Umm Kulthiim, the Egyptian starsinger, acclaimed tIiigi Petaw's san!iir playing when she visited Iraq in 1929
(Twayn-a 1978h). Perhaps one of the reasons a solo instrumental tradition failed to
develop in Iraq at that time was that instrumental music was the domain of a
shunned minority. Certainly Jewish soloists--because they were Jews--could not
enjoy the fame and recognition which a soloist needed to secure his reputation.
Indeed, in Iran where the majority of professional musicians were Jews, very few
were able to become soloists (Loeb 1972: 6).Conceivably this phenomenon was the
result of the Jew's pariah status in Iranian society, and the same probably held true
for Iraq.
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The amateur musician was free from the stigma attached to professional
musicians. Music was viewed as his hobby and the amateur retained the rank
associated with his job or profession. Most amateurs performed at family parties
and/or occasionally over the radio (Kojaman 1978: 113).21 Involvement with music
did not lower the amateur's rank in society, according to Aviezer and Rabic .
With the qari' al-maqam the highest ranking musician, one might expect the
Iraqi maqam to have been of corresponding rank among urban art-musics available
to Baghdadis. Informants' opinion varied on this point, with performance venue an
important factor. The most respectable place to perform was at private home
gatherings. However, because the Iraqi maqam was performed most often in cafes,
it became associated with lower class cafe life, where "all kinds of people went,"
Shibith asserted. Even to this day, Iraqis still link the maqam with disreputable cafe
life (Tsuge 1972: 65).
The mughanni, whose lower rank, we recall, resulted from undignified
performance presentation and involvement with a less-sophisticated repertoire,
became associated with a higher-ranking venue than the qilri'. "Great people
worked in theaters [large halls]," an environment better than the cafe, asserted
Aharon, who left Iraq in 1933. Other informants referred to malha-s (nightclubs) as
places where one could hear famous singers such as Zakfyah George and SaITmah
Murad. For Salim Shibith, then an aspiring qari', the nightclub was attractive yet
compromising:
I used to go hear Zakiyah George from Lebanon. I was a young boy;
I loved her. I'd pay five grushen [cents] and hear her everyday. I was
less than twenty years old and afraid that some relative of mine would

21 For further details on amateur ensembles, some of whose members became
professional musicians in Iraq before emigration or later in Israel, see Kojaman
(1978: 113).
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see me there. But I didn't care; I couldn't help myself.
Informants did not consistently relate low rank to performance venues particularly
since musicians often appeared publicly in several different contexts, as well as
performing at private home gatherings.
Lastly, it appears that no special status of "broadcasting musician" existed in
Baghdad. While media performance was undoubtedly prestigious, musicians who
worked for the Iraqi broadcasting service were equally active in other musical
functions. Musicians' rank was influenced, as we have seen, by a complex of subtle
factors which invites future investigation.

* * * * * *
Baghdadi-Jewish musicians, we may conclude, were outsiders in Muslim and
Jewish society. They did not originate from the mainstream of Iraqi culture as
representatives of the Baghdadi spirit, nor did they arise as a select group of
society's most talented members. Rather, musicians emerged from the lower
classes. This socio-economic association was perpetuated by familial endogamy for
musican training, as will be seen, and later by the Jewish welfare institute which
recruited musicians among the poor. Persons of more respectable position did not
deign to sacrifice their rank to become musicians.

Thus, musicians were

predisposed to the role of "outsider" by virtue of their class origins, as well as the
Muslim attitude towards music and possible anti-Jewish sentiments.
Despite musicians' low rank in society, they were the recipients of fervent
admiration and adulation--a dichotomy which has intrigued scholars. However, this
may not be a paradox for denizens of Muslim societies. In explanation of this
phenomenon, we suggest that it is precisely musicians' low rank which allows them
to be enjoyed. That is, as low-ranking persons, they are a negligible element of
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society; they simply are not to be taken seriously as social beings deserving of
interaction. Indeed, Baghdadi-Jewish musicians were conceivably viewed with the
same fascination which Jews have come to regard non-Jews:

"Forbidden

normatively, morally, religiously, they become psychologically interesting because
they (non-Jews] do not really count" (Van Den Haag 1969: 216). As providers of a
social service, their rank is assumed; therefore they can be admired solely for their
musical product.
As outsiders, however, Baghdadi musicians fulfilled an important social
function in enriching the culture. They were responsible for introducing foreign
elements unfamiliar to their society. Traditionally, foreign cultural influence had
been imposed on Iraq by occupying powers as in the incorporation of Persian and
Turkish texts into the sung maqam. With greater freedom from outside domination
in the twentieth century, musicians remained a channel for foreign influence,
through the importation of musical elements. For instance, Jewish musicians
established close ties with non-Iraqi musicians, primarily Egyptian and Lebanese,
who travelled to Baghdad to perform. Famous musicians including cAbd alWahhab, Saini al-Shawwa, Mupammad al-CAqqad, Mu!Iammad

al-Qa~abji,

and

Riyiiq al-Sumba!i, whenever in Baghdad, met with the al-Kuwayti brothers to
exchange ideas about music (Kojaman 1978: 75). These meetings were more than
academic; Iraqi musicians also worked alongside visiting musicians. YaCqiib Murad

an

al-CAmanplayed with the famous violinist Sifrrii al-Shawwii who wanted ai-cAm

to work with him in Egypt. Abraham Da'ud performed with numerous Lebanese
and Egyptian players such as Mu!}ammad Salman, cAbd al-Mu]allib, with the latter
for over two years. In addition, it is likely that Iraqi instrumentalists absorbed
elements of Persian style through their contact with Persian singers whom they
occasionally accompanied, according to Ephraym Blts.siin and Twayna.
The influence felt between Jewish and non-Iraqi musicians was undoubtedly
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reciprocal. For exarnple, Umm Kulthiim learnt Salah
,
. al-Kuwayti's composition
"Gululah MabTh Lulah" (Say to Him He Has No Defects) and cAbd al-Wahhab learnt
maqam Hirrii from :;aJ.ag al-Kuway6 which he later utilized in his composition "Yii
Alii ZarCtii al-BurtuqaI[sic]" (Oh, You Who Planted the Oranges) sung by Laylii
Murad (Kojarnan 1978: 120). Contact between Iraqi-Jewish musicians and a Persian
professional musician resulted in Iran's adoption of qlmiin repertoire, according to
Loeb:
Shortly after World War I, a Shirazi motreb on pilgrimage to
Jewish holy sights in Iraq, rested at Sham (near Basra). Here he was
captivated by the sound of the Iraqi qanun (zither) and apprenticed
himself to one of its master players. Several years later he returned to
Shiraz with the instrument and adapted it to the Persian musical
system. Oiiniin music has since become very popular in Iran and this
motreb's son is Iran's finest qTmtln player, one of the Shah's favorite
musicians (1972: 12).
Thus, Iraqi-Jewish musicians served as "international agents," both disseminating
their tradition through contact with foreign musicians and absorbing foreign musics
and other aspects of culture into Iraqi society.
Within their own society, Jewish musicians may have served as an integrating
force by acting as the vehicle for mutual influence between Arab and Jewish musics.
This is not surprising, considering that Jewish musicians performed both Arab
secular and Jewish paraliturgical repertoire. The musical style of the Iraqi-Arab
majority population clearly made its impact upon Jewish secular music, which, as in
Iran "appears to be indistinguishable (except for dialect) from the secular music of
their Muslim neighbors" (Loeb 1972: 12). More striking is the similarity between
Jewish paraliturgical song and Arab secular song. Songs such as "El Eliyahii,"
"Adon COlam," and "Yedidiha-Shahakhta" recorded in the 1920s and 1930s (dates
•
only approximate) utilize the chalgfBaghdadi style or small Eastern ensemble with
typical Iraqi idioms. Some of these Hebrew songs contain extended passages in
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Arabic. Jewish songs, in Judeo-Arabic, were also recorded by popular Arab singers
such as cAbd-Alliih Fans and RashId al-Qundarjf, as discussed earlier.
While the acculturative influences of the majority population on a
subordinate one are commonly studied, as Loeb writes, "we must not exclude the
reverse flow, no matter the difficulty in clearly identifying its manifestations"
(1972: 10). Although a detailed investigaton of the "Jewish influence" was not
undertaken as a part of theis study, the observations offered here suggest evidence
for the Jewish influence in Middle Eastern music. For example, TwayJia maintained
that Jews translated many traditional melodies (e.g. "Yavo ha-Goel") into Arabic,
and that these songs were later sung by Arabs. 22 The conscious introduction of
Jewish melody into secular performance conceivably occured in Iran where,
"Informants claim that the Jewish motreb consciously utilized motifs of religious
chant and semi-sacred song in his secular [Persian] music making" (Loeb 1972: 10).
Unconscious incorporation of Jewish melody apparently existed in Iran, but was not
investigated in this study of Iraq.
Jewish influence was also felt in the traditional vocal genre al-maqam alCIraqi. "Even the maqiim was sung in Hebrew. But when they [Jews] went to a
public place, they sang it like the Arab [in Arabic]," Twaynii recalled. Although
Hebrew renditions of the maqam were not very common, neither publicly nor
privately, at least one maqam was recorded by ~agUli Shemiiel Darziin the 1920s. 23
One may surmise that if a rnaqam were recorded in Hebrew, there must have been
some demand for it. Again, Jewish influence could be evident in maqiim al-!ahir

22 This, of course, calls into question whether melodies' actual origins lie in Jewish
or Muslim repertoire.
23 Maqam husaynf, ca. 3:15, recorded with modem style chalgi ensemble (here
qaniIn, violin, and percussion; see also Chapter III:B).
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which begins with the Hebrew word hallelujah and might be "an old Jewish maqam,"
in Twayna's view.
Thus, despite their position as outsiders, Jewish musicians in Baghdad
fulfi11ed important social functions. Because of their mobility as outsiders, these
musicians were conceivably able to convey a Jewish influence to the majority
culture. Although scholars have been concerned primarily with the Middle Eastern
influence upon Jewish music, the case of the Iraqi musician suggests evidence for the
Jewish influence, an area of interest delineated by A.Z. Idelsohn a half century ago
(Idelsohn 1929). Certainly the role of the outsider musician as a member of a
minority group merits further research.

C. Sustenance of a Tradition

An examination of the perpetuation of the Baghdadi musical tradition is
essential if we are to establish meaningful links between the improvisatory process
and social organization. The sustaining aspect will be discussed in terms of
musicians' training and recruitment, patronage and remuneration.
The recruitment and training of instrumentalists performing urban art-music
was generally a family affair, as with other traditional societies, and limited to the
family's male members. 24 Twayna explained that,
The Jews were father teaching son. So they're getting families of
musicians. There was a family named Petaw who knew how to play
santiir; the father taught the son and the son taught his nephew; family
givIng to family. Also the Ba~§un family.

24 No mention of female instrumentalists, including amateurs, was ever made by
informants.
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Indeed, jawzah player Ephraym Ba.s"sun (b. 1890) affirmed:
I learned from my father [of coursenwhere else?]!! My father and
my grandfather were musicians. There is no other place to learn-all
is from father to son.
Familial endogamy was further confIrmed by YaCqub Murad al-cAmm who said
that, "I am the seventh or eighth generation of musician in my family. The music is
in the roots of my blood."
Until about 1920, urban instrumentalists learned those instruments required
for the genre al-maqam al-CIraql: the santlir, jawzah, dumbak, and daff. After
•

World War I, with the introduction of "modern styles" (see Chapter IV), Iraqi
musicians learnt, in addition, Cud, violin, qanun, and nay. Musicians were initially
self-taught and accounts state that most young boys encountered parental opposition
to their endeavors. Practicing furtively, the mother generally hid the fact from the
household's male authorities and the child learned, aided by recordings. The
experience of Iraqi-Jewish qImun player Abraham Da'ud corroborates this
approach to music education; he recalled that,
I've played the qanun since the age of seven; my father was also a
qanun player and I loved the instrument as a child. One of my
brothers played the violin, the other played Cud. At the beginning, I
started with the ciid, but after noticing my father playing the qamTn, I
used to wait until he went to work or to the coffee house and I would
take the instrument and practice on it a lot. My brother was a
composer for a man who would come regularly with his poems to the
house. This man also had an ensemble and noticed that I played
qaniin; he liked it very much and encouraged me to play. At that time
I was eleven years old. In the area, there was a new group and they
needed a qanun player. I don't know how, but I found myself with
them.
Thus, the home environment provided the young with the prerequsites for a music
education: access to an instrument, continual exposure to the complex musical
vocabulary, a male model which the child was eager to imitate, and encouragement
for his efforts. Conceivably, professional musicians were anxious to provide their
sons with a means of support, and for most, music was the only skill which could be
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passed on. Thus, musical expertise was viewed as a precious commodity and
guarded from outsiders by the male members of the family, especially among
instrumentalists.
While the majority of instrumentalists learnt from their fathers or uncles,
there were exceptions. A few highly motivated instrumentalists were self-taught in
the absence of a family member able to teach them; eventually, they sought guidance
from a teacher. For example, violinist

~aIa1)

al-Kuwayn already possessed some

proficiency at the age of twelve by the time he studied Western notation with a
police-band instructor in Iraq.25 His brother Da'ud was a self-taught mandoline
player who went on to study cad in Kuwait (Twayna 1977). Ezra Aharon who "went
crazy from music as a child and wanted nothing else," furthered his knowledge by
study with the Turkish musician Tanbun IbrahIm Bek [sic], he informed us. 26
Private instrumental teachers, then, were available in Baghdad, although in limited
number. Kojaman briefly mentions the pioneering ciid teacher Yiisuf Ijamb (from
!lalab) who set up a school in his home in the late 1920s (1978: 99).

~aIajl

and Da'ud

al-Kuwaytitaught violin and ciid privately in their home, Twayn"ll recalled. Jamil
BashiI, later acclaimed as one of Iraq's greatest musicians, was a student of the alKuwaytis, Twanya continued. With the availability of private instruction, one is led
to ask why it was that more Arabs did not pursue careers as instrumentalists. Again,
the explanation may lie in the stigma attached to the occupation of professional
musician per se.
Music education became institutionalized with the establishment of a Jewish
welfare arts institute for the blind in 1928 directed and attended by Jews, as Saglv
25 According to data located in Phonoteca files.
26 Aharon maintains that while his teacher was an exponent of Turkish tradition, it
was playing technique and not the style which was of real value to him.
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informed us:
The Jews were the first in Iraq to study music systematically in
schools and colleges. The first school was in Baghdad, for welfare
cases; most of the candidates were Jews. There was also drama and
theater taught there; the emphasis was the arts.
The majority of those enrolled were disabled and came from poor or broken homes;
they were intent upon acquiring a skill which would provide them with a livelihood.
Thus, recruitment was dependent primarily on economic need rather than musical
talent. While entry to the institute was not competitive, certain standards were
enforced:

"If the students were successful, they could continue with their

profession; if not, they were out of the school," Saglv continued. Little is known
about the method of instruction although Kojaman reported that braille musical
notation was taught by a Palestinian Jew.

~aIa9

al-KuwaytTprovided private lessons

for the institute's students wishing supplemental studies (Kojaman 1978: 101). The
welfare institute produced some higWy-regarded musicians such as Yiisuf RaOic,
Abraham Salman, and Shliimu Shumash (Ibid.: 102).
The opening of the Jewish welfare institute's program marked the beginning
of a new era in Baghdadi musical life. Music education was validated within an
institutional context and with the inaugeration of the Iraqi broadcasting station in
1936, the trend towards modernization was established. Arab attitude towards
musicians became more favorable and state patronage for music education followed
with the creation of an "Institute of Arabian Music in the Abassidian tradition,,27 at
the request of King Faysal (Chabrier 1978: 98). Also known as Machad al-Funiin al-

27 Chabrier also refers to this institution as the "Institute of Music of Baghdad"
(1978: 99). Its name Machad al-Funiin al-Janiilah is translated here as "The
Institute for Fine Arts." The institute also included theatrical studies and visual
arts in its curriculum.
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JamTIah, the school opened in 1937 (or 1938, see Kojaman 1978: 102) under the
direction of Sherif Muhieddin, a Turkish musician and cousin to King Fay~a1.28
The creation of the institute signified tangible endorsement of music as a legitimate
pursuit for Arabs; the government's role in establishing the institute suggests that
music was becoming a matter of national interest, perhaps an emblem of emerging
national identity. However, the inaugeration of specialized training did not
significantly improve musicians' rank at the time since working musicians were still
Jews who did not train there. It would appear that eventually study at the institute
did lend credibility to the office of musician, as recent literature suggests (Chabrier
1978 and Tsuge 1972). Indeed, one suspects that the defmition of a musician and the
attitudes towards musicians changed significantly as the musical function shifted
from Jewish to Arab domain. The institute undoubtedly played an important part in
establishing a new generation of musicians and a new method of recruitment among
Arab ranks.
Instruction at the institute was open to both Jewish and Arab students. Many
of the students studied music for self-delection; Sumekh asserted that study at the
institute contributed to one's complete education as a cultured man. Other students
aspired to professional status. The institute's success at producing professional
musicians has not been determined, but the following account suggests that
standards were somewhat uneven:
An acquaintance of [maqam reader) Rashid al-Qundarjireported that
there was need for a performance of maqam during the Jewish
holidays. None of the Jewish instrumentalists were available, so alQundarji" was obliged to utilize some students from the institute.
Someone asked him, 'How could you agree to sing with this
ensemble?' To which he replied, 'I'll sing even if they played on the
tasht [laundry pot)' (Twayna 1978d).
28 For further information on Sherif Muhieddin see Chabrier (1978: 98-100).
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The institute's teaching function clearly belonged to the non-Jewish domain.
Apparently, the only Jews to teach there were •Salah• al-Kuwayti and a Russian Jew
who taught Western music, according to Twayna; their tenure was limited to the
institute's early years. "After that, they brought Arabs from Syria and Egypt, and

.

those who leamed from ,SaIah al-Kuwaytibecame teachers at the school," Twayna
continued.
Despite the importation of foreign teachers, the Jewish role in training the
institute's Iraqi teachers was significant. Jarriil Bashir was a student of .SaIa]] alKuwayti and the Russian instructor, Twayna recalled. The chalgiBaghdadi
tradition, unknown to non-Iraqi teachers, could only have been imparted to
aspiring Arabs by Jewish teachers. For example, san!iirist YTIsuf Petaw was
responsible for training a number of musicians and teachers prominent in Iraq
today, including Dr. Hashim al-Rajab, according to Twaynii. Furthermore, Arab
instructors undoubtedly depended on Jewish musicians' recordings for teaching,
particularly after Jewish musicians left Iraq. So important were these recordings
that Iraqi authorities reportedly required Jewish musicians to record their
repertoire as a precondition for emigration.
The predominant means of acquiring the musical tradition, whether within
the institute or privately, was aural, through exposure and gradual osmosis. While
various forms of musical notation were available, such as the braille system
mentioned earlier and Western notation, their use was quite limited. One amateur,
Moshe' Rabic , actually wanted to leam Eastern music through notation but found it
difficult to find a teacher. So like others, he leamt with the aid of a wide selection of
recordings available in Iraq; these included recordings issued in Egypt, considered
to be at the vanguard of Middle Eastern musical developments, as well as Turkish
repertoire.
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On-the-job-training was crucial for aspiring instrumentalists, particularly
for those who learnt the genre al-maqam al-CJra'lf. Asked how they learnt,
instrumentalists such as Ezra Aharon replied, "Learn? I worked!! I learned!!" The
al-Kuwayti brothers had their fIrst lesson in the Iraqi ma'lam from Mu!!arnrnad alQabbanjf during a performance in a Basra cinema while substituting for absentee
players (Twayna 1977).
The education process vocalists underwent was different and deserves a brief
summary here, although the focus of this study is instrumental music. More is
known about ma'lam readers who apparently did not generally transmit the tradition
within families but gained their expertise from different 'lari'-s, each considered a
"school" in himself. Perhaps this absence of endogeny is explained by the fact that
Muslim ma'lam readers often remained unmarried (many were homosexual) and
thus lacked a male child to become heir to the tradition.
Again, exposure to the ma'lam during performance was the means for
acquiring the tradition. For example, Rashid a1-Qundarjiwas reputed to have learnt
the ma'llim by hiding under the sofa or platform when A!J.mad Zayoan performed at
coffee houses.

Upon sensing al-Qundarji's presence one evening, Zaydan

reportedly pulled him out by his ear and asked him to complete the ma'lam he was
singing. Pleased with the result, he reportedly requested al-Qundarji to sing that
ma'lam at his graveside when he died (Twayna 1978d).
A young man with a good voice often came to the attention of those in charge
of the musical function in the mosque or synagogue. Exposure to ma'lam-based
sacred music preceded study with a 'lari' al-ma'lam. One Jewish 'lari', Salim
Shibith, also found it necessary to prepare himself for eventual study by engaging a
teacher of Arabic literature and poetry, perhaps feeling a deficiency as a result of
his rudimentary education in a Jewish school. Again, we hear a familiar story:
Shibith, known for his devotion to the maqam, was requested to complete a ma'lam
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performance at a Jewish club one evening when Rashid al-Qundarjibecame too
inebriated to finish. Upon hearing Shibith, Rashid reportedly kissed him and
promised to teach him the intricacies of the maqiim (Twaynii 1978e).
Maqiim readers were often eclectic in their approach to learning. While the
available descriptive literature (in Arabic) describes the qari' as a follower of a
particular teacher, who is himself a "school" with a unique approach to the maqam,
qari'-s themselves assimilated maqilml£t or parts thereof from diverse sources. For
example, one reads that,
RashId al-Qundarjiwas introduced to the maqiim by Apmad Zaydlin,
Reuven Rajwan, An!Gn ibn BU!Tus, and other maqiim readers. At the
end of his life, he followed the technique of Salman Moshe'; he sang
the!illpll of maqam sigah in the way of... (Twaynii 1978d).
This type of statement indicates both a varied approach to learning and the
possibility that Jewish qiiri'-s (e.g. Salman Moshe') served as models for Muslim
qari'-s. This supports the view that in spite of Jewish maqam readers' inferior
pronunciation, they were in fact qualified to impart the musical essence of the
maqam. Indeed, "Even the great Rashid al-Qundarjf himself preferred to hear
maqam nawa as performed by [the Jewish qan'] Yiisuf Huraysh" (Twayria 1978h).

* * * * * *
Patronage within the private sector was responsible for sustaining Jewish
professional musicians in Baghdad. Sources of private patronage included the
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aristocracy, private citizens, clubs, coffee houses, or "nightclubs,,,29 privately
owned, but patronized by the public, and the record industry. Patronage from
government sources were of secondary importance, although the state-owned media
was a significant employer of musicians.
Private patrons were often rulers, pnme ministers, and government
officials. Ezra Aharon, YaCqiib Murad al-cAman,

~lilal)

al-Kuwaytf, and other

informants produced either photos of themselves at King Ghllii's residence or gifts
from kings, such as an inscribed gold watch or historical relics. In turn, musicians
composed special pieces for the king or other high-ranking officials (see plates 8
and 9, Chapter IV). When NiiriSacid was prime minister, "He always invited SalIm
Shibith to his house. Each week, there was a party at the house of NiirT SaCid,"
Twayna recalled (see plate 3 and 6). Musicians, therefore, were annexed to
positions of power, but did not acquire power themselves. Nor were they able to
become clients exclusively of the ruling aristocracy, since no such office existed.
Indeed, the same musicians who performed for rulers were also employed by
ordinary citizens for private affairs. 3D These patrons were either Arab or Jewish,

29 Informants in Israel often referred to these establishments as "nightclubs," but
an examination of the names mentioned reveals that they are the same
establishments termed "coffee houses" by others. Albert Elias spoke of the
mikhanna, a small establishment serving caraQ spirits and mazzah appetizers
where Baghdadis could hear music during their habitual after-work stop.
Aharon referred to "cinemas" where "great people worked" and where
audiences of up to one thousand people could be accommodated. An opera house
was procured by Yii'suf Zacrur al-Kabii:, a cafe and club-owner, as a venue for Iraqi
music and entertainment (Kojaman 1978: 129).
30 Only one musician, Ezra Aharon who left Iraqi in 1933, affirmed that he did not
play for weddings and other private functions, suggesting this was less honorable
than playing in "cinemas." His view contradicts Shibith's that the home was the
most honorable place to perform, perhaps because Aharon's definition of honor
implies public recognition whereas Shibith associates honor with morality.
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and invited guests included both Arabs and Jews at the same gathering; on some
occasions, females reportedly celebrated in separate quarters. Private citizens
selected vocalists for their fame and the prestige they brought to a gathering rather
than on the basis of ethnic origin, Sumekh informed us. For instance, Rashid alQundarjfwas patronized extensively by Jews while Saliin Shibith was the favorite
qan' of NiJrfSacfd, according to Twayna.
The Baghdadi-Jewish community established a number of social/cultural
clubs, most of all or which also patronized both Jewish and Arab performers. 31
Twayna informed us that,
Each club invited fellows to make a chalgi ~aflah, every month or
two. Sometimes in Zawtli' Club, next month in Laura Khu~urrClub,
and after that in Rafidayn Club. The whole family, with women and
girls, assembled in the club. (But in the cafe at that time, there were
only men, but in the houses they had men and women together). The
Christians also had a club and they also invited (presented] al-maqam
al-CIraqf.
The same informant stressed that it was only in these clubs and in private homes that
women and girls could join men in hearing musical performances.
In addition to private clubs, coffee houses and "nightclubs" open to the public
patronized musicians on a nightly basis (excepting religious holidays). The
Baghdadi cafe offered regular access to music, particularly complete maqiim
performances unavailable on 78 rpm recordings; it allowed for the interaction
between musicians and audience which is vital to Near Eastern music; and it
established a point of contact between musicians and aspiring musicians.
Certain coffee houses built their reputations on musical performances, while
others were known for story-telling, and still others for men's games. Some of the
musically-distinguished coffee houses/nightclubs were Malha Jawahiri(Diamond
31 Forfurther information on Jewish clubs, see Twena 1981: 6-7.
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Nightclub), al-Suwwas, AU Laylii, al-Farabl, and Malha Abu-Nuwwas (managed

. .

by Salah al-Kuwayti). Certain qari'-s or ensembles became associated with
particular cafes, Twayna recalled. These establishments were reportedly managed
by Jewish or Christian men, with the exception of one club owned and managed by
three female singers, belonging to three religions: Salfmah Murad (a Jewish
convert to Islam), cAffifah Iskandar (a Christian), and Nurjis ShawqT (a Muslim),
according to Sumekh. Patrons were Arab and Jewish males, but apparently some
clubs had provided a concealed women's section, Sumekh recalled.
While cafes of "nightclubs" were essential to the transmission of musical
tradition, they were regarded by informants as "bad places." Female dancers (and
possibly female singers) circulated among the audience, subtly making themselves
available for prostitution. Fighting also broke out in cafes on occasion. The cafes
made a raucous impression on outsiders, as evidenced by a literary source which
referred to "the frantic Arabic music from loudspeakers at nearby cafes" (Hoffman
1940: 58).
Connoiseurs of the Iraqi maqam as well as maqam readers were also
associated with homosexuality. Several informants suggested that the words of the
maqiim describe men's feelings related to homosexual love and mentioned
Muparnmad al-Qabbanji' and Rashid al-Qundarjias examples of Arab homosexual
maqam readers. They were reportedly known for bringing a young boy to sit in the
front row during their maqam performances. The association of Iraqi maqam with
homosexuality is not surprising in light of attitudes in Iranian society where
musicians were suspected of participating in both homosexual and heterosexual
orgies (Loeb 1972: 9). In any case, the Baghdadi cafe provided musicians with a
constant source of income.
Cafe patronage also had significant impact on other aspects of Iraqi musical
life. According to Kojaman, certain cafe owners and/or managers (for example,
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YUsuf ZaCriir al-Kab1r, Salim Mashallllh, and his brother cAbd-Alliih) influenced
the process of musical transmission (1978: 129).

Conceivably, cafe

managers/owners, from poor families, were motivated by commercial
considerations rather than artistic ones and this orientation may have influenced
musical style. For instance, Kojaman reports that ZaCriir staged performances with
ensembles up to ten instrumentalists and often included new talent, for example,
non-Iraqi instrumentalists and female singers (Ibid.); whether this reflects his
personal taste or the influence of large European ensembles is not known. That
many musicians launched their careers from Zacriir's establishment suggests the
possibility of a personal patron influencing the success of certain musicians. The
role of management in determining musical practice deserves greater study, since
individual preferences and policy may have had beaming upon improvisation in
performance practice.
The record industry was another source of patronage for musicians,
beginning with the first record company in Iraq which was owned by the Jew Meir
Hakkiik. Hakkiik's company was formed around 1920 and recorded both Hebrew
and Arabic language material exclusively; a wide selection of musics was reportedly
available, including many different dialects. All local record companies were
owned and managed by Jews 32 and Jews also played some role within international
companies represented in Iraq.33 Detailed information about the record industry in
Iraq could not be obtained, however it is known that two prominant musicians, Ezra
32 For instance, HakkIik Compnay employed the Jewish qari' Sllaiil Gabbay to
audition potential vocalists for recording; he turned to this work because of
familial dissuasion from a performing career (Twayna 1978c).
33 Information concerning the exact number of international recording companies
with direct contacts in Iraq is not available, although at least one company, His
Master's Voice, maintained an active branch in Iraq. Aharon recalled recording
for Polyphon Werke, Odeon, Baidaphone, and Homachord [sic] in Iraq.
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Aharon and

~aJ.al)

al-Kuwayti, worked as directors for recording companies. Ezra

Aharon, for example, stated,
I worked for His Master's Voice. I was leader in charge of choosing
singers. Each year they came and listened, said this is good and not
good, and I took the singer and I made records. I used to receive a
monthly salary from His Master's Voice in London.
Aharon's statement is significant in that once a salaried director, he could choose his
own performance engagements undertaken for money. Secondly, as a patron, he
could promote himself, and indeed produced many of his own works for His
Master's Voice. Thirdly, because Aharon decided which singers were recorded, his
personal preference exerted great influence. Aharon also recorded as a singer and
ciidist for several other recording companies in Iraq.
Recording sessions furnished supplemental revenue to musicians' primary
income source--performance. It was unlikely that they could support themselves
solely from their recording fees. According to the requirements of particular
recordings, the instrumental ensemble was often enlarged to include nine or ten
musicians, Aharon recalled, thereby patronizing a greater number of musicians.
Recordings for the film industry were conceivably an additional source of
patronage, the extent of which is not known.

~li1at!

al-Kuwaytiwas the first Iraqi to

compose a soundtrack for the film "CAliya wa-cAasiim," using the singer Salfmah
Murad (Kojaman 1978: 1920) and contracts for other film recording opportunities
presumedly followed.
Another significant source of patronage outside the private sector was the
state-controlled media.

The Iraqi broadcasting station opened in 1936 and

reportedly hired almost exclusively Jewish instrumentalists. This policy probably
continued through the mid-1940s when Jewish emigration was imminent;
management of the music section shifted into Arab hands with the appointment of
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Jamil Bashrr as director in 1948 (Chabrier 1978: 99).34 While media patronage was
not sufficient to establish a full-time position of "radio musician," it did provide
supplemental income to musicians' mainstay, performance patronized by the private
sector. Furthermore, performance for the radio was apparently a mark of prestige,
which no doubt enhanced opportunity for patronage from other sources.
Live radio broadcasts were generally completed by nine at night, thereby
allowing musicians to go on to work at private parties, clubs, and cafes, according
to Twayna. After nine o'clock, recorded material was probably featured, as one
literary source indicates,
Up the street was a radio broadcasting station that screamed out its
Arab programs until about midnight. (Anyone would have thought
that all the Iraqis were deaf or soon would be) (Hoffman 1940: 27).
Broadcasting policy was also affected by Islamic and Jewish religious holiday
observance.

For instance, during Ramadan, evening broadcasts of maqiim

performances were reduced, Twayna recalled. On the other hand, on Jewish
holidays when music was proscribed, live broadcasting ceased.
Perhaps because radio performance conveyed distinction and because
vocalists were the focal point of performance, Jewish vocalists did not enjoy much
airtime. When asked why lJizqel' Qa~§ab did not sing for the radio in Iraq, Twayna
replied, "Because first of all, he was a Jew." Jewish qari' SalIm Shibith gained his
entree to the radio because he was well-liked by Prime Minister N1irfSac fd, Twayna
continued. The predominance of Arab singers and Jewish instrumentalists at the
radio suggests that the station and its policies where a microcosm reflecting society's
attitudes towards musicians.

34 The al-KuwaytI brothers left the radio ensemble in the mid-1940s after a dispute
with the management; however, the ensemble continued with replacements at the
radio, Kojaman informed us.
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The radio station patronized three instrument ensembles which became
regular "house bands" and accompanied various vocalists. One group performing
music in primarily modern Iraqi styles (see Chapter IV) was led by

~Jilah

al-

Kuwayti (see plates 4 and 5). The other two ensembles provided the instrumental
component for al-maqiim al-CJraqT and were led by Yiisuf Petaw and Ephraym
Ba~.siin,

respectively.

The maqam was also performed with modern

instrumentation, played by members of al-KuwaytTs group or others. Twayna
recalled that,
At that time [the 1940s] there were about five to seven fellows singing
in the broadcasting. Each night... or four to five times a week, you
could hear part of the maqam, for half an hour, sometimes an hour:
RashId al-Qundarjf always one hour. One night Rashid, another
Mubammad al-Qabbanji, sometimes Yiisuf cUmar. Two or three
fellows sang in the new style, the rest singing in the old style, either
with Petaw or Ba$~un's group; usually it was two times with Petaw
and one time with Ba§~iin in a week. The other two times [the maqam
was sung] with modern instruments, like ciid and qlimTn. You could
also hear the songs of SaIrmah al-Blisha, the Egyptian girls, the Syrian
and Lebanese singers, many things.

* * * * *
Precise information on remuneration was difficult to obtain, as informants
were generally reluctant to discuss matters of payment. Like other Mediterranean
and Middle Eastern cultures, it appears that the typical manner of payment was
throwing money or tipping:
Each person [at a performance] liked a particular kind of music: one
asks for the modern Egyptian music, another asked for the maqam.
The old fellows like only the maqam; and [others requested] the new
style--they heard it from films at the cinema. So when they got drunk,
they threw the money.
It is difficult to determine whether this common remuneration practice lacked

dignity from Baghdadi musicians' viewpoint. Salfm Shibith, however, implied that
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there were other, more agreeable forms of payment in Iraq; however his view may
reflect subsequent contact with Western values in Israel. He recalled that, "They
would give me money while I was singing and I would put it in my pocket. I would
sing for two to three hours, have a nice time and go home." Since tipping was the
usual form of payment, musicians' earning cannot be accurately evaluated. We do
know, however, that remuneration was not affected by musicians' ethnic origins:
"The Arabs did not receive more money; they were paid the same as the Jews,"
Aharon stated.
Remuneration, therefore, was dependent upon satisfying the requests of the
audience and tied to the extent of enthusiasm manifested. Musicians most likely
viewed remuneration as a reward for their efforts and this interaction with the
audience undoubtedly stimulated inspired performance. It is possible musicians
developed special techniques to elicit greater payment, for example, they might
have exaggerated certain musical features to which the audience was known to
respond.
Remuneration was also honorific. As mentioned earlier, many Jewish
instrumentalists received personalized gifts from the king. Cash payments, by
contrast, were possibly viewed as detracting from one's honor.

"Money is

corrupting and garbage," Salim Shibith remarked; "I get a pension from the Israeli
National Insturance so I don't need money from singing," he asserted. Perhaps this
superficially disinterested attitude towards remuneration was carried over from
Iraq and represents another instance of musicians' need to bolster self-esteem, in
light of their low rank assigned to them in Iraqi society.
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PLATE 1. IRAQI DELEGATION TO THE INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS
OF ORIENTAL MUSIC AT THE RECORDING STUDIO OF HIS
MASTER'S VOICE, Cairo, 1932. Left to right: YiisufPetaw (santiir)j Abraham
Simp.ah CilllfDj Ezra Aharon (cfu!)j agent for His Master's Voice (standing)j
MulJammad aI-QabbanjT(vocalist)j YusufZacriir (qImiin), ~a\atl Shemiiel Ciawzah)j
Yehiidah Shumash (dumbak). Photo and documentation provided by Ezra Aharon.
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PLATE 2. THE IRAQI DELEGATION TO THE INTERNATIONAL
CONGRESS OF ORIENTAL MUSIC, Cairo, 1932. Seated, from left: Ibrahim
CAfifi(percussionist with Umm Kulthiim), Mu1:tammad al-Qabbanji; reporter for
ai-Saba!} newspaper; standing: Yiisuf Zacriir, Ezra Aharon, an Egyptian ganiin
player, Abraham Simbah, ~alal} Shemiiel, Yiisuf Petaw. Photo and documentation
provided by Ezra Aharon.
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PI.;.AIE 3. ]RAQI MUSICIANS IN THE HOME OF PRIME MINISTER
NURI SAcm, Baghdad, 1932. Center (back facing) santlirist Yusuf
Petaw; left corner, kam3nah player Nag.um Abu al.Kemfinah; seated,
smoking, qarj' Rashid al·Qundarjf; seated with ftl, Ezra Aharon;
group of government officials standing in center; Niiri Sacrd (?wearing
eyeglasses); next to him (tall) the poet Macruf al.Ra~arr; seated right
with fez gari' Salman Moshe', Photo courtesy of Nacim Twayn3;
documentation provided by Ezra Aharon,
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PLATE 4
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PLATES

PLATES 4 AND 5. THE AL·KUWAYTI ENSEMBLE was known both for
perfonnances of innovative compositions and the traditional Iraqi magam. Dii'iid
al-Kuwaytf, cii!!; Yiisuf Zacriir, giiniin; ~usayn cAbd·Allah, iliac; YaCqub al·
cAmarf, nay; $lilai} al-Kuwaytf, violin; Ibrahim Taqrr, cello; with magiim reader
Mutmmmad al-Qabbanji, seated center. Photos courtesy of Ben Zvi Institute.
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PLATE 6. IRAQI AND GERMAN JEWISH ENSEMBLES AT GHAZI'S
PALACE. The al-Kuwaytiensemble alternated performances with a Jewish
ballroom dance ensemble whose members escaped Nazi Germany. Documentation
provided by YaCqiib Murad al-cAmari; photo courtesy of Ben Zvi Institute.
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FIG. I. TRAVEL DOCUMENT pennitting Iraqi Jewish instrumentalists to attend
the International Congress of Oriental Music, Cairo 1932. Ibrllhim SlllatI and
Yehlidiih Moshe' were also known as Abraham Simhah and Yehiidah Shumllsh,
respectively. Document courtesy of Ezra Aharon.
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"In Iraq, only Jews played music. Only Jews!! It is forbidden to add or
subtract from the Iraqi maQam. It is an old thing. If the Jews hadn't
preserved it, it wouldn't exist."--Ezra Aharon

"Yiisuf cUmar tries to sing the maQam but sounds like a dog barking. He used
to listen to me [singing] in cafes or people's houses--then go crazy!"--Salim
Shibith

CHAPTER m. SELECT GENRES OF ffiAQI URBAN REPERTOIRE

A. Introduction to Traditional Iraqi Genres
The numerous musical traditions and repertoires performed in Iraq reflect
the country's ethnic, cultural, and religious diversity. This plurality of musical
genres and their interaction contributes to the uniqueness of Iraqi music. The
classical genre al-maqam al-CIraqi', for instance, demonstrates a mixture of varied
elements which can be traced to specific styles and regions.
Iraq's many musical genres have been described at length in the literature 1
and may be classified under three general headings: folk music, urban art-music,
and religious repertoire. Folk music includes genres such as improvised sung
poetry, dance repertoire, work, caravan, and peddling songs, lullabies, school,
national, and military music, life cycle and mourning songs, gypsy, Beduin,
Turkish, Armenian, and Kurdinsh songs, and percussion ensemble repertoire,
among other genres. Certain folk genres came to be performed in the urban context
and crossed socio-religious boundaries, as discussed below. Urban art-music in
Iraq consists of the central classical genre al-maqam al-CIraqi and art-music
repertoire derived from other non-Iraqi Near Eastern sources (see Chapter IV).
Religious repertoire includes genres from Orthodox Islam and its many mystical
sects as well as Judaism? Religious repertoire shares many characteristics with
urban art-music. For example, as was seen in Chapter II, many maqam readers
were also either Our'an readers or synagogue hazzan-s, and many Jewish piyyutim
•

•

1 For surveys of Iraqi musical genres see a1-Ward1(1964), Kojaman (1978), a1Rajab (1961), Shiloah (1971, 1980a, 1983), and Hassan (1980a, 1980b).
2 Baghdadi Western and European Christian churches relied upon Western
musical styles (Kojaman 1978: 36).
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(religious poems) and shebahot (hymn of praise) were performed in the style of
•
urban Arabic art-music.
Here we focus on two important genres in the Baghdadi Jewish
instrumentalists' repertoire: al-ghina' al-rTff (rural song), in particular abiidhIyah
sung poetry, and the classical genre al-maqam al-CIraqt This introduction provides
background for the analysis of instrumental improvisation (Chapter VI).
AI-ghina' aI-riffrefers to vocal music sung in local dialects throughout Iraq.
With migration to urban centers in the twentieth century, the riff style became
popular among all socio-economic groups. Eventually nIT song was accompanied
by urban ensembles and all popular rIff singers performed with the al-Kuwaytf
radio ensemble after the station opened in 1936 (Kojaman 1978: 21),3 The riITstyle
gained equal rank with urban art-music both as art-music composers created
sophisticated songs for rilf singers and as singers of urban repertoire included tiIT
songs in their performances Obid.).4
Abiidhiyah is a central riff vocal genre performed throughout Iraq, and
southern Iraq, in particular, has served as a center for the development of its poetry
and performance style. In Baghdad, abiidhi'yah was accompanied by urban
ensembles, a practice later transferred to Israel (see Chapter VI for analysis of its
improvised features). Although essentially a folk genre, its modal structure is
governed by principles similar to the maqam system. AI-Wardi has identified
thirteen specific types (atw'ar)
of abdiihfyah and the maqam appropriate to each type
,
(1964: 53-55).

3 The riff style was also performed with urban ensembles at large Baghdadi
theatres, especially well-attended during particular religious and national
holidays (Kojaman 1978: 24).
4 Jewish maqam reader Yiisuf lJuraysh was known for his abiidhi'yah
performances accompanying himself on rabab fiddle.
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The poetry of abiidhTyah is based on a four-line stanza in the southern pasga
dialect. Each line consists of four hemistiches, three of which rhyme in the style of
jiniis. 5 The fourth hemistich ends with an emphatic ~ followed by a neglected
(unemphasized) ha (al-Wardf 1964: 53). Because of its four-line structure,
abiidhlyah parallels Catiibiih poetry, where each of its first three lines also rhymes
and the last word of the fourth line ends with ab, abah, Tyah, or dhlyah (Shiloah
1980a: 529). While the subject matter frequently focuses on sadness or nostalgia-hence the probable derivation of its name from al-athlyah (pain, harm)--it also
includes praise, courage, love, etc. 6
In its village context, abiidhTyah, like Catablih, is essentially a solo genre,
sometimes performed antiphonally by two improvising poet-musicians (Ibid.).
Highly melismatic, each strophe may be followed by the audience's murmered
drone, by rhythms produced on a tray or table, or accompanied by a tablah drum.
The metric song pastah usually follows abudhi"yah performances. Like other fiff
genres accompanied by the takht ensemble'? informants maintain that abiidhTyah's
essential character remained unchanged.

Analyses of abiidhi"yah renditions

accompanied by the urban ensemble appear in Chapter VI:C.

5 A poetic conceit whereby the words are derived from the same roots.
6 According to al-Wardf, performance aesthetics include "correctness of
construction, harmony of expression, delicate taste, and forcefullness of
meaning. . . "; furthermore, abiidhfyah's subtle meanings can be
comprehended only by its initiates (1964: 53).
7 For information on the takht ensemble see el-Shawan (1984: 272-76).
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B. Al-Maqam Al-Iraqi(The Iraqi Maqam)
The term maqam has unique implications when used in connection with Iraqi
music. The term may be used there, as it is throughout the Near East, to refer to the
modal system distinguished by features including constituent tetrachords, intervallic
structure, pitch hierarchy, rules governing succession of tetrachords, tessitura,
melodic progression, characteristic rhythmic and melodic motifs, and ethos. In
short, maqam may be viewed generally as a repository of resources for creative
development. 8 In Iraq, it also refers to the complex vocal-instrumental genre and
body of repertoire called al-maqam al-CIni"ql(the Iraqi maqam).
Al-maqam al-CIraqi" finds a parallel in the Near Eastern compound forms
such as waslah and niibah (see Racy 1983 and Pacholczyk 1980: 523-26) but appears
•

to be most closely related to the Persian dastgah orav"liz for similarities in formal
structure, modes and modulation, rhythmic characteristics, and performing
ensemble (see Tsuge 1972). With more research on the relationship between almaqam al-CIraqland the Persian dastgah system we will gain a clearer understanding
of al-maqam al-CInfqfin the context of Near Eastern music.
The Iraqi maqam has been traditionally perpetuated by specialists through
oral tradition without substantial theoretical and pedagogical literature. Hence,
relatively little is known about the genre in either the West or the Near East. The
existing Arabic literature is general, descriptive, often romantic in approach and
lacking in the analytical methodology associated with Western musicology. The
need for a scientific approach to the Iraqi maqam has recently been recognized by
Iraqi musicologists such as cAbd al-Wahhab BilaI, from whose more progressive

8 For definitions of maqiim see al-Faruqi 1981, Signell 1977, Spector 1970,
Gerson-Kiwi 1970, Sachs 1943, Nettl and Riddle 1974, Szabolsi 1965, Touma
1971, Shiloah 1981, and Powers 1980.
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writings the present study substantially draws (1975). The maqam's origin has yet
to be dealt with scientifically by scholars. For instance, due to the unavailability of
well-documented sources, Scheherazade Qassim Hassan is only able to supply an
approximation of its origin, writing that "the music is at the heart of an araboislamic [sic] oral tradition which most probably developed in Baghdad of the Golden
Abbasside [sic] era" (Hassan n.d.). Bila! also reflects the problematic state of Arabic
sources, noting that writers estimate the origins of the maqam as varying between
160 to 400 years ago (1975: 34). The lack of substantive information on the
maqam's history compells us to focus on the twentieth century, concentrating on the
Iraqi maqam's performing ensemble, structure, and tendency towards innovation
and change. (See Chapter VI: C for discussion of instrumental improvisation in the
Iraqi maqam).
The Performing Ensemble. The Iraqi maqam was traditionally performed by a
small ensemble consisting of one or two vocalists and three or four
instrumentalists? The vocalist, known as qiiri' al-maqam (maqam reader), was the
ensemble's central figure.

He was often assisted by a singer of secondary

importance, the pastajf, who performed the pastah (a light, metric syllabic song)
after and between the maqan1at while the qari' rested.
The entire ensemble was known either as al-chalgi al-Baghdadf(Baghdadi
ensemble, chalgffrom Turkish, lit. ensemble) or al-jawq al-Baghdadf(Baghdadi
ensemble).

The instrumental component consisted of

percussion. The Iraqi

san~iir,

san~ur, jawzah,

and

a trapezoidal hammered dulcimer built of walnut, has

twenty-three quadruple metalic courses. While the bridges (dama) of modern
instruments are moveable, those of older santiir-s were fixed (Hassan n.d.). The

•

jawzah (walnut or coconut), also called kamanjah or kamanah al-Baghdadfyah, is an
9 See Touma 1976 for regional variations in performing ensembles.
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iron-footed spike fiddle with the two opposite ends of its coconut resonator
removed, one covered with sheep skin, the other end open. According to jawzah
player Ephraym

Ba~§iin,

its three or four strings were traditionally made from

copper wire and tuned D-A-D, with an optional G, and the bow's hair made from
horsetail. lO The ,tablah, a single-skinned drum, is traditionally made of clay but
occasionally replaced by a metal tablah, formerly imported from Syria or Egypt,
•

but later manufactured in Iraq (Hassan n.d.).

Sometimes a daff al-zanjari

(tambourine with small cymbals) was added to the ensemble. I I In performance, the
qari' and pastajiusually sat beside each other to one side with the jawzah and san!iir
in the middle, !ablah and daff to the other side; this arrangement allowed the singer
to better hear the jawzah (Kojaman 1978: 50).
With the introduction of modem Egyptian styles into Iraq (see Chapter IV)
instruments from the urban Oriental orchestra (al-takht al-sharqf, see el-Shawan
1984: 272-76) such as the qimiin, ciid, violin, cello, and nay gradually combined with
and later supplanted traditional instrumentation. For example, the chalgi Baghdadi
ensemble which represented Iraq at the 1932 Cairo conference of Oriental music
was already augmented by the addition of Cud and qanun (see plate 1, Chapter II).
As younger musicians began learning the new style, the violin and qaniin replaced
the jawzah and san!iir. By 1940, Baghdadis preferred the modern ensemble for
maqam performances, according to Aviezer.
In spite of this change in instrumentation, informants maintained that, "The
music didn't change," that is, the essential musical content and structure was not

..

10 Bassun, Phonoteca Archive tape number YC 164, recorded in 1969.
11 The chiilgiBaghdadr"once added the nakara [sic], an instrument consisting of
two cymbals [sic] of differenct size" (Hassan n.d.), probably naqqarah, small
kettledrums.
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altered but was simply being played by different instruments. Unfortunately. this
contention cannot by verified in the absence of full-length recordings of maqam
performances by traditional ensembles. However, in instances where the qari'
Muhammad al-Qabbanjfintroduced innovations into his maqa-m performances (as
•
discussed below), he used the modern ensemble to implement his ideas but retained
the cllalgiBaghdadffor traditional renditions, Twayna recalled.
Elements. The Iraqi maqam is considered by informants and Arab musicologists to
be a highly structured genre whose content is fixed according to traditional
performance norms. 12
General structural features characterize the genre while unique elements
comprise individual maqamat. However scholars have yet to reach a consensus in
their definition of the maqam's formal structure and components.
One view, held by Tsuge, Kojaman. and al-Faruqi, is that the genre consists
of three main sections. Tsuge identifies the maqam's tahrTr, miyanah, and taslfm
•

(terms defined below) and draws a parallel with the Persian dastgah's daramad, owj.
and foru-d (Tsuge 1972: 64). While Tsuge pinpoints the most conspicuous melodic
features of the maqam, his view does not take into account a substantial central
section between the _

and miyanah. Kojaman agrees with Tsuge that tahm and

taslfm are important structural divisions, but lacking emic terminology uses the
term matn (main part, body) for the essential material comprising the maqam's
central section. Kojaman views the miyanah as part of the matn, a contention open to
dispute, considering the dramatic role the miyanah plays in performance. Al-

12 Many informants regard the genre so highly structured as to limit creative
options (see Chapter IV).
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Faruqi defines three "basic segments" for maqam

In

performance:

ta~rlr,

mansuri,13
and miyiinah, and mentions other components such as taslim and
,

.,

muhiisibah [sic; muhiisabah, accounting; muhasib,
accountant] (see al-Faruqi 1981:
.
171). While al-Faruqi acknowledges the importance of the central section, she does
not consider the taslim, an essential element of the Iraqi maqam, as a basic structural

.

segment. Biliil, on the other hand, mentions five important elements: tahnr,
awsal,
,
qariir, miyanah, and taslfm (1975: 39-41); in so doing he categorizes larger
structural divisions with smaller components of the maqiim.
The musical analysis undertaken in this research suggests that the Iraqi
maqam consists of four basic formal divisions: 1J!.brfr, the central section, miyiinah,
and taslfm (see fig. 2). The components of a maqam performance are:
1) Al-muqaddimah al-diilifbf (muqaddimah, introduction) is a short, optional
instrumental introduction to the maqam (al-Faruqi 1981: 171; see fig. 12, Chapter
VI). Some maqam performances recorded both in Israel and present-day Iraq use
the first khanah or taslfm (a section or refrain, respectively) of a samacf(precomposed instrumental genre) in place of the introductory muqaddimah. 14
2) The

ta~nrl5 or badwah (beginning) is the opening segment of the maqam

performance comprised of several vocal sequences and instrumental responses of

13 Al-Faruqi appears to be the only scholar to use the term mansiiri, generally used
to refer to a particular Iraqi maqam.
•
14 Kojaman, however, recalled that performances in Baghdad did not use samacf or
diiliib introductions but began with the "instrumental playing part" of the
maqam, probably the instrumental equivalent of the vocalist's first phrase(s).
Samac!i'diilifb introductions were added in response to Israeli broadcasting
requirements where a single maqiim was often performed outside its traditional
fa~l context (see text below).
15 The Iraqi !$ill should not be confused with the Persian term ta~TfT, a type of
vocal ornament.
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varying lengths, the latter called muhasabiit (sing. muhasabah).16 Each maqam in
•

performance has its characteristic

•

ta~rir

which both differentiates it from other

sung maqamat and signals the presentation of maqiim in a uniquely Iraqi style.
Typically in free meter, the !illp.:fI begins with syllables and stock phrases usually in
Arabic, Turkish, or Persian l ? unique to that particular maqam, before introducing
the verse (shiCr). The badwah, an alternative vocal segment sometimes used to
introduce a maqam performance is "characterized by very low and very short vocal
sounds in alternating in high and long vocal registers" (al-Faruqi: 1981: 28). The

.tillp:i.i: or badwah closes with the tas!j"m, a short cadential passage descending to the
tonic of the maqam. These lower pitch levels upon which the q!tri"s voice rests are
called qarani"t (sing. qanir, finalis of the mode) and their execution is governed by
precise technical rules.
3) The central section follows the

ta~nr

and consists of vocal segments sung at yet

higher pitch levels, according to strict rules. Two or more lines of poetry are
generally presented at one time (TsugeI972: 63) and modulation to another maq1tfn
is present (al-FaruqiI981: 169). Several sets of verses are sung and popular folk
verses (abiidhiyah) may be inserted (Tsuge 1972: 64). Instrumental responses
continue throughout and this section closes with the descending cadential refrain,
the taslim. 18

16 The term muhasabah refers only to those instrumental responses to improvised
vocal phrasesand not to instrumental segments following fixed melodies such as
the tahnr,
Kojamin opined.
,
17 One maqiim, tahir, begins with the Hebrew word hallelujah.
•

18 Hassan uses the term "cadence al-jalsa" "which marks the end of the tahrir"
(n.d.); she is conceivably referring to this descending cadential passage.
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4) The miyiinah (Persian, middle) follows and presents its verses in the higher vocal
register (al-jawiibiit). If a series of miyanah-s are present, they are called almiyanah al-ii1a (the first miyanah), al-miyanah al-thaniyah (the second miyllnah), and
al-miyanah al-thalithiyah (the third miyTmah) (al-Faruqi 1981: 186). The highest
miyanah-s are called jawab al-jawab and make great demands upon the vocalist's
technical and interpretive capacities. 19
5) The taslfm, a cadential passage leading back to the original mode, concludes the
maqam. A pastah in the same maqam and deemed appropriate to the maqam just
performed usually ends the performance; it may serve as a transition between
subsequent maqam performances. The audience and/or madhab chorus made up of
the instrumentalists may join the pastajfto sing the repeated hIzimah refrain.
The Iraqi maqamat were performed in large maqilm composites known as

f!$il. The term fa§1 (sing., section) generally refers to a suite of instrumental
and/or vocal pieces based primarily on one maqam. In Iraq, fasl is a structural
•

distinction, dividing the numerous maqamat into five groups on the basis of pitch
material and tonal properties. Each

fa~l

derives its name from the maqam upon
20
which it is based: the five fusiil
- .are
-bayat,
- - ,hijaz, rast, nawa, and husaynr. Each

.

division comprises several related secondary maqamat (farG, branch).21 For
example, fasl maqam rast consists of the main maqam (al-maqam al-raTsD rast and
•

the secondary maqamiit named mansiin"';" hijaz, shayuinf, jabiiri, and khanabat. The

".

...

secondary maqamat are sung in a specific sequence following the main maqa-m (Bifal
19 Jawab al-jawab (octave of the octave) is probably a metaphor for the singer's
second octave. According to Kojaman, another term for jawab used in Baghdad
was ziT (Persian, high, also the term for the lute's highest string).

20 Bilal suggests a six division, maqam siki'lh (1975: 75).
21 For a listing offusiil and their secondary maqamat, see Bilal1975: 74-75.
•
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-

1975:74). Some Iraqi maqiimiit, however, are not found within the five fusul. A

performance of an Iraqi fasl generally lasted between three and four hours, and an
•

entire evening's entertainment might include several fu.siil, each separated by a
break of about a half hour.
The Iraqi maqam is also characterized by several smaller structural units and
essential components related to its pitch material, rhythmic parameter, and text:
1). Pitch material. A unique set of pitches characterizes each maqam (see
table 1). However, the ornamental devices (glissando, portamento) a part of
performance technique renders the intonation system of the Iraqi maqam more
difficult to elucidate than the mainstream Egyptian style. To cope with this tonal
complexity, Israeli maqiim reader YaCqiib Murad al-cAmarfdivides each whole
tone into eight parts and designates a name for each eighth-one. 22
Tessitura also plays an important part in defining each maqam; every maqam
should theoretically be sung at a specific pitch level.23 For instance, sikiih would be
regarded as awj if sung at a higher pitch level (Tsuge 1972:63). However, in
practice, maqam readers may not strictly adhere to these rules. For instance, alcAmiirfrecalled that maqam panjgiih, intended to be performed on F, is often too
high for singers and is therefore transposed down a fourth. Yet he affirmed that the
higher (and theoretically correct) pitch level was more aesthetically pleasing.
Similar inconsistencies are seen in scholars' presentation of the maqamat in scalar
configuration where in several instances the same maqam is notated at different
pitch levels (see table 1).
22 AI-cAmarf has developed this method for describing and naming these
microtones in his unpublished manuscript on the Iraqi maqam.
23 Certain maqam readers, for example, Yiisuf lJuraysh and Rashid al-Qundarjf,
were known for their ability to sing in very high tessitura, reaching an octave
above middle C.
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While maqamat are divided into five or six structural divisions known as
fusiil for performance purposes, they are also divided according to their
•

progenitors; that is, seven maqamat are considered basic (al-maqamat al-asliyah)
•

from which other maqamat are generated. These basic maq!fmat are: rirSt, bayat,

..

.

sikah, hijaz diwifn, saba, Cushayran, Cajam, and husaynf; some treatises also include
maqam nawif and maqam awj (Hassan n.d.). Secondary maqamiit (al-maqamat alfarCfyah) are thought to be derived from the essential maqarri1lt and are fifty-seven in
number (BilaI 1975: 51-52).
On the smaller structural level, pitch material in the sung Iraqi maqamat is
organized into sets known as qifaat (sing. QiJ;Cah) and aW,sal (sing.

w~slah).

These

terms refer to various melodies (alvan) which form an integral part of the Iraqi
maqam in performance. 24 Although similar in pitch material to the main maqamat
in which they are performed, these melodies are sufficiently different as to add
color and variety to the maqiim. Regrettably, Arabic sources do not present the
pitches comprising each qitCah
, precisely in staff notation, nor have scholars reached
a consensus on their number and nomenclature. AI-Rajab mentions twenty-eight
qitcaat and awsal and describes their pitches (1961: 99-104) while Kojaman mentions
•

•

the maqam from which each qllCah is derived (1978: 57-58). Al-Wardi (1964: 46•

47) and BiIal (1975: 57-58) identify forty-two awsiil and alwan (colors),
•

respectively, a part of the Iraqi maqam.
One .<li!Cah may actually appear in several different maqiimat if so designated
by the creators of those maqifmat. The mfah does not possess an inherent rhythm
but relies upon the rhythm of the maqifm being performed. Its text is based on the
additional words and expressions

(alfa~,

see below) inserted into the maqamat

24 For additional discussion on partial or subordinate patterns known as shucab or
murakkabat [sic] which elaborate principal modes, see Shiloah 1981.
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(Kojaman1978: 57). Although the melodies of the qitcaiit are predetermined, the
•

qiiri' is free to perform only the mandatory qllcaat for that particular maqiim or to
•
add any number of specified optional qllcaiit. An important aesthetic requires that
•

the qari' achieve the proper balance between the main maqiim and the secondary
maqilm1\t of the aw~al (see Bila11975: 39).
2). The Rhythmic Component. The rhythmic component is also important to the
definition and character of any given maqiim. For instance, two maqilmat with the
same intervallic structure are named differently according to the iqaC (rhythmic
mode) used (Tsuge1972: 63).25 The TqiiC is an inseparable part of certain Iraqi
maqamat, and those which are performed with iqaC are called al-maqamat alrqaCfyah. ThelqaC may be performed either continuously throughout the maqam or
during specific portions of the maqam, for instance, the miyanah; some maqilmat use
more than one TqaC. Seven basic TqaCiit are drawn upon in performance (see fig.3).
Forty-nine maqiimat are sung with TqaC and twenty-three withoutTqaC (Biliil1975:
69-70).
3). Text. Most Iraqi maqamat are sung in Arabic. Of these, the forty or forty-one
maq"lfm1!t sung to classical Arabic poetry fall under the rubric of al-maqamat alshaCrTyah while the twenty-four or twenty-five maqarnat sung to colloquial Arabic

25 IWi-ca:t (!qa c , singular) is the Arabic term for the rhythmic modes used
throughout the Near East.
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texts are called al-maqamat al-zajalfyah. 26 Within these two categories, a maqam
may be sung to several different texts while respecting rules governing the
relationship between text and music.
Other maqamat are sung in either Turkish, Persian, or Kurdish and present
regional and stylistic variation. Three maqamat (tiflis, bashin, and bajillan) are sung
in Turkish, using Istanbul dialect while twenty maqamat are sung in Turkoman
dialect in the region of Kirkuk. Although distinctly coloured, these maqarrmt are
still considered Iraqi (see BilaI 1975: 54). Three maqarrmt, rast, bayat, and caiibiin
Cajam, were once sung in Persian, however bay1it and r"ast were also sung in classical
Arabic. According to BilaI, canoim Cajam was the only genuine Persian language
maqam, although it was also sung later by some in Arabic (Ibid: 56). Such nonArabic texts resulted from the foreign occupation of Iraq over the centuries and are
not considered to detract from the maqam's inherent Iraqi character (Ibid.). Of the
thirty-seven maqamat sung in Kurdish, vayran is the most important (Ibid.: 54).
BilaJ. agrees with al-Wardf that the Kurdish maqamat are an offshoot of Iraqi music,
some based on new melodies, others on pre-existing Iraqi maqamat--an assertion
which may reflect Iraqi nationalistic bias (Ibid.).
Short phrases in Turkish and Persian are still a part of the Arabic maqam and
exemplify the diverse sources informants associate with the Iraqi repertoire's

26 Scholars disagree over the exact number of maqamat sung in classical and
colloquial Arabic. BilaIlists forty sung in classical Arabic (1975: 52-53) while
Tsuge claims there are forty-one but lists only thirty-nine (1972: 61-62).
Considering the twenty-four (Bi11il 1975: 53) or twenty-five (Tsuge 1972: 62)
maqamat sung to colloquial texts, the total number of Iraqi maqamat ranges
between sixty-three and sixty-six. According to Bil1il, the total number of Iraqi
maqamat appears to be sixty-four (seven principal and fifty-seven secondary
maqamat, 1975: 51-52), while Tsuge suggests there are sixty-five (seven
principal and fifty-eight secondary maqamat, 1972: 61-62). See also al-Rajab
(1961: 50-52).
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uniqueness. 27 Known as ~ (expressions), the function of these phrases is to
punctuate the formal structure of the maqam by separating the tahnr, qitcaat, waslah,
•
•
and miyanah from one another (Kojaman 1978: 44_45).28 Arabic writings
mention attempts to eliminate non-Arabic words from the Arabic maqam (Ibid.),
perhaps a manifestation of Iraqi nationalism. The effect of their deletion on the
essential character of the maqim has been an area of disagreement among scholars
(Ibid.). Nevertheless, scholars agree that when included, these non-Arabic phrases
should be pronounced with the same care accorded Arabic texts.
Innovation and Change in al-Maqam al-CInfql. Strict criteria for performing
the maqam were rigorously upheld by performers and their audience in order to
preserve its essential character. Jewish instrumentalists were particularly important
in conserving traditional performance norms. For instance we know that whenever
qari' Rashid al-Qundarjfor his contemporaries attempted to omit the Turkish and
Persian expressions from the maqamat, they consistently met with resistance from
Jewish instrumentalists (BilaJ. 1975: 58-59).
Although traditional exponents of the genre held that adapting al-maqam alCIraqf to modern musical developments was tantamount to its destruction (see
Kojaman 1978: 62), change nevertheless occured. Most conspicuously, the number
of Iraqi maqamat has increased over the past decades. New maqamat such as those of
Mugammad al-Qabbanjf have been created. Some of these new maqamat, for
27 For example, al-cAmirrf asserts that "the maql[m has pieces from many
countries," and cites as an example the vocal trilling baha (an onomonopoetic
term) used to color the maq[m, as a Kurdish influence.•Aharon used the term
churcha, probably chouqra or shuqrah (see al-Faruqi 1981: 47, 307) for ba~a.
28 Bilal classifies these ~ into two categories, the Arabic alfa~ and the nonArabic~. For the Arabic class, he lists the ~ for the ta~rlr, the aw§al,
qjJcaat, and taslim. For the foreign class, he provides listings of the alfa~ in the
tahrfr, qitcaat, and taslfm (1975 59-69).
•
•
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example maqam lami, had no prior equivalent (in terms of pitch material) in either
Iraqi or Arabic music. Others that al-Qabbanjfcreated were derived from maqamat

.

common to Arabic music, such as nahawand, hiiifz kar, ,hijaz kar kurd, nakrfz, bastah
nakar, and others (BillilI975: 79). Similarly, qari' Ahmad Zaydan forged maqain
•
misgfn from maqam bayat (Ibid.: 63).

In order to make these new maqamiit acceptable to their audience, their
creators employed elements common to the established maqamat. They designated
a unique melody for each new maqiim, as well as an iqaC , the type of poetry to be
used, and the additional words to be added (Ibid.: 62).29 Once these elements were
established, the new maqiimat were expected to be followed as faithfully as their
traditional predecessors. Kojaman views these and other modern developments as a
compromise meant to reconcile the prevailing spirit of innovation (see Chapter IV)
with the conservative forces of the traditional genre (1978: 61-64).
Another form of innovation in the Iraqi maqamat was the creation of
maqamat from pre-existing melodies commonly used in Iraqi music, for example,
maqam tiflis, attributed to Ra!Jmat Allah Shaltagh (Bila11975: 77). Still another
method for developing new maqamat used the qjfah, previously functioning as a
coloristic melodic fragment, as the basis for a new maqam for which the essential
components of the maqam were created. For instance, maqiim qazzaz was developed
from a qi1C a h of the same name by CIzat al-Mu§arraf (Ibid.: 79).30 Similarly,
•

29 For example, Agmad Zaydan specified that maqam misjfn should use the
wahidah iqaC sung to colloquial poetry and particular additional words. The
•
mahmudi, jaburi, and qatar qitcaat were also specified. This maqam eventually
became a part of ~ nawa (Kojaman 1978: 63).
30 This maqam was recorded by Majid Rashfd for Iraqi radio (BilaI 1975: 79).
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AJpnad Zaydan is known for creating ma'liim 'lafibash and ma'lam cumar gulah from
the qitCah of the same names (Kojaman 1978: 63).
•
In addition, new Iraqi ma'lamat were developed from non-Arabic Eastern
musics whose melodies are similar to Iraqi ma'lamat, for example, ma'lam dasht alcArab, originated by Ahmad Zaydan. It is reported that after hearing dasht al-cArab
•

sung by travelling Iranians, Zaydan realized its origins in ma'lam ~usaynl and went
on to develop an Arabic version of dasht al-cArab (Biliil1975: 80).
Another form of innovation was based on the addition of one (or more)
!li!Cah to a ma'lam which did not previously use that particular !litah. Although such
alterations conflicted with traditional performance norms for the ma'lam, they were
eventually accepted and became part of the tradition if introduced by well-respected
qari'-s (Ibid.: 76). Israeli-Iraqi 'lari' YaCqiib Murad al-cAmarfconfirmed this fact,
saying, "You need someone who is a great authority to change something in the
ma'lain." Qari'-s Rashid al-Qundarji; Allmad Zaydlin, and Salmlffi Moshe' were
noted for innovations of this kind (see Kojaman 1978: 63-64).
The above mentioned changes in al-ma'lam al-CIra'liwere part of a gradual
process. Kojaman writes that the development of ma'lamat began in the previous
century and that its main feature was quantitative rather than qualitative
development (1978: 64). Qari' YaCqiib Murad al-cAman aptly summarizes the
nature of change in the Iraqi ma'lam~t from the performer's perspective:
Every five, ten, twenty, or thirty years something new would enter
into the ma'lamat. Various pieces [awsall like 'lazziiz, mahmiidi, or
qarTbash would enter and no one could predict when a nice piece
would enter in: no one could say 'well today mahmudl, you are going
to come in.' When something entered in and peo"ple liked it, gradually
all these pieces were joined together to form the ma'lam. And up to
today, there are still a lot of foreign words in the ma'lam like aman,
dele, ~ jan-e man. You need someone stronger than myself to change
them, and up to now, no one has been able to change them.
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Mu~ammad

al-Qabbanjfhad already been experimenting and recording Iraqi

maqiimat using modern instrumentation as early as 1930. Later, after 1936,
musicians at the Iraqi broadcasting station exchanged musical styles stimulating
further change in the Iraqi maqam. There, performers of both the traditional Iraqi
repertoire and innovators in the modern Iraqi style known as al-miislqa al-hadithah
(the new or modern music) came into close contact with each other. Qiiri'-s had an
opportunity to perform with the radio's traditional ch-algiBaghdadlensembles or
with an ensemble using modern instrumentation; in some cases, qii'ri'-s also had to
accept what was available (KojamanI978: 78). Qari'-s such as Rasliid al-Qundarji;
Yusuf Huraysh, and Salman Moshe' preferred to sing with the traditional ensemble
•

while MutJarnmad al-Qabbanjf, Yiisuf cUmar, and Ijasan KhayyUkah sang with the
modern ensemble (Ibid.).31 As a result of this contact between performers of both
traditional and modern styles, cross-fertilization occurred. As will be seen, the
leader of the radio's modern ensemble,

~iila9

al-Kuwaytf, underwent significant

stylistic change after his exposure to the Iraqi maqlIm. Many singers who
specialized in the modern repertoire learned a few maqamat. among them Sallmah
Murad, ~ul?nah Yiisuf, :tlizqel' YUsuf, and Zahiir Ijusayn Gbid.:79).
As we have just seen, qari'-s created new Iraqi maqamat as the result of their
exposure to modern Arabic music. A dramatic example of this influence is seen in
the pastah-s which al-Qabbanjfsang following maqam performances. Rather than
using traditional pastah-s, his newly-composed songs resembled those of the
contemporary modern style, al-miislqa al-hadithah. They exhibited greater freedom
•

31 According to Aharon, al-Qabbanji's 1930 expedition to Berlin for the purpose
of recording included Ezra Aharon (Cud), ~iyyii'n Cohen (qanun), Iskandar
(violin), and Ijizqel' Shaiil (iqli C). Aharon's role may have been more
organizational than musical.
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than their traditional prototypes, using texts and melodies of al-Qabbanji~ own
invention (Ibid.: 64).
Despite these developments, innovation in the Iraqi maqam was still guided
by traditional expectations. Substantive innovation, however, could only be
expressed in genres outside the realm of al-maqam al-Clraql, in a new style known as
al-musfqa al-~adithah. We tum now to an exploration of substantive innovation and
change in the Iraqi repertoire.
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TABLE 1, continued
Selection based upon availability in the literature and compiled from the following
sources: al-Wardi (1964), Bilal (1975), D'Erlanger (1949), and disc notes
accompanying "Luth Classique en Iraq--Munir Bashir (EMI2 C 066-95157), "Iraq:
Ud Classique Arabe par Munir Bashir" (OCR 63), and "Luth Traditionnel en Iraq-Jamil Bashir" (EMI2 C 0666-95160). Variants indicate the absence of a consensus
concerning the intervallic structure and tessitura of maQllmat.
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AL·MUOADDIMAH AL.DOLABI

optional metric instrumental introduction
performed by ensemble

TAHR1R

introduces magam with stock phrases in
Arabic, Persian, or Turkish
tonal center established
gararat lowest pitches
taslfm cadential passage descending to the
tonic closes tahrir

•

•

CENTRAL SECTION

vocal segments sung at higher pitch levels
ghcaat (or awsal) melodic fragments
modulation to'other magamat
several sets of verses introduced (or
abudhfyah poetry performed)
muhasabilt (instrumental responses to
improvised vocal phrases)
taslim

MIYANAH

vocal segments in the highest register
(jawab al-jawlib)
series of miyanat possible
muhasabat
•
(gjfaat) (or aw~al)
high degree of tension

TASLIM

vocalist re-establishes original mode
taslim cadential passage descends to the
tonic and signals end of one magam
performance

PASTAH

metric song in original magam with
ensemble accompaniment
Iazimah refrain may be sung by audience
or chorus of instrumentalists
serves as a transition between subsequent
magam performances

FIG. 2. FORMAL DIVISIONS OF AL.MAOAM AL.CIRAOIIN PERFORMANCE
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1. al-yakrak

dum, deeper accented
beat
takk, higher pitched
stroke

.

2. al-wahidah

(or can also be a pulse without metric divisions)

.

3. al-wiihidah al-tawilah
.

4. al·jurjinah

5. llY nariS!

-- -

FIG. 3. IQAcAT COMMONLY HEARD IN AL-MAOAM AL-CJRAOI. Sources:
Bil1i11975: 71·73, Kojaman 1978: 58-59, al-Rajab 1961: 58-59.
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FIG. 3, continued
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"1 asked myself, 'Why do the Egyptians have the dawr and we have none?' 1
must do it, and 1did it!! 1didn't stop with the dawr. Why? Because music is
in my blood! !"--Ezra Aharon

"From the mainland came the sound of drums, whose monotonous but
arresting rhythm seemed precisely right at that moment. (Sometimes in
Baghdad, where this romantic music went on almost constantly, we were
hardly aware of hearing it.) But the host's latest swing record drowned out
the drums. By that time it did not seem to matter much way or another. We
were looking at the stars, and .... "--from Our Arabian Nights by Ruth and
Helen Hoffman

CHAPTER IV. INNOVATION AND CHANGE IN ffiAQI MUSIC

We have seen that the classical oral tradition of al-maqam al-CIniqi has
accommodated a degree of modification and change, and allowed for the
development of new maqiimat (Chapter III:B). However, change in the maqam has
always been governed by strict stylistic criteria upheld by traditional performers
and their audience, so as to conserve the maqam's essential character and structure.
Substantive innovation in Iraqi music led to the development of a central
Iraqi genre known as al-miisfqa al-hadithah (the new music). Our exploration of this
•

style examines its development, stylistic features, and innovative Jewish composerperformers.

A. The Emergence of AI-Musfqa al-Hadithah
•

The creation of this new art-music in Iraqi primarily was a consequence of
developments in Egyptian urban music from about the turn of the century
onwards. I Unlike the traditional genre al-maqiim al-CIraql, a repertoire passed on
over generations, al-miisfqa al-~adfthah was a newly-composed repertoire by
idenfiable composers whose works were often intended for specific singers and
instrumentalists. Composers and practitioners of this art-music relied upon a more
extensive knowledge of music theory (e.g. Near Eastern maqiim system) and Arabic
poetry than did performers of folk genres, but did not require knowledge of almaqam al-CIraqT. Although the origins of the Iraqi new style lie in the Egyptian and
other Near Eastern styles, it nevertheless often retained subtle, local
characteristsics.

I Kojaman dates the origins of the Iraqi new style from the third quarter of the
nineteenth century (1978: 70).
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The early decades of the twentieth century provided fertile ground for
change in Iraqi music. The increased availability of Egyptian music in Iraq through
the mass media and the tendency to glorify Egyptian trends prompted many IraqiJewish musicians to reject the traditional Iraqi style in favor of the Egyptian style.
Ezra Aharon, one of the first important composer-performers of al-musi'qa ill.:.
~adlthah, was one of many who considered Iraqi music limited in formal content. 2
According to Aharon, Iraqis•
. . . love to hear something the way it was always heard. It was
forbidden to change even one note: the way it was built is the way it
stays. The Iraqi maQam is like a symphony--no one can come along
and change the melodies of a symphony. If the Iraqi music is changed,
it goes as fake. It is alllirnited, according to the content. It is not just
however you want it. And in Iraq, they play like this [he demonstrates
an unrefined plectrum technique on the Cud].
The "limited range of emotional expression" in traditional Iraqi music was
another reason for its rejection. Composers and a growing audience for lighter,
livlier music viewed the emotional palette of Iraqi music as monotonously
preoccupied with sorrow. In Aharon's words, "The Iraqi music is very sad,
crying!" Ironically. the reconciliation of the repertoire's morose character with the
happy occasions it was performed for can perhaps be explained by the catharsis
elicited in the listener. According to Aviezer, "The mood of sadness [in the Iraqi
maqam] has the effect of bringing gladness to the listener: he feels happy while
hearing something sad because he is not the one suffering."
In reaction against formal and emotional "limitations," musicians turned to
innovative Egyptian trends which suggested expanded creative options. Aharon
observed that,
2 Almost all of the twenty-five Iraqi informants interviewed in Israel regard the
Iraqi maqam as monotonous in its adherence to fixed forms and restricted in
emotional expression.
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In the Egyptian style, we have many scales [maqamat], freedom. We
organize it, sing it, as we want, but according to musical law. It must
be appropriate, good to the ear.
As we can see, Aharon faced the universal task of reconciling conformity to an
established tradition with innovation and modernity (see Racy 1982 and Nettl1983:
30-35).
Iraqi musicians and audiences were exposed to the Egyptian style both
through live performances in Iraq and through the mass media. Foreign musicians

.

such as cAbd al-Wahhab, Sifmi al-Shawwa, Muhammad al-CAqqad, Riyiid, alSumbii!l,

Mu~ammad

al-Qa§abjf, and Umm Kulthiim travelled to Iraq to perform.

Iraqi musicians worked alongside Egyptian singers, augmenting their small touring
ensembles (see Chapter II). In addition, the al-Kuwayti brothers' long stay in
Kuwait gave them the opportunity to develop an innovative repertoire which was
acclaimed immediately upon their arrival to Iraq in 1927.
Other Iraqi musicians had contact with new styles while travelling to important
foriegn centers of musical life. For instance, a large delegation of predominantly
Jewish musicians represented Iraq at the 1932 Congress of Oriental Music in Egypt.
Members of this delegation included Jewish musicians Ezra Aharon (Ciid), Yiisuf
Zacriir (qiiniin),

~iila!J

Shemuel (jawzah), Yiisuf Petaw (san,tiir), Ibrahim ~liIa\! and

Yehiidiih Moshe' (iqiiC), and the Arab vocalist Mupammad al-Qabbanji(see plates 1
and 2, also fig. 1, Chapter II). The official recognition these musicians received on
their return undoubtedly contributed to their success in the public sector.
Phonograph records, mostly Egyptian, were another important early source
for the diffusion of the new style in Iraq during the 1920s and 1930s. 3 These

3 The "Phonograph Era" extends from ca. 1904, the year the phonograph first
became popular in Cairo, to ca. 1932, when the first Egyptian musical film
appeared (Racy 1977b: 58).
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included Egyptian style vocal compositions, as well as numerous recordings of
instrumental music. Many of these recordings were Turkish classical instrumental
genres performed by small Egyptian ensembles (Cud, violin, qaniin, and one or two
percussion instruments). Such recordings nevertheless reflected Egyptian musical
aesthetic, being characterized by Egyptian intonation and the use of shorter
rhythmic patterns (usually the wahidah,
see fig. 3, Chapter III) in contrast to the
,
longer Turkish usiil rhythmic cycles. 4
•

Egyptian fIlms, the majority of which were either musicals or featured music
prominently, also reached Iraq by the mid-1930s. They were a popular form of
family entertainment, a respectable alternative to cafe and nightclub attendence
(Kojaman 1978: 75). Films such as "Unshiidat al-Fuad" (Song of the Heart) with
music composed by Zakaiiyah AlJmad and starring the female vocalist Nlrdrah, "AlWardah al-Baypii'" (The White Rose) featuring cAbd al-Wahhab, and many others
captivated Iraqi audiences and offered the younger generation a lighter, more
accessible musical repertoire in contrast to the Iraqi maqam (Ibid.). Most songs
from these fIlms were also issued on commercial recordings. Though Indian and
Western fIlms and Western cabaret music were also available in Iraq by the late
1930s, their influence on Iraqi musical style was marginal (Ibid.: 76).
Radio from nearby countries was another mass medium which to a lesser
extent influenced the development of al-miisiqa al-h.adithah. Private Egyptian radio
stations began broadcasting during the 1920s through 1932 and governmentsponsored stations started broadcasting in 1934, but it is uncertain whether these
programs were actually heard in Iraq. Turkish music, first heard in Iraq via
Egyptian discs, may also have been available from the Turkish broadcasting station.
Persian music broadcast reception was apparently unreliable due to Iran's weak
4 For further information on usiil see SignellI977.
•
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signal output (Ibid.: 75). In addition, several regional stations broadcast on
shortwave, particularly during the war years when Arab support for varied
political views was eagerly sought. The most famous was Al-Sharq al-Adna (The
Near East) which, according to Racy, was "like a conservatory for the many
Egyptian, Styrian, Palestinan, and Lebanese musicians who played for it.,,5 In Iraq,
as we have seen, the opening of the radio station in 1936 provided a center for
musical exchange between foreign and local musicians (see Chapter II) and between
performers of traditional and innovative genres; it was also an important outlet for
newly-created compositions.
Changes in entertainment milieus also contributed to the development of almiisfqa al-~adithah in Iraq. By the end of the nineteenth century through the first
decade of the twentieth century, the number of professional Iraqi musicians was still
small in proportion to the limited demand for coffeehouse and home entertianment.
With the opening of public malha-s (nightclubs) after World War I, the demand for
musicians and suitable repertoire increased significantly. Many malhii-s featured
dancers and female singers who relied on a simpler repertoire than the traditional
maqam and whose sudden popularity stimulated composition of new works to satisfy
audience's demand for variety. Club owners especially encouraged composers to
produce songs suitable for dancing (Kojaman 1978: 73).

5 Jihad Racy provided the following information (based on an interview with the
Iraqi musician cAbd al-Karim Badr) on Al-Sharq al-Adnll: "It was established
towards the beginning of 1939 in Bayt Dajill near Yllfir. Then during the war it
was moved to YaJa:, in the CAjamf district. Many outstanding Arab musicians
worked and recorded in it. cAbd al-Wahhiib recorded one of this songs 'IJamsah
Ha'irah' there. After the war, roughly around 1945, it was moved from
Palestine to Limasol, Cyprus. It was the primary radio station outside Egypt. It
was established by the British who wanted to give it an Arab character. It had a
political nature that became apparently during and after the war" (written
communication 26.7.84).
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The demand for malha instrumentalists was also so great and remuneration
(see Chapter II:C) so attractive as to motivate amateurs to become professional
musicians, thus changing their status (see Chapter II:B). Increased demand for
instrumentalists also encouraged music education generally. Many female singers
(see Chapter II:B) also developed their musical knowledge and in turn inspired
composers to create more complex repertoire. The demand for al-miisTqa alhadithah undoubtedly motivated composers--eager to capitalize on a larger, non•

Iraqi Middle Eastern market--to produce recordings of the new style.
In spite of these influential socio-economic factors, expressive
considerations still remained an important motivation for the adoption of the
Egyptian style. Aharon remarked:
I was a composer. I made music. The audience did not dictate what I
did. They had to listen to what I gave them. If we would wait for the
audience, we would never progress. Tge audience liked simple
things, but we wanted to make good music.
The development of

al-miisTqaal-~adithahin

Iraq represented a separate

development from al-maqam al-Clraqf. Although mutual influences were present,
al-mlisiqa al-vadithah did not originate in the Iraqi maqam, but rather combined
primarily Egyptian forms with Iraqi stylistic elements (as will be discussed). The
essential difference between the old and new Iraqi styles is the absence of
interdependent structural elements in the latter. For instance, in the Iraqi maqii'm,
melody, rhythm, and poetry were predetermined for each maqiim; its very identity
depended on this tripartite relationship (see Chapter III:B). AI-muslqa al-~adnhah,
by contrast, allowed free arrangement of these parameters. For example, in the new
style a particular maqam (here meaning the melodic parameter, pitch material) was
6 Indeed, Aharon's rejection of the Iraqi style was so firm as to allow him to leave
Iraq permanently in 1933.
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no longer linked with a specific ig,ac , but could function as the melodic material for
a composition utilizing any suitable fg,ac , designated by the composer. Whereas the
traditional mag,am defined basically one path for performance, the new style
allowed for an infinite number of compositions within any given mag,am. These
varied compositions often received descriptive titles (See Chapter N:C).
iPWith the new value placed on innovation, originality, and individuality, old vocal
genres were no longer esteemed solely for their adherence to tradition.

In

breaking down these time-honored beliefs, new vocal and instrumental musical
genres came to be valued as highly as traditional genres. As the venerable art of
"reading" (singing) the mag,am gave way to new conceptions of vocal music,
singers encountered both new stylistic possibilities and changes in their musical
function. The deemphasized role of the singer, no longer the sole focal point of the
traditional mag,am ensemble, allowed instrumentalists to assume new importance,
fostering the creation of a new exclusively instrumental repertoire. For example,
prior to the mid-1930s, Iraqi musicians had depended primarily on older Turkish
instrumental compositions and those of the popular musicians Sam! al-Shawwa
(Kojaman 1978: 76).7

Very soon, Iraqi composers began creating new works

within pre-existing forms such as the sama c[. SamaCiyyat written by ~aIap alKuwayn and others use maqiimat unique to Iraq.
By the rnid-1930s others began composing instrumental works in the genre
known as al-g,i!Cah al-musfg,fyah (the musical piece) for which the Jewish musician
Da'ud Akram was particularly well-known. In contrast to the more abstract

7 According to Racy, "[al-]Shawwa was basically a violinist (not a composer).
Originally from Syria, he lived and recorded in Egypt. Kojaman's information
may not be accurate, although it is conceivable that Shawwa's father AnJun, or
Samf himself, may have composed some pieces" (written communication
26.7.84).
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Ottoman repertoire (named only for maqam, rhythmic mode, and composer), this
new genre was programmatic, depicting some type of scene suggested by a
descriptive title. Melody, rhythm, and form were freely composed, no longer
subject to the restrictions of traditional genres, and taqasfm improvisation for one
or more instruments was often inserted into the mfah.
•

Indeed ill.:.W!Cah al-ml!sfqfyah owes its beginnings both to the Egyptian
•

instrumental muqaddimah and the sentimental monologue (al-miinuliij

al-Ca~fi)

song form, according to Racy:
The ancestor to the WJCah is the muqaddimah, the introduction to the
song. With the songs of cAbd al-Wahh-ab, Qas.abjf, al-Sumbaji, or
Zakariyah A!lmad, for example, instead of having a diiUib whose
purpose was to establish the mood of the main maqam, they
lengthened this introduction, orchestrated it carefully, making it more
ornamental in function than the diilllb. Furthermore, the whole
aesthetic of the 1930s was the monologue, a descriptive song which
gives credit and emphasis to the composer. With the monologue
aesthetic, the qifilll begins to make sense: instead of, or in addition to
singing the content of the poem, you express it in music.
B. Stylistic Features of AI-Miisiqa AI-Ifadnhah
The scarcity of existant recorded sources in the Iraqi new style does not
allow for an exhaustive evaluation of the Egyptian influence on al-miisiqa alhadnhah. However, we can begin to understand the innovations in Iraqi musical
•

style by reviewing trends in Egyptian music during the 1920s and 1930s and then
examining select works by Iraqi composers.
During this time there was a conspicuous enlargement of the orchestra in
Egypt. By the 1930s, it generally consisted of between ten and fifteen members:
several violins, cello, string bass, nay, percussion, possibly two or three cud-s, two
or three qllnun-s, and Western instruments such as piano, accordion, and maracas.
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This ensemble was a clear departure from the earlier Egyptian takht (lit. platform:
cud, violin, nay, qanun, and riqq) and the Iraqi chili gi Baghdadi ensemble.
In Iraq, as was seen in Chapter II, larger orchestras were patronized by
nightclubs, and both

~alalJ

al-Kuwayti's radio orchestra and the popular group

Ikhwan al-Fann discussed below relied on larger ensembles than previously
employed in traditional Iraqi music. The introduction of the nay into Iraqi urban
repertoire in the 1930s is generally credited to a member of the al-KuwaytT
ensemble, the Jewish musicians YaCqub Murad al-cAmari: The al-Kuwaytr
ensemble was also the fIrst to consistently use cello in Iraq.
The sound ideal for the new Egyptian ensemble included emphasis on
sustained sound and the use of octave doublings by the cello. The texture became less
heterophonic with blocked unisons supplanting the free instrumental fIlls heard in
earlier ensembles (Racy 1980: 605).

Intonation became slightly more

accommodating to major-minor tonality with the introduction of Western
instruments of fixed pitch. The vocal sound ideal also changed: women's voices
became higher and men's voices lower.
Western rhythmic patterns such as the rumba, tango, and waltz were used in
new Egyptian works. For instance, cAbd al-Wahhiib used a rumba to accompany a
horse's footsteps in the film "IgrT, Ign, Igii" (Run, Run, Run!). Western genres
such as the march were particularly popular in Egypt, Lebanon, and Syria, where a
new march was composed for virtually every important occasion. The piano was
also an important stimulus for their composition and numerous marches were
published issued in sheet music for the piano. Their popularity can be measured by
Racy's estimation that for every twenty recordings of instrumental music issued in
the 1920s, a few were marches.
The trend towards Western genres also reached Iraq where Ezra Aharon
composed a march to King Fay§aJ. ("Marsh Jallilat aI-Malik FaY§'ill"), a march to
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Prince Ghiizl ("Marsh Wall cAhd al-CIraq"), and "M"arsh al-IstiqUiI" (March of
Independence, see plates 8 and 9). Da'ud Akram most likely made use of the polka
in a !1i!Cah miisiqiyah entitled "Polka" (Kojaman 1978: 125). Conceivably, this
•

influence extended to other Iraqi composers.
Carefully wrought musical composition, rather than improvisation, was a
significant feature of Egyptian works from this period. According to Racy,
The prevailing aesthetic of the 1930s was the monologue [a descriptive
vocal genre]. It was more than a genre, but rather an entire
compositional aesthetic which does not rely much upon spontaneous
improvisation but which gives credit and emphasis to the composer.
Everything is pre-calculated, and the singer and the musicians must
work hard to learn it. These works were varied and often included
waltz sections.
Improvisation in these recorded works was negligible, "practically zero,"
according to Racy and taqasim introductions virtually non-existent. When taqasfm
improvisations were inserted into a song, they were typically very short, often
around thirty seconds, and highly stylized, performed to the composer's
specifications. Indeed, improvisation was relegated to specific improvisatory
genres rather than serving as an integrated element of the composition, as it did with
the earlier wa§lah suite. 8 This development stemmed from the record industry's
practice of issuing recordings of the individual component genres of the compound
waslah genres which included the taqsTm and tahniilah instrumental improvisatory
•

•

genres. In retrospect, the shift in emphasis from elaborate improvised genres to
short precomposed genres was undoubtedly a response to the requirements of the
record industry (see Racy 1976 and 1977b, and Nettl1985: 85). From this we can

8 For further information on the waslah see Racy 1983: 396-403 and Pachoiczyk
1980: 524.
•
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surmise that improvisation in modern Iraqi genres, whether live or recorded,
paralleled Egyptian practice.
C. Jewish Innovators in AI-Miisiqa AI-Ijadithah

We turn to three leading exponents of al-musiQil al-~adlthah who adopted and
refashioned Egyptian trends to create innovative styles: Ezra Aharon, the §aIap alKuwayti" ensemble, and Da'ud Akram, leader of the Ikhwiin al-Fann ensemble.
The wide range of Ezra Aharon's musical endeavor can be seen in three
works recorded between 1928 and 1933, the year of his emigration from Iraq.9
Aharon's "Ah Y1i Niis al-Hawli Law Ijakam" (Oh People, If the Love Would Rule!),
recorded in 1928, is his fIrst composition in the Egyptian style. He chose the dawr, a
genre whose popularity can be measured by the "hundreds of dawr-s composed
before and during the early recording era" (Racy 1980: 604). Aharon also wrote the
lyrics in the colloquial Egyptian dialect required by the genre; these were sung by
Zakiy Fahrnf, a Syrian singer, joined by

~iyyiin

Abraham (qanun), "Nacifu," a

Christian Arab violinist, and Hizqel'
Shiiiil (dumbak). Comprising two entire 78
,
discs, with a short layalf vocal improvisation filling the last side, the fifteen-minute
work is atypical compared to the average two-sided Egyptian recordings in vogue
after 1920. Aharon's dawr, like many other components of the waslah,
was
,
composed and performed for separate release on 78 rpm discs.
Let us look briefly at the Egyptian model for a dawr to see how it compares
to Aharon's. The dawr is essentially a precomposed metric ensemble piece for
mu!rib solo singer, sanidah (lit. butress or supporters) chorus of four or five men,
and takht ensemble (Cud, violin, nay, tfjInun, lliul). In the opening madhhab vocal

9

"Ah Yll Niiss al-Hawa Law IJakam" (Oh People, If the Love Would Rule!),
Polyphone Werke A-G, Berlin V48066-7 and V48068-9; "cAIa Firash al-Dana"
(On the Sickbed), His Master's Voice Cat. No. G.D. 167 30-11380-11381;
"Khuntihi" (You Betrayed Me), His Master's Voice G.D. 196 OZ81-0Z82.
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exposition, 10 instrumentalists, vocalists, and chorus present the principal musical
material in slow tempo, usually the 8/4 iqiiC masmiidi kabiT, with the main theme
exposed by the solo singer. I I The more flexible middle section "presented one or
more episodes in which the mu!rib improvised short passages and motifs in various
modes and sang them against a Wahdah [sic], a recurring metric accent, in
alternation with the chorus" (Racy 1983: 398). These episodes were termed hank
(Persian iihang, tune) and were "either melismatic vocalization on the syllable ah,
with intermittent dronelike passages by the chorus, or more syllabic and metric
dialogues based on a few syllables and occuring between the mU!T"ib and the chorns
with occasional overlapping into polyphony" (Ibid.: 399). In the short closing
qaflah section, instrumentalists and singers perform in unison several phrases from
the madhhab, again in masmiidikabfr, and gradually descend to the tonic (al-Faruqi
1981: 58). The dawr proper, according to Racy, does not make use of instrumental
improvisation. I2
Aharon's dawr begins with an extended, newly-composed dulab (a
precomposed metric instrumental introduction). The madhab vocal exposition
dispenses with the chorus, as do many dawr-s, according to Racy, allowing the solo
vocalist and ensemble to present the principal composition. Racy finds singer Zakfy
FahmTs pronunciation of Arabic vowels somewhat "heavy and prolonged" by
Egyptian standards. However, in the liizimah instrumental interludes the ensemble
10 For additional information on the madhab see Racy 1983 and al-Faruqi 1981: 58-59.
11 Masmudf kabfr is a textbook definition of the opening TqiiC; this section could

easily be performed on the wahdah, which fits into the masmiidf pattern, Racy
added.
•
12 An extended listening-discussion session with Jihad Racy provided the data for
the folowing descriptions of compositions by Ezra Aharon and §alaQ alKuwayti:
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"sounds absolutely Egyptian." Although the ensemble's and vocalist's intonation in
maqam nlst (the composition's main maqam) is closer to maqam mahur (where the
third degree of the maqam is somewhat higher than in rast), Aharon's overall
musical language is typically Egyptian. Instances of this can be found in his
appropriate choice of maqam progression, his use of characteristic phrases from
Egyptian dialect and his stylistically correct instrumental accompaniment. Here we
observe that Iraqi instrumentalists were sufficiently adept at the Egyptian style as to
avoid importing foreign musicians for recording Iraqi compositions in the Egyptian
style.
Aharon's "ah" section reflects the influence of Shaykh Sayyid Darwish
whose preference for a more structured "ah" section distinguished his dawr-s.
Aharon's "ah" section is highly elaborated, in contrast to the more flexible
approaches taken by his predecessors. His introduction of new maqamiit into the
"ah" section is also characteristic of the dawr genre. Aharon's use of sequences is

particularly reminiscent of Darwish, as are the leaps in the vocal line, according to
Racy, who finds a striking similarity between Fahnii's voice and that of DarwIsh.
The third side of the four-disc dawr ends "with a real hank: the mULrib gives the
chorus an idea and they play with it. In response, the chorus can introduce new
maqam"llt," Racy observed. The brief qaflah section, beginning with an accelerated
tempo, brings the dawr to a rapid close.
Aharon chose the popular monologue genre for his composition
al-~anli"

"C Alii

Firash

(On the Sickbed, plate 7). This innovative Egyptian form was through-

composed, different from its more spontaneous and loosely performed
predecessors. Although the monologue was non-strophic, refrains were also
common, according to Racy:
All sorts of hybrids between strophic and monologue form existed.
Monologues where the refrain would repeat only at the beginning and
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at the end, and everything in between was new: for example, abcdefa.
cAbd al-Wahhiib used this form to introduce the contrasting sections
which he liked to employ, such as a tango or piano section, whereas
Umrn Kulthiim kept the homogenized character of the monologue
with fewer contrasts. Aharon's monologue is of this latter,
homogeneous model and belongs to the category of sentimental
monologues (muniilnj cii!itD, as distinct from the comic monologue.
Aharon's "cAHi Firash al-pana," recorded in 1933, features the composer as singer
and ciidist, accompanied by ~iilah al-KuwaytT(vioiin), YiisufZacriir (qaniin), §iilap
BaqqaJ. (cello), Ijusayn cAbd-Allah (rqaC) and lasts about five and one-half minutes.
This well-crafted and complex composition reflects the influence of Egyptian
composers Mulpmmad al-Qasabji, Zakaiiyah Apmad, and cAbd al-Wahhab.
However, the work's non-Egyptian origins are indicated by a number of factors.
First, its title "On the Sickbed" would have been too melodramatic for Egyptian
tasts, Racy informed us. Secondly, Aharon's accent belies his Iraqi origins and
possibly his non-Muslim background. Aharon's vocal style also lacks a certain
flexibility typical of Egyptian singers, Racy observed. Lastly, the choice of a brass
dumbak over the riqq used in Egypt further distinguishes the work as a unique IraqiEgyptian hybrid. 13
Another hybrid composition with clearly perceptable Iraqi elements is
Aharon's dialogue "Khuntfui" (You Betrayed Me), recorded in 1933. The strophic
dialogue, also known as taqtiiqah in Egypt, is lighter and less complex than the
•

•

monologue or dawr. In this piece, Aharon is joined by the female Iraqi singer
Munirah Hawazwaz whose vocal style also reflects non-Egyptian origins. Like
"cAHi FinIsh al-I{anii," the rhythmic component of "KhuntiIii" clearly identifies the
work as Iraqi since Aharon choose the ygrng i'qiiC (see note 14).

13 Aharon recalled using both dumbak and riqq in the three pieces discussed here;
the riqq, however, can not be clearly heard.
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By the time Ezra Aharon left Iraq in 1933, several other musicians and
composers had already become involved with innovative styles, among them §aIag
al-Kuwayti, leader of the important ensemble and director of music at Baghdad
radio.

Arriving in Iraq from Kuwait in 1928,

~iilah

al-Kuwaytr, mulahhin
••
(composer) and violinist, and his brother Da'ud, mu'allif (lyricist), cudist, and
•

singer, were immediately acclaimed for their individual style influenced by
Egyptian, Turkish, Persian, and Arabian Gulf music. The six-member al-Kuwayti
ensemble, including Yusuf ZaCrfu (qa-nun),

~aIal!

Taqu (cello), YaCqiib Murad al-

cAman (nay), and lJusayn cAbd-Alliih (iqaC), was in great demand. So were the
brothers' services as composers, particularly for female singers, among them
Salimah Murad al-Basha and her sister Regina, Zakiyah George, and Sul!anah
Yiisuf in demand (Kojaman 1978:114). Nacim Twayna estimates that the alKuwaytf brothers composed approximately one thousand songs before their
immigration in the early 1950s. As was seen in Chapter II, al-Kuwaytialso wrote
music for the first Iraqi film (Kojaman 1978: 119).
The music of

~alaJ;1

al-Kuwaytf exemplifies a truly modern Iraqi style.

Whereas Ezra Aharon was an Iraqi composer whose focus was the Egyptian style
and whose Iraqi components were incidental, al-Kuwayti intentionally integrated
Iraqi elements. While Aharon knew the Iraqi maqam before turning to the Egyptian
style, al-Kuwayti knew only modern styles before learning the traditional
repertoire. In fact, ;laIaIJ al-Kuwaytiwas the first musician working in the modern
style who sought knowledge of the Iraqi maqam (Kojaman 1978:78). This was
partly due to his work at the radio which required that his ensemble accompany
qari'-s who wished to perform with modern instrumentation instead of with the
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radio's traditional chalgfBaghdadf group.14 The subtleties of this traditional
repertoire thereafter colored many of his works, including samiiCiyyiil: and violin
taqaslm. Kojaman writes that there is a clear difference in al-Kuwayfi's style before
and after he learned Iraqi maqanfat (Ibid.).
Three recordings informants considered typical of al-Kuwayti's style in the
1930s were available for this study. "Biml]asinak wi [wa]-Bah1ilc" (In Your Beauty
and Your Glory) is a strophic dialogue (3:20) sung by Da'ud al-Kuwaytfand the
female singer Zaklyah George, accompanied by violin, Cud, qanun, cello, and
dumbak. A short instrumental introduction (:30) in duple metre opens the work and
even shorter instrumental interludes (:10) repeat the song's main theme. There is no
instrumental improvisation in the composition, but the recording ends with an
instrumental rendition of the song. Each singer performs one short phrase in
alternation, presenting the composition in straightforward manner. The use of both
limited tessitura and a single maqiim throughout contribute to the simplicity of this
composition. The ygrng fqiiCprovides energetic momentum.15
"TI Dumucai Sili" (Oh, My Flooding Tears!) sung by Salimah Murad, is
close in style to "Bimhiisinak wi-Bahak." Three and one-half minutes in duration, it
•

begins with a half-minute instrumental introduction followed by the strophic song.
Well-defined orchestral fills punctuate the song's phrase ends. A short instrumental
interlude introduces a brief improvised vocal cadenza tasarruf
(lit. interpretation)
,
14 As a result of the al-Kuwaytf ensemble's work at the radio, several
instrumentalists, including Yusuf Zacnlr (qanun) and al-cAman(nay, vocalist)
became experts in the Iraqi maqam.
15 Ugrug. according to Racy, is notated:
1a.~t (\ n
f\
(1')
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8
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~
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. Aviezer concurs, but substitutes an

additional takk for the tenth beat.
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which adds variety to the composition. 16 Responses from a small male chorus
wifurnish some relief from an essentially monotonous texture. Like "Bimhasinak:
,
Bihak" there is no change in maqiim or rqiiC and both songs display a limited
expressive palette, particularly in contrast to Egyptian developments. In sum, the
Iraqi character of these songs is defined by Iraqi intonation, pronunciation, dialect,
and vocal style, as well as characteristic instrumental techniques (like the more
audible sliding on the violin) and the presence of the Iraqi iqiic .
A contrasting compositional approach is heard in al-Kuwayti's extended
work "Yucahidunl" (He Gives Me His Word of Honor). Although almost certainly
recorded or broadcast live in the mid to late 1930s, the work is stylistically far ahead
of its time, particularly in the priority given to detailed orchestration.

A

precomposed metric introduction featuring clli! and ensemble begins the work. The
ensemble extends this introduction, making use of colorful nay fills. The ill!Y. also
heterophonically accompanies the female vocalist, probably Salimah Murad,
singing in classical Arabic. The carefully orchestrated sophisticated instrumental
fillers demonstrate a wide range of timbral manipulation. In this piece, al-Kuwayti
also uses a small male chorus repeating a short motif in call and response format
with the main vocalist. Again the choice for the icfac is ugrug and al-Kuwaytfhas
chosen the dumbak over the lliN preferred by Egyptian ensembles. The intonation
of fast is again closer to major, as was the case with other works investigated above.
Looking at these three works by al-Kuwaytl and particularly with this last
composition we begin to see the breadth of .Salal} al-Kuwayti's compositional
language.

16 Salfmah Murad does, however, sing flat in relation to the instrumental ensemble
on this recording.
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For an additional perspective on the development of al-muslqa al-hadithah in
•

Iraq, it is worth examining the prominent Iraqi ensemble IlchwaTI al-Fann (The
Brothers of Art). Initially comprised of a few teenage students from Baghdad's
Jewish welfare institute (see Chapter 1I:C) who performed at home parties, the
ensemble first performed under the name Dar al-Mu'asah (The House of
Brotherhood). They replaced the tasabih, 17 ensembles at these functions and
eventually succeeded the established ensembles in popularity. Their success can be
attributed to several factors: income from their engagements was channeled into
the welfare institute, encouraging charitable patronage; the ensemble was attractive
to audiences because of their band uniform; their musical style was more
sophisticated than other ensembles (Kojaman 1978: 123). Significantly, the
ensemble was patronized extensively by women for private parties since they could
remove their veils without embarrassment before the young boy singer and the
predominantly blind players (Ibid.: 115). The ensemble's success in both the public
and private sector was further enhanced by its frequent radio broadcasts.
By 1939 the ensemble had reached ten or more members and began
broadcasting weekly at the radio with performer-composer Da'ud Akram as its
unofficial leader. Differences both within the welfare institute and within the
group led to a change in personnel in 1943. The new group, now named Ikhwan alFann, was led by violinist Da'uo Akram, joined by Eliyahii Jurf (violin), Salim
Siyyun
Karkuklf (violin), Meir Naqqar (Cud), Yusuf Rabi c (cello), Schlumu
,
Shammash (qanun), Moshe' Shammash (dafO, and the young Jewish vocalist La,tlf

17 Jewish tasii"bih ensembles performed both Hebrew and Arabic hymns of praise
for life cycle' celebrations. Also termed shebahot in Hebrew, groups were
named for the leader (e.g. Ephraym Abu al-ShebatlOt); its members sang,
clapped, and/or played percussion. Private celebrations often included a
tasiibi 'h group, a daqqaqat percussion ensemble, and an ensemble for the Iraqi
maqlim' or other urban styles (see Kojaman 1978: 30-31).
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Menashe' who specialized in both Egyptian repertoire an Akram's original songs.
The Ikhwan al-Fann remained a cohesive unit even as members accepted outside
work in nightclubs (Kojaman 1978; 113).
The Ikhwan al-Fann was considered an innovative ensemble committed to
high artistic standards. In addition to performing Akram's innovative works, the
Ikhwlm al-Fann also obtained written notation of the most recent Egyptian
compositions and performed these compositions over the Iraqi broadcasting even
before they were broadcast by Egypt. Indeed the ensemble played an important
part in shaping the musical tastes of Iraq's younger generation (Ibid.: 124).
As for Akram, he had the benefit of private studies with both ~il1a~ alKuwaynand Krikor, a teacher of Western music in Iraq (Ibid.: 125). Although
instrumental renditions of current popular songs and performances of neglected
samaCiyyat and bashiirif were important parts of his ensemble's repertoire, Akram
found more fulfilling expression in creating new instrumental compositions:
When I started composing as a youth, the existing forms were not
sufficient to express my feelings towards my friend and towards
nature. The motivation to write instrumental music [as opposed to
vocal music] came accidentally, spiritually (Ibid.: 126).
Among his well-known instrumental works are: "Nash'at al Azhiir" (The
Blooming of Flowers), "Nash'at al-Fannan" (Emergence of the Artist), "Manaya"
(Destiny), "cAwadt al-Amal" (The Return of Hope), "Polka," "Sakrah"
(Drunkeness), "cAla Sha!i' Dajlah" (On the Beach of the Tigress), "Sajin"
(Prisoner), "Afkar" (Thoughts), and

"Raq~at

al-Barabarah" (Dance of the

Barbarians) (Kojaman 1978: 125). Akram's vocal music, mostly composed after
his instrumental works, included the well-known songs entitled "Ya Nadamah" [sic,
probably "Ya Nudama"'] (Oh, Boon Companions!), sung by the female singer
Khilidah and the qasidah "Ibsami!" (Smile!), as well as national songs for a musical
staring Latlf Menashe' and attended by the young King Fay~al II (Ibid.: 125). But it
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is his instrumental compositions which Akram considers unique in spirit and his
greatest contribution to al-musTqa al-~adithah.18
In conclusion, musical innovation in Iraq took three directions. One, as
epitomized by Ezra Aharon's early experiments, produced a predominantly
Egyptian style whose Iraqi elements were incidental. As will be seen in the
following chapters, Aharon continued to develop an Egyptian-based style, without
Iraqi influence, following his immigration to Palestine. A second trend was the
formulation of an Iraqi-hybrid style which consciously integrated Iraqi and
Egyptian components, as illustrated by

~arag

al-Kuwayti's works. The third was

the creation of innovative repertoire based entirely on the Egyptian prototype, as in
the works of Da'ud Akram. With continued exposure to Egyptian music over time,
it is no wonder that Iraqi composers and performers developed expertise in this
style. Indeed, Iraqi-Jewish instrumentalists' prominent role as creators of new
compositional styles was a reflection of their leadership in almost every facet of
musical life.
We turn now to the transplantation of this modern repertoire in Israel.

18 For additional information on Jewish involvement in modern music see
Kojaman 1978: 112-133.
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PLATE 7. HANDBILLS ADVERTISING EZRA AHARON'S MUSIC distributed
within a few years of each other demonstrate his stylistic flexibility. Left: an
advertisement for Aharon's recording "cAra Firash al-I)ana" (On the Sickbed)
issued in Iraq, 1933; right: a handbill for a concert of Hebrew-Oriental music in
Palestine.
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"Palestine is an aggregate of people belonging to many nations and races, and
representing the diverse cultures of the world. The Jews now entering the
country are the persecuted and political idealists of far-flung lands. They
bring with them music that has the form, manner, and expression of the
countries of their birth. Here they meet the indigenous and much narrower
Jewish- Oriental communities of the Yemenites, Persians, Boharans, Kurds,
and also the new generation of native-born Jews with no European memories
but with an intimate knowledge of every corner of Palestine. The intensity
of these sorrow-haunted people engenders emotional vigor. They need
music to celebrate their festivals, to dance, to live, to resist suffering and to
sing in praise of heroism."--Stefan Wolpe in "Music, Old and New, in
Palestine" (1939)

PLATE 8 (see following page)

i
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PLATE 9

PLATES 8 and 9. PATRIOTIC MARCHES were a part of Aharon's output in Iraq
and reflect the influence of Western genres. Two marches were issued together in
sheet music: "Marsh Jaliilat ai-Malik Fay§al" and "Marsh al-IstiqIaI." Photo
courtesy of Ezra Aharon.
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CHAPTER V. THE TRANSFER OF THE IRAQI REPERTOIRE TO ISRAEL

The examination of Iraqi-Jewish instrumentalists' repertoire necessitates an
overview of the total musical environment which influenced their style. The
improvisatory process, in particular, reflects the deracination of their musical
tradition and its subsequent transplantation in the new land of Israel.
As will be seen shortly, the Iraqi musicians who came to Israel during the
mass immigration of the early 1950s encountered a complex socio-cultural
environment. An important feature of the musical environment was state patronage
of Arabic music, particularly the mainstream style. The Israel Broadcasting
Authority directly influenced the social organization of musical life in Israel,
creating an in-group of state-supported musicians performing mostly mainstream
style and an out-group of privately patronized performers of the Iraqi style. In
addition, state patronage policies affected the Iraqi repertoire and its performance
style in Israel. As we shall see, in spite of these and other factors, the Iraqi style
became an emblem of Oriental ethnicity and was eventually revitalized in Israel.
First, however, let us begin by examining music in the nascent Israeli society.

A. Urban Arabic Music in PalestinelIsrael Before the Iraqi Immigration
Prior to the arrival of Iraqi musicians in Israel, Ezra Aharon, the first
important Iraqi-Jewish musician to immigrate to Palestine, had already been
working for two decades to establish Hebrew-Oriental and Arabic musical styles.
Aharon, who arrived in 1934, encountered a pluralistic society which fostered an
equally varied musical environment. Since musical life of this period is well
documented elsewhere, 1 it is sufficient to note that Aharon, like others, directed his
1 For an overview of musical life in Palestine see Wolpe (1939), Boehm (1971),
Brad (1976), Gradenwitz (1978), and Hirshberg (1987).
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efforts towards the creation of a national, Hebrew-Oriental song prototype. Despite
his prior involvement with Arabic urban music, all Aharon's compositions between
1934 and 1943 were Hebrew songs, undoubtedly in response to the spirit of the
times and the demands of society. Stefan Wolpe observed, accordingly,
As a result of Jewish activity in the musical life of each city
new forms of production in keeping with the social function of the
composer are stimulated. One night each week many hundreds of
people gather in the halls of the labor unions. Every one [sic] receives
a text and someone sings to it. In this way new songs are learned
measure by measure, a Palestinian [Jewish] custom that everyone
likes. On trains, in the cooperatives, in the country--everywhere,
there are groups collecting songs (1939: 157).
Thus, popular musical culture of a decidedly Jewish national bent thrived, largely
through the efforts of amateur, semi-professional, and professional composers,
musicians, and ensembles.
There is little historical documentation for the development of urban Arabic
music during the first half of this century. Scholars have concluded that,
. . . as far as art music is concerned, the Arabs living in this area
[Israel] do not, and did not possess a local style. In the first decades of
the twentieth century, their music was mainly dependent on the
Turko-Syrian school. Later, with the development of the mass media,
the new Lebanese and Egyptian styles have become the major source
of influence (Shiloah 1980b: 49).
The absence of a local urban tradition was also noted during fieldwork and
an explanation sought from Hickmat Shaheen, a prominant figure in Israeli-Arab
•

musical life from Mandate times to the present. While confirming the existence of a
rural Palestinian style, exemplified by its work songs, Shaheen suggested that socioeconomic factors conceivably prevented the development of a Palestinian urban
classical tradition:
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During the Mandate, Palestine was the richest country in the Middle
East, employing workers from foreign countries. The people were
mostly workers and not engaged in musical activities. But in Egypt
and Syria, people were more relaxed and freer; smoking hashish,
their minds were opened, and each quarter in Egypt and Syria had its
own habit in music.
I;Iickmat Shaheen's own preference was first the Egyptian style, and
secondly, the Lebanese style. He travelled twice to Egypt and to Lebanon several
times during the 1940s to absorb their respective musical styles. He also studied
with the well-known Lebanese musician and composer Salim al-:~Iilii,2 who lived in
?aifa for some time during the Mandate. I)ickmat Shaheen, as we shall see later,
played an important role in promoting mainstream style within the Israeli-Arab
community; according to his son Simon, flaifa was a centre of Arabic musical
activity during the 1940s.
A completely separate Arabic musical development centred around the
activities of the Jerusalem Broadcasting station. The Palestine Broadcasting Service
began in 1936, with a station administered by the British until the end of the
Mandate in 1948. The music section, headed by Karl Solomon, presented Jewish
music culture in Palestine and supported a studio ensemble of six to eight members
who concertized weekly as well as a symphony orchestra (see Nulman 1975: 40-41).
In addition, the station also presented an ensemble for Arabic song led by
pianist/singer Yiisuf Batruni, a Christian Arab. The group's Arab and Jewish
musicians performed harmonized arrangements without quarter-tones, Aharon
recalled. Ezra Aharon was the first director of music broadcasting for the station's
Oriental music department and conductor of its Eastern orchestra. During the
1940s, Aharon occasionally collaborated with Batruni as well as the station's
2 In addition to leading his own esenmble, al-I)ilii was well-known for the
promotion and compilation of muwashshahat. His AI-Muwashshahat AlAndalusfyah (1965) presents 115 notated muwashahat. For further infoimation
on al-Ijilii and muwashavat generally, see also al-Faiuqi 1975.
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symphony orchestra; for instance, Aharon perform Karl Solomon's "Daliah" for
cud and symphony orchestra. Aharon remained the director of the radio's Eastern
orchestra until his retirement in 1969.
The development of urban Arabic music in Palestine/Israel was largely due
to the efforts of Ezra Aharon. Always at the vanguard of new musical trends while
in Iraq, Aharon encountered a varied musical environment in Palestine which
predictably stimulated his further creativity and vigor. His early efforts were
directed toward the composition of Hebrew songs in major-minor tonality.
Although he continued this work, expanding to larger forms, he is best known for
his later contribution to the field of urban Arabic music after 1944. 3 The main
channel for his work over approximately forty years was the broadcasting service
in Palestine and Israel which allowed Aharon to perform almost exclusively
material of his own composition. As was the case with serious classical music, it
was their policy to present as much music of local origin as possible (Gradenwitz
1978: 19).
As a performer, Aharon was notable for concertizing first in HebrewOriental style, performing both original compositions and traditional Eastern
Jewish songs. These songs were presented in heterophonic texture, without
harmony, and included short instrumental fills/interludes; traditional Eastern
repertoire often included quarter-tones. Aharon's first ensemble (as seen in a
photograph most likely for a concert poster, ca. 1937, plate 10) shows Tizmoret
Ezra Aharon, a nine-piece Jerusalem-based emsemble; most or all of the musicians
were Palestinian Jews or Jews of Eastern origin. Indeed, Aharon appears to have
3 Aharon recalled introducing Arabic songs in 1943 or 1944 at the request of
Druze broadcasting director CAjaj Nuyahid with the permission of the Jewish
agency. Aharon did not broadcast for Al-Sharq al-Adnli (see Chapter IV:A)
since Jews were not employed by the station.
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been known as a famous singer and director of the ensemble also designated "Stars
of the East" as indicated by the handbill seen in plate 7. In 1938, an advertisement
for a "Grand Ijanukkah Celebration" (platell) billed Ezra Aharon as "The Prince
of the Hebrew-Oriental Song," accompanied by his Jerusalem emsemble. Residents
of Tel Aviv were advised to "Get Ready!" for this extraordinary musical event, a
benefit performance sponsored by the Tel Aviv branch of the labor organization
"Workers of the Orient [Middle East]" for its unemployed members. The program
included Aharon's compositions based on texts by famous poets such as R.N. Bialek,
S. Tchernakovsky, Y.L. Gordon, S. Shalom, and others using Biblical texts; also
included were three instrumental compositions by Aharon: "Dance for a Happy
Day," "Dream of the Musicians," and "Dance to the Moonlight." The well-known
Yemenite singer Shoshanah Dammanalso participated in the concert, with her own
accompanist, ciidist Ezra David. Dance music well into the morning was provided
by another "delicious" (excellent) orchestra. 4 This advertisement was typical of the
tendency to bill Oriental musical events then as now, as spectacular.
Perhaps Aharon's greatest impact during this period was in the formation of
the broadcasting station's Arabic music ensemble Al-Firqah al-Fadithah (The New
Group). The name suggests an orientation towards new styles and innovation which
Middle Easterners associate with Egyptian musical trends. Aharon recalled the setup between the years 1943 (or 1944) when he initiated Al-Firqah al-!Iadfthah and
1948, the year the ensemble collapsed due to political events. Ezra Aharon was
composer, conductor, and singer, performing with his cUd in front of the orchestra.
Al-Firqah al-?adithah comprised sixteen to twenty members: about half were Arab
(in contrast to the predominantly Jewish ensemble described earlier), six were
German and one a Yemenite Jewish cellist who also played Western music (see plate
4 Aharon did not recall the dance ensemble's musical style.
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12). On certain occasions, the ensemble was supplemented (e.g. accordion,
contrabass) from the radio station's Hebrew ensemble to enhance Aharon's Arabic
compositions. Good relations prevailed between ensemble members; the Arab
musicians spoke some German and the German musicians spoke some Arabic.
Aharon also directed a chorus of six male and six female members; although their
ethnic origins were not specified, probably none of the female singers were Arabs,
assuming today's conservative standards for women then held true. 5
All members of the ensemble read staff notations and learned Aharon's
compositions from notation. 6 The use of an additional ciid player was a new
departure, according to Aharon: this second cndist always sat with the orchestra and
played a simple version of the melody. The flautists, who were not proficient at
producing microtones, played alternate pitches to the quarter-tones required by the
maqamat. For example, if the melody called for #, the flutes would cease playing
in unison and substitute the pitch C, Aharon recalled.
Although Aharon was first known as a representative of Iraqi styles and later
as a composer/performer of Hebrew-Oriental song, his real interest was the Arabic
Egyptian style, as discussed in Chapter IV. He fashioned his radio ensemble as a
vehicle for further exploration and promotion of this mainstream style. Following
the 1948 hiatus in broadcasting and the arrival of the Iraqi musicians in 1950-51,
Aharon surely must have rejoiced at the prospects of working with musicians who
were fully conversant with the Egyptian style.

5 In Israel today, almost all professional female singers working with Arabic song
are Oriental Jews. Social constraints generally do not, and certainly did not in
the past, allow Arab women to sing professionally.
6 This contrasts with the traditional aural method of learning Eastern music.
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B. State Patronage and the Development of Urban Arabic Style after Nationhood
The history of Iraqi music in Israel has been one of cooperation and
confrontation with the forces of mainstream Arabic music. Arabic music has been
patronized most extensively by the state, through support of Israel radio's Oriental
orchestra. For several reasons, detailed below, the state has patronized almost
exclusively mainstream Arabic music, and this policy has had a direct influence on
the Iraqi repertoire in Israel.

******
Following the struggle for nationhood, Ezra Aharon resumed his activities at
the Jerusalem station with a musical aesthetic, as we recall, influenced by Egyptian
trends. Thus, the Iraqi musicians who arrived in the early 1950s encountered a
broadcasting establishment predisposed towards mainstream style. At that time,
according to the present director of Israel radio's Arabic section, David Sagfv,
All of the musicians were Iraqis. It was as if you had transferred them
from Iraq to Israel. The only institution which could absorb such
musicians was the Israel Broadcasting Authority; at that time it was the
Israeli Broadcasting House, and now the Voice of Israel in Arabic.
From the very beginning, in the 1950s, Kol Yisrael [The Voice of
Israel] in Arabic absorbed many musicians and singers from Iraq.
They organized an orchestra and I think it was on a very high level.
They made recordings in the studios of Kol Yisrael in Arabic from the
early 1950s.
Although "Iraq had been transferred to Israel," most of the music played was
mainstream style, with a minute percentage of Iraqi music performed, according to
both Saglv and Aviezer. The opportunity to hear Iraqi music was further hampered
by the limited number of Arabic broadcasting hours each day. Sagfv recalled,

In the 1950s we had very few hours for broadcasting: it was news and
music three times a day, not more than one and a half hours total each
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day. In 1958, we broadcast more hours, about four to five hours a
day. Music occupied about fifty percent of the time, with the rest
devoted to news, newsreels, or politics. After the 1967 war, we had
seven hours a day, of which half was again music. Besides tapes and
discs, we had our own music which was recorded by Kol Yisrael.
Until the mid 1950s, almost all the music broadcast was live. Local discs
were also produced, but their poor quality rendered them useless for broadcasting
after a year or so, Aviezer recalled. Taped recordings replaced both live broadcasts
and local discs around 1956-57. These tapes, however, were often erased as a
matter of policy, in order to create additional recording opportunities for
musicians. In this way, many performers approximated salaried positions by rerecording and collecting for each session, Aviezer noted.
Considering that the radio orchestra consisted almost entirely of Iraqi
musicians before the arrival of Egyptian musicians in 1957, the small proportion of
Iraqi music produced might be viewed as curious. Although orchestra musicians
undoubtedly enjoyed mainstream music, many also performed Iraqi styles; it is
conceivable that some of these musicians would have wished to intensify their
uniqueness or "Jewishness" by perpetuating an Iraqi repertoire traditionally
performed by Jews. In fact, the few musicians who clung to Iraqi styles found
themselves largely outside the circle of state-supported musicians, as discussed
below. On the other hand, those who worked for the radio orchestra appeared to
have willingly adapted to the Arabic station's stylistic preferences. Once again,
these professional musicians met the musical requirements of their employers, as
they had previously in Iraq, and carried this stylistic flexibility with them to Israel.
Mainstream style became the Arabic media's preference for several reasons,
the most important being its ability to serve national political objectives. Arabic
broadcasting became politically instrumental following Israel's struggle for
independence, when national survival was paramount. The primary goal of this
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media was to disseminate Israeli political perspective. Music functioned to attract
listeners for this purpose. Furthermore, according to Sagfv,
I may stress again that Kol Yisrael had to satisfy its listeners in Egypt
and other parts of the Arab world ... at that time, there was just one
corner [time slot] for Iraqi music. Most of the music programs in the
Arabic broadcasting were of Egyptian music. Egypt was the greatest
Arab count~y and they [Kol Yisrael] had to give their audience
satisfaction.
The political preoccupation of Israel radio is shared by other Middle Eastern
broadcasting authorities in this region of political ferment. For instance, in postrevolution Egypt, the radio became the domain of the Ministry of National
Guidance "which was responsible for the transmission of the revolution's political
ideas to the masses of Egyptian people" (el-Shawan 1980: 108). While Egyptian
radio broadcast primarily to an internal audience, Israel's priority then, as now, has
been the Arab audience abroad. Israel's second priority has been the Arab audience
within its borders, and third, Israeli Jews from Arab countries, according to both
Saglv and Aviezer. In light of these objectives, the broadcasting administration has
viewed mainstream music as most efficacious for serving national interests: its
homogeneous style and dialect make it most accessible and attractive to a wide Arab
audience.
Given this political context, Iraqi music could not be aired solely for
aesthetic enjoyment or creative expression. According to Aviezer, Iraqi music
broadcasts are mainly intended to draw Iraqi-Arab listeners to the news; meeting the
cultural needs of Israel's Iraqi-Jewish community is of secondary importance.

7 Radio administrators are pleased with the Egyptian response to their broadcasts,
based on mail from listeners. In confirmation of this view, one informant,
Maurice Saddac Rouman (a member of the Egyptian Syndicate of Musicians)
claimed to have listened to Kol Israel almost exclusively while in Egypt, fmding
its musicians equal to those of Egypt.
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Because of its unique dialect and musical style, Iraqi music readily attracts the Iraqi
audience. But at the same time, its uniqueness makes it unsuitable for broadcasting
to the wider Arab world, hence the Arabic station's preference for the mainstream
style.
An illustration of Arabic music's utility for enhancing the national interest
was provided by an employee of Kol Yisrael's Arabic section who described himself
as a "member of the propaganda team." During the 1967 war, Iraq sent a token
force to Egypt which later entered Jordan, where it remained after the cease-fIre
until its forces reached 12,000 soldiers. According to this informant, Israel
broadcast specifIcally to the Iraqi contingent in Jordan from 1967 to 1970. Iraqi
music and "propaganda" in Iraqi dialect were deliberately transmitted during the
hour when soldiers relaxed for their evening meal. Kol Yisrael even monitored
changes in meal schedules and accommodated their programming accordingly.
These programs provided Iraqi soldiers with regular exposure to Israeli ideology.
This instance clearly demonstrates both the efficacy of music in achieving
broadcasting goals and an unusual way in which Iraqi music, specifIcally, has served
those objectives. Shaffq Gabbay, producer of the nightly Iraqi radio program,
regrets the low priority generally assigned to Iraqi music in the Arabic media and
asserts that the millions of Arabs who know Iraqi dialect could be reached through
increased broadcast of Iraqi music. In his opinion, Iraqi music could better enhance
the Israeli media in comparison with the quality of mainstream music now
broadcast: "In Egypt, they are laughing at our arrangements and imitations of
Egyptian music."
Overall, however, mainstream music is considered most servicable for the
Arabic broadcasting media. In addition to radio and television transmission, 8
8 Television entered the Israeli media in 1968.
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mainstream music is performed at Israel's military functions. The radio orchestra
performs for troop entertainment programs and diplomatic events, such as the late
President Sadat's historic visit to Israel in 1979. Iraqi musicians' presence at such
functions point to their new role in Israel as state representatives. These events also
demonstrate instances where a music's social function is radically different from
that of its performance context in its country of origin. Although these functions
are usually closed to outsiders, it was possible to attend two during fieldwork; the
following accounts, then, illumine musical occasions often inaccessible to
researchers.
One event was a large concert (March 1980) staged by the Voice ofIsrael in
Arabic, ostensibly to entertain residents of the remote border town of Qiryat
Shemonah. Entertainment was provided by the radio orchestra, several Jewish
singers well-known for their performances of Arabic song, two Israeli-Arab
singers,9 and the pop group "Sexta" (see plate 18) singing in Arabic, Hebrew, and
English. To this substantial array of musicians were added several Christian
Southern Lebanese singers and a dance troupe. Although expensive rehearsals were
necessary the previous day, musicians and administrators seems to take advantage of
the holiday atmosphere in their free time.
Surprisingly, the audience was comprised primarily of non-Israelis. Major
Haddad and several hundred of his Lebanese Christian soldiers occupied the
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majority of the 700-seat auditorium. Israeli troops and residents from Qiryat
Shemoniih and environs joined the Lebanese contingency. Although a culturally
diverse group, their enthusiasm ran high.

9 Haigo, a youngo woman of Armenain descent, was the only female Arab singer I
saw performing publicly in Israel.
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The centerpiece of the program was a series of addresses in Arabic stressing
solidarity with Major ?addad's forces; both Israeli and Lebanese military officers
joined together on stage. Producers expressed satisfaction that not a single
dissenting voice made its way into the gathering. Although large events of this type
are usually recorded for transmission, this event was not, indicating that its intended
audience was more circumscribed.
As for the musical component, mainstream style was again the intended
common denominator. Well-known hits by Wadic al-San, cAbd al-Wahhilb, Umm
Kulthum, and others were performed in addition to mainstream style songs by
Israeli composers. The Lebanese songs,Catabah poetry, the Moroccan-style song,
and Iraqi song (performed by Najat, known for her ability to sing authentic Iraqi
style) did not significantly depart from the mainstream mold. The one taqsfm
performed by a well-regarded musician was largely ignored by an excited audience,
a telling statement of the low value typically assigned to solo instrumental music by
general audiences.
The second function (August 1981, see fig. 4), more exclusive than the first,
was a private party held at a Beduin tent-like nightspot in the Jerusalem hills to
honor a Druze soldier for his service to the Israeli armed forces (see plates 19-20).
Attended by top Israeli military personnel and leaders of the Druze community, the
event was designed to strengthen Israeli-Druze relations. An important component
of the party was a performance by the radio orchestra and singers, joined by a
Druze amateur singer, nay player, and several dancers from among soldiers' ranks.
Mainstream music was the fare; judging from the irregular quality of performance,
standard repertoire requiring little rehearsal had been selected. These two events
are vivid cases of the potential use of mainstream music for ideological purposes.

* * * * * *
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The view that mainstream style is most efficacious for enhancing national
political objectives is not the only reason for its extensive patronage. Aesthetic
considerations have also been important. Policy-makers, that is, the Arabic
section's director of music and orchestra leader,IO have consistently viewed
mainstream music as the most "modem," "highly-developed" urban Arabic style. A
style which owes its existence fIrst to Egyptian musical trends and later to Lebanese
innovations instituted by the singer Fayriiz and others, it is regarded as a product of
the most sophisticated cultures of the Middle East and therefore worthy of adoption.
Radio administrators' equation of "most developed" with "most modern"
was also a common association made by informants. This is not surprising,
considering the emphasis on modernization in Israeli society since its inception.
The adoption of mainstream style represented yet another "step in the right
direction" towards social advancement for the Arabic-speaking Jewish population.
This concern with modernization--with its direct impact upon musical style-undoubtedly stemmed from national cultural ideology which encouraged the
assimilation of ethnic traditions into the melting pot of a new Israeli society.
Shiloah and Cohen observed that,
While the national institutions were keen on creating a distinct Jewish
national identity, they were also, particularly in the early period of
statehood, eager to 'integrate'--to acculturate and assimilate--the
various ethnic groups into one 'nation.' This created a dilemma with
respect to ethnic cultures. While distinct ethnic cultural elements
could be used, as they were elsewhere, to enrich the national identity,
for example, by absorbing into 'Israelness' certain types of dishes,
designs, fashion, or tunes derived from the culture of a specific Jewish
10 During 1979-81, the Arabic radio station's director David Saglv also appeared
to endorse recommendations made by the orchestra leader and director of music
concerning the promotion of mainstream styles. Specific examples of policy
determination are discussed in the text below.
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ethnic group, it was considered undesirable to perpetuate or emphasize
the cultural distinctiveness of that very group (1983: 245).

In this culture where music serves as an emblem of ethnicity, sanction of
Iraqi music would have been counter-acculturative. Therefore, the media's policymakers' endorsement of mainstream music, as opposed to that of ethnic minorities,
was further intended to promote identification with a larger group, the Oriental
community as a whole. In retrospect, it appears that while Oriental Jews did not
easily assume the Israeli identity envisioned by the Zionist establishment,l1 they
may have shed specific ethnic loyalities to merge with a larger, pan-Oriental group.
Since Iraqi musicians and their audiences were eager to escape their narrow
designation as "Iraqi," by embracing mainstream music they would become
associated with the general Oriental community, a step towards achieving "Israeli"
identity. 12 An illustration of mainstream style's capacity to unify ethnic groups is
the occasional Festival of Sephardic and Oriental Hazziinut 13 representing diverse
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Oriental traditions yet relying upon the homogenous style provided by the radio
orchestra.1 4

11 Cultural Zionism maintained that only in Palestine would Jews create a
distinctive culture resulting from the synthesis of Jewish traditions.
12 While this was the case during the 1950s and early 1960s, a subsequent trend
towards increased identification with Jewish ethnic groups has occured, as
detailed in section D.
13 See, for example, the recording "Festival Ijawiniit be-nosalt Serariid ve-cEdot
ha-MiZrii\]"(Festivai of Hazzanut on Sephardic and Oriental Texts), Menorah
Records L.P. 2000, recorded in 1973.
14 Another example is the now discontinued Festival of Songs in the Oriental Style
whose commercial Hebrew-Oriental song style "differs little from other such
music in Israel and sometimes completely loses its distinctiveness" (Shiloah and
Cohen 1983: 236). See also Cohen and Shiloah (1985: 205, 216).
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For Arabic material, mainstream style was the melting pot into which
various eastern musics could be mixed. Although a homogenous style, it was still
sufficiently varied to re-create ethnic styles. Twaynii explained,
Here in the radio, there are not only Iraqis but many fellows from
many countries. There are Syrians, Lebanese, Turkish, and Persian
[instrumentalists and vocalists]. Every fellow liked to hear his music,
so they started to play everything. It is mixed.
Mainstream music was the stylistic common denominator from which departures
into other Middle Eastern styles were made. Such stylistic excursions, however, did
not differ significantly from mainstream style to the extent of excluding the
participation of all the orchestra's members. Instead, variety was attained by
adopting superficial stylistic elements easily grasped by musicians--for instance a
"Moroccan rhythm" or an "Iraqi color" (usually a characteristic ornament)-thereby creating diluted ethnic musics. In this way, musicians were able to
occasionally perform the musics of their countries of origin within the framework
of mainstream style.
Yet another reason for the state's patronage of mainstream Arabic music is
its appeal for Israeli Arabs. As was seen, Israeli Arabs adopted the mainstream
style in the absence of a unique local urban musical tradition. While Israeli Arabs
undoubtedly enjoy mainstream music programed for them at the Arabic
broadcasting station, many Arabs and Jews alike feel that this music in itself does not
completely fulfill the musical expectations of Arab citizens, a subject detailed
below.

* * * * * *
The establishment of mainstream style in Israel through state support was a
gradual process. Unlike Egypt where "most musical activities [after 1952] were
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guided by a uniform policy which was part of an overall government program of
national development" (el-Shawan 1980: 101), no such definitive policy existed for
Arabic music in Israel. Rather, the situation was much like that of pre-revolution
Egypt where,
The musical categories which were patronized, and the orientation of
the goals and policies which directed their course were to a large extent
dependent on the musical interests of decision-makers in the political,
economic, and cultural spheres (Ibid.:113).
The personal musical tastes and individual interests of Arabic media
administrators, music directors, and orchestra leaders have been important
determinants in Israel. The readiness of informants to discuss this point with an
outsider is intriguing: conceivably, some sensitive information was already wellknown fact. Alternatively, frustration with media policy may have encouraged
them to speak out, now as in the past, hoping to affect change. The precise role of
personal taste and individual interest in shaping media policy generally is evident
from the sampling of opinion chronicled below.
For example, one producer explained that a particular orchestra leader
sought to discourage musicians for whom ciid was their second instrument from
recording, in order to suppress competition. Another instance where entrenched
bureaucratic interests squelched competition was the dissolution of the Ramat Gan
Orchestra, considered a rival of radio forces, as detailed below. By eliminating
competition, the patron is no longer compelled to choose the best-liked ensemble,
but is forced to patronize only one group of musicians. As might be expected,
informants often remarked that the Israel Broadcasting Authority serves a small,
select group rather than distributing its resources among a larger pool of available
musicians.
Instances where personal taste directly affected Iraqi music were also
mentioned. For example, while searching in radio archives for Iraqi music
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recorded before 1960, I was informed that tapes were destroyed by policy-makers
who found them "uninteresting."

"Hundreds of maqiimat and songs were

destroyed," an informant claimed, as a result of a tape- conservation policy which
regarded the Iraqi repertoire as dispensible. Furthermore, one informant reported:
Since "X" [a policy maker] came to the radio, they stopped the project
to renew Iraqi songs; they stopped only the Iraqi music. Why? "X" is
not from Baghdad [and does not appreciate the Baghdad-based
tradition]. "Y" is from Egypt, "Z" is half Arab [Y and Z are also
policy makers]: they don't appreciate the music. "Y" is a poet and
writes a poem each week and gives it to an Egyptian singer to perform
with the orchestra. They [the orchestra] are always busy with
Egyptian music... always recording in the Egyptian style and wasting
money. Why do we need to imitate the Egyptians when the sop§s of
Iraq are [unique]? The broadcasting authority is wasting money.
He continued by outlining the potential Iraqi music has for drawing listeners in Iraq
and concluded that rather than promoting Israel's political goals, the radio is
serving individuals' private interests. In confirmation of this view, another
informant observed, "We find that today, all the producers are also composers and
therefore we hear only their music--they put X's [mainstream style] music only one
a year [despite his long association with the radio]." Furthermore, "The radio
spends all its money on a festival and for the following year, you hear nothing of the
local music on the radio."
Another dimension of private motives in radio policy, according to an
informant, are attitudes towards female singers. "Is it not like that in Hollywood?"
she asked, implying that advancement was dependent upon personal relationships.
Lastly, amid this atmosphere of personal tastes and private interests musicians must
play what is required of them if they are to earn a livelihood: "In the radio they
wanted him [Ijizqel' Qa~~ab, an Iraqi maqiim reader] to sing Egyptian and Lebanese

15 On this sensitive matter, the names of those involved must remain anonymous.
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things. But because he needed to earn a living, this is the music [he performed in
response to radio demands]," Twayna affirmed.
Such critical evaluations provide important clues for an assessment of the
underlying philosophy of state patronage in the Israeli musical environment. As
will be seen shortly, these critical evaluations also illuminate the social organizaton
of Arabic music in Israel and its impact upon the Iraqi style.

C. State Patronage and the Social Organization of Musical Life
State support for Arabic music has significantly affected its social
organization in Israel. The most conspicuous element of this new social structure
that Iraqi-Jewish musicians encountered was state patronage of Arabic music
through the Arabic-language broadcasting media. Its impact upon the Iraqi
repertoire is examined here with an overview of the radio orchestra's membership,
remuneration, musicians' rank, performance contexts, and a discussion of the
broadcasting media's tendency to routinize and polarize musical life. The role of
radio will also be considered in speculation on the future of institutionalized Arabic
music in Israel.
Large-scale support for musicians performing Arabic style began, as we
have noted, with the arrival of Iraqi immigrant musicians in 1950. Some of these
Iraqi instrumentalists were subsidized by the Jewish Agency and received regular
salaries for their work in the radio orchestra. Other instrumentalists and vocalists
worked as free-lancers and were paid for services rendered. Egyptian musicians
who arrived in the late 1950s were also added to the orchestra's ranks. Although the
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exact number of musicians could not be documented, it is likely that the orchestra's
present size of sixteen full-time instrumentalists represents its largest to date. 16
Most of the orchestra's present members have been with the ensemble since
the 1950s. Ten of its sixteen members are Iraqi (sixty-six percent), three are
Egyptian, two are Israeli Arabs17 and one is Argentinian. Most use Arabicized
performing names, brought from their countries of origin. All but the keyboard
player are men, and most are over the age of fifty-five. Table two shows the ethnic
and age distribution of these musicians. In addition to these regular salaried
musicians, a number of "extras" are employed to augment the orchestra for
recordings and performances.
continues next page

16 Aviezer recalled that the orchestra was occasionally increased to twenty-five
players to accommodate some of his compositions. For festivals or special
television features, the orchestra was sometimes enlarged by six to ten
performers.
17 The admission of Arab musicians to the radio orchestra was reportedly a
controversial issue among radio administrators.
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The radio's Oriental orchestra has fixed official positions for its musicians
modeled on the positions and corresponding remuneration scale of the radio
symphony orchestra. 18 Like their symphonic counterparts, these musicians usually
perform on only one instrument, though they may play others. However, unlike the
symphony, with its visible hierarchy, the heterophonic texture typically distributes
the musical material evenly throughout the orchestra, giving the ensemble a
democratic appearance. The qanun and nay players, however, are occasionally
featured in solo passages chosen for the musical color they add. Because they are
unique within the orchestra, these two musicians enjoy the limelight.
Some instrumentalists occasionally perform other roles within the ensemble.
One percussionist, YaCqiib Murad (not to be confused with YaCqub Murad al·Amari), also performs and records as a singer in front of the ensemble. Several
orchestra members have composed instrumental and vocal works which are
performed by the orchestra and singers associated with the radio. Although most
musicians perform publicly on one instrument, some have made recordings on their
second instruments; for example, qanunist Abraham Salman and violinist IYa'iid
Akram have recorded cfu!. taqasfm for radio producers. At least one member,
Nacfm Rajwan, fulfills several functions by composing extensively and performing
with the orchestra on accordion and bass. 19 The orchestra leader occupies a distinct
position within the ensemble. Unlike other orchestra members, he is in constant

18 Oriental orchestra musicians faced strong opposition in their struggle to attain
equal status with radio symphony musicians, a telling statement of their rank in
Israeli society.
19 Rajwan occasionally enjoys a degree of influence in matters of policy, according
to Shiloah and Aviezer.
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contact with radio administration and is included in policy decisions?O He is
responsible for aesthetic decisions; for example, the leader must transform the ten
songs chosen to the "annuaI',21 Arabic Song Festival from their original skeletal
form to products worthy of presentation. Thus, the orchestra leader's personal taste
has considerable impact upon the style of Arabic music the public hears. Although
in principle there is room for other musicians to occasionally direct music of their
own composition, it appears that the present leader, like his predecessor, is firmly in
controI. 22
The leader may also distinguish himself by sitting in front of the orchestra,
as Ezra Aharon did, or by actually conducting, a trend which ZUi"u Miisa has
promoted since becoming leader. On other occasions, Musa may choose to direct
only minimally from his chair in the violin section. The conductor, however, must
be able to assume various roles. The chief prerequsite for the position is the ability
to perform with the ensemble, Aviezer explained, and for this reason a nonperforming composer or specialist conductor in the Western sense would not be
appropriate. It appears that in the Oriental orchestra, the value of a conductor per
se to the ensemble is dubious since the music generally is not complex enough to
20 His rapport with administrators also extends into the social sphere. For
example, during the two-day performance in Qiryat Shemoniih detailed above,
the conductor spent most of his social time with administrators rather than
orchestra members. Furthermore, he chose to drive his own car, accompanied
by administrators rather than travelling on the bus with orchestra musicians and
their wives.
21 Although this festival aimed to be annual, there were only three or four
performances in the 1970s and performances in 1980 and 1983.
22 Isaac Aviezer is one composer-conductor (but not performing musician) who
has been able to occasionally conduct the radio orchestra at concert. He
attributes this to his former role as Director of Music at the radio (Arabic
section) in helping Ziizii Musil secure his present position as orchestra leader.
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warrant conducting and in any case, the presence of blind musicians renders the
conductor redundant.
Since the state supports a limited number of full-time musicians,23 all other
non-salaried instrumentalists and all vocalists working for the radio acquire the
status of "free-lance musician." As discussed earlier, many Jewish free-lance
musicians were able to approximate salaried positions by working numerous
sessions. Others, particularly musicians who played the mainstream style and lived
far from radio facilities, travelled periodically to the station and performed for
broadcasts: by so doing, they enhanced their prestige and commanded higher
payments from private patrons. It appears that there is a core of free-lance singers
who record and perform regularly with the radio orchestra. 24 The majority of
these singers are Oriental Jews who perform in mainstream style, many of them
women, since Israeli-Arab women do not become professional musicians due to
social constraints. Some of these singers are the wives or companions of orchestra
musicians, its leader, or radio administrators. This core of singers also includes a
few Oriental Jews who perform non-mainstream Middle Eastern styles, norably
Najat, known for herinterpretations of Iraqi song and Moshe' Eliyiihil, who sings in
Syrian styIe. A few Israeli Arab singers, for example cAli' Milsa and Yiisuf Matar,
•

well-known within their community, also perform for the radio.

Singers

patronized by the radio and involved in the radio-sponsored 1980 Arabic song
festival are seen in plates 16-17.

23 According to Aviezer there also were once nine salaried singers but their
number has decreased over the years.
24 It is doubtful that these singers approximate salaried positions since freelance
work for singers at the radio is not steady. Rather, private parties have been the
main source of income for singers.
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Although the radio orchestra absorbed several instrumentalists who could
play both the Iraqi and mainstream styles, it could not provide regular salaries for
many others, particularly those who performed only the old Iraqi style. Therefore,
these vocalists and instrumentalists also became "free-lance radio musicians" and
derived most of their income from other sources, as will be seen. In order to form
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ensembles for Iraqi music, vocalists such as Hizqel' Qassab, Saliin Shibith, Da'ud alKuwaytf, Filfil GurjI, and YaCqiib Murau al-cAmim teamed up with salaried radio
instrumentalists, as well as other free-lance instrumentalists. Three groups for the
Iraqi style were formed in this way: an old style chalgfensemble, a group for the new
chalgf style, and the al-Kuwaytfensemble (table 3, groups 1-3). Personnel was
flexible and musicians' deaths gave rise to new ensembles in the early 1970s (table 3,
groups 4-5). While these ensembles were under the administrative jurisdiction of
Ezra Aharon, they were autonomous in matters of musical style. After about 1970,
state patronage for Iraqi musicians declined even further: musicians such as Da'ud alKuwaytfhad died, leaving §iilaq al-Kuwaytf deeply depressed, performers found it
more profitable to work at haflat, and Ziizii Miisa, appointed the new orchestra
•

leader in 1970, was a staunch exponent of the mainstream style.

* * * * * *
During the 1950s and 1960s when state patronage for Iraqi music was
greatest, Iraqi musicians fulfilled roles markedly different from their previous
ones in Baghdadi society. Most importantly, Jewish vocalists unable to perform on
radio in Iraq did so in Israel, notably Salim Shibith, Ipzqel' Qa§§ab, YaCqiib Murad
al-CAmlirf, and Najat. As singers, they were the focal point of performance and
became, to varying degrees, media personalities.

The advent of television

facilitated their rise to stardom, since it gave greater exposure to musicians
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generally and singers in particular who performed mainstream and accessible ethnic
styles (such as the Iraqi new style). This exposure, in turn, contributed to singers'
success in the private sector.
Meanwhile, by contrast, other Iraqi instrumentalists and singers who were
once in great demand as performers of the old style could not earn a livelihood in
Israel as musicians. Salim Shibith, maqiim reader in Baghdad, resorted to carpentry
in Israel and moonlighted as a free-lance radio singer and performer at hafliit. In
•
addition, Iraqis who emerged as singers in the 1960s had difficulty establishing
themselves in Israel, lacking, among other things, media patronage. Singers such as
Siimi al-Faliijf and Yiisuf Dahan found it necessary to learn Egyptian music; the
latter eschews the label of "Iraqi singer" as an impediment to success, despite his
love for Iraqi fiff style. Both al-Faliijf and Dahan work in other occupations, in the
shoe business and a bank, respectively. YaCqiib Murad al-cAman, known as a nay
player in Iraq, also diversified in Israel and became a singer-cfutist, performing
mostly mainstream style for private patrons, as well as working in other
occupations.
The difficulty singers faced in gaining state patronage was in contrast to the
evident recognition accorded to instrumentalists by the media. Shiloah suggests that
the ideal musician, once"a singer possessing specific vocal qualities. . . [who]
performed with very small groups of instruments ... subordinate to him" is being
supplanted by a new ideal, the virtuoso instrumentalist. As a result of this trend, "a
skilled instrumentalist can be admitted to an 'orchestra' and be economically secure,
while a singer, if he is not one of the stars in demand, has to content himself with a
free-lance job" (1981: 50).

Thus, the vocalist may resort to non-musical

employment while state-patronized instrumentalists maintain secure positions.
These instrumentalists can also obtain additional work outside the radio by playing
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for private hafhit,
where at least three instrumentalists are needed for every vocalist,
,
further guaranteeing their economic security.25
New roles and increased opportunity for instrumentalists due to state
patronage is not a development unique to Israel. For example, in Egypt as early as
the 1930s and continuing to the present, "it became virtually impossible for Cairene
composers and performers of AMaA W-miJslqa al-CArabfyahl to carry out a musical
career without ESB [the Egyptian State Radio Broadcasting Station]'s patronage"
(el- Shawan 1980: 99). Similarly in Iran,
The support given by both the Ministry of Culture and National
Iranian Radio and Television has made it possible for many more
musicians to pursue their profession full-time than would otherwise be
possible. Zonis reports that it is virtually impossible for a Persian
musician to support himself without an affiliation with one of these
two Ministries (Beeman 1976: 13).
Government support for instrumentalists has also influenced the role and
repertoire of the instrumentalist in modem Iraqi society (see Chabrier 1978).

* * * * * *
Scholars have generally considered state patronage an important factor in
raising musicians' rank in Middle Eastern society (see, for example, Shiloah 1981
and Beeman 1976). In Israel, musicians astonished administrators in the mid-1960s
with demands for salary regulation, a move which indicated their desire for
improved social status and recognition, according to Shiloah. 26 Oriental Orchestra

25 Singers may compensate by taking a greater percentage of the payment for haflat
performances.
•
26 Private written communication.
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members achieved their goals and were awarded salaries corresponding to the
radio's symphony musicians, as opposed to the wages they received before. This
undoubtedly affected their self-esteem, since as salaried professionals, they viewed
themselves as deserving of the respect which accompanies salaried positions
generally. Quite possibly, Oriental musicians also considered themselves equal in
rank to their symphony counterparts. Furthermore, because they performed for
lucrative private hafJiit, they could surpass the earnings of symphony players.

•

Indeed, today many members of the Oriental Orchestra are well-off by Israeli
standards with incomes equal to or greater than salaries earned in prestigous
occupations.
New evidence suggests, however, that the relationship between state
patronage and enhanced rank be re-examined. To begin with, implicit in the
assumption of government support's effect on rank is the view that performance for
the radio is indeed prestigous in the eyes of Israel's population. While the
broadcasting media has helped popularize particular musicians and enabled them to
increase their earnings within the private sector, this association may not
automatically confer prestige. One senses that although orchestra musicians enjoy
economic benefits from their positions, they view work for the radio as a routine
job, regarding themselves employees of a government agency. This was also noted
by Simon Shaheen who, after an intimate playing session with the orchestra's qiiniin
player, remarked, "He feels a slave to the orchestra and would like to break into
something new but doesn't know how. He also enjoys the money too much." Other
aspects of routinization will be detailed below.
Indeed, it appears that aspects of radio policy reflect a devaluation of
musicians' rank. Radio policy denies musicians credit on many recordings. For
example, instrumentalists are only consistently identified on solo recordings, while
recordings of small ensembles, such as the chalgl Baghdadfgroup, name only the
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singer and one or two instrumentalists; in some recordings, none of the
instrumentalists are named. Another instance of devaluation of musicians is the
radio's practice of abruptly interrupting its transmission of taqaslm to broadcast
news or begin other programs. Instrumental music is often broadcast as a filler
rather than for its own sake.
Given the highly pluralistic composition of Israel's population, as assessment
of the prestige involved in media performance is a complex task. Briefly, it
appears that many Israeli Arabs are critical of the media's musical programs. For
example, it was not uncommon for Arabs to deride the Oriental-Jewish singers they
saw on Israel's television program for Arabic music remarking, "Look at how they
are imitating our culture!" They apparently saw this program as a parody of Arabic
music meant to devalue their culture. Furthermore, two idealistic young Arab
musicians who wished to perform with the orchestra were motivated more by
impulses toward musical creativity and stylistic change than by the desire for
prestige. In fact, some Arab musicians intimated that an association with the
orchestra would have been detrimental to their rapport with members of their own
community, as was the experience of the two Arab musicians in the radio orchestra,
discussed below.
Among the Jewish population, opinion is also difficult to determine. Shaflq
Gabbay, producer of the Iraqi program and strongly identified with his Iraqi
origins, claims that membership in the radio orchestra is not a measure of prestige.
As will be seen, many Iraqi Jews, including musicians outside the media circle,
disparage the orchestra's mainstream musical style because their preference for
Iraqi music is neglected by the media. For instance, we noted Gabbay's assertion
that, "In Egypt, they are laughing at our imitations of Egyptian music!" While
younger members of the Oriental community are increasingly interested in
mainstream Arabic music, as discussed below, their professional idols are not the
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instrumentalists and singers promoted by Israel's Arabic media but Egyptian and
Lebanese stars. This disinterest in local musicians may also be common among
older Oriental Jews who have brought with them to Israel attitudes prevalent in
Muslim society and continue to view music as a low-ranking occupation.
It appears that among most Askenazic Jews as well as many Israeli-born Jews
of various origins there is little interest in Arabic music or its place in society. For
many Jews, such music is the emblem of a suspicious foreign culture and likely to be
dismissed or disparaged. Few Israelis are aware that the Oriental Orchestra's
musicians receive salaries comparable to symphony musicians; even the radio
symphony's principal cellist was astonished to learn this fact.
Although an exhaustive survey of musicians' rank in Israeli society is not
possible here, the issues raised are intended to encourage a fresh approach to the
correlation between rank and state patronage.

* * * * * *
Routinization is a necessary part of the dynamic process of
institutionalization.

In the case of Arabic music in Israel, routinization is

characterized by standardization and uniformity of musical style and a sense of
drudgery on the part of radio musicians. Routinization has exceeded its required
function and has come to dominate daily life for the radio orchestra members. It
appears that the large extent to which musical life is now routinized has adversely
affected the quality of music patronized by the state.
The economic security which musicians enjoy as a result of state patronage
has been an important factor contributing to routinization. While remuneration in
Iraq was often a spontaneous reward for musicians' efforts, in Israel there is no
monetary incentive for excellence in media performance. Orchestra musicians view
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music as a routine job done for a government agency; with fixed salaries, secure
positions, and the absence of job-threatening competition from any other large
ensemble, there is less motivation for personal concern with the musical product.
The routinization of their music was a gradual process for orchestra
members. During the 1960s, recordings under Ezra Aharon's direction reflected a
high degree of musical discipline: playing was clean, intonation accurate, ensemble
playing unified, all despite the musical complexity of Aharon's compositions.
Throughout the 1960s and until 1972, musicians were active recording numerous
solo taqaslm and other demanding instrumental works, usually samiij,F)yiit,
conceivably because they and their directors valued that repertoire.
Over the ensuing decade, routinization appears to have increased,
conceivably due to the absence of qualified/innovative music directors and policymakers able to provide stimulation and focus for ensemble members. By 1981,
musicians reportedly were known to waste time at rehearsals, joke at the "bad
music" given them to play, and to argue with the composers' intentions as they were
taught the music aurally.

This disinterest could also be detected in live

performances by the orchestra: for example, at the government party for the Druze
described earlier, musicians performed unrehearsed, out of tune, and showed little
concern for the quality of performance. Indeed, it appears that musicians' sense of
satisfaction comes not from their work for the state but from the monetary rewards
of their private ~afliit work.
Musical style was also standardized 27 as a result of the leadership over the
past ten years. While in the past the orchestra achieved variety in its repertoire and

27 For further details on trends towards the standardization of Near Eastern
musical styles, see Cohen and Shiloah (1985: 206-10, 216).
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approach, it came to acquire a characteristic style and color which informs almost
all of its recordings and performances. A striking instance of this uniformity was

witnessed during the selection process for the 1980 Arabic Song Festival. The jury
was anxious to choose entries, submitted in skeletal form on tape, which could easily
be adapted to the mold in which the orchestra performs, in other words, that of the

Egyptian style.
The orchestra's standardized mainstream style has found an outlet in the
performance of numerous fixed-metre pieces which allow little, if any, room for
improvisation.

This is not surprising since improvisation is traditionally a

spontaneous creation performed outside routinized contexts. Perhaps Israeli
instrumentalists, like Iranian musicians (see NettlI970:194), found the obligation
to improvise "on command" inappropriate and declined from improvising in such
contexts.

When obliged to improvise, musicians often rendered routine

performances which lacked the spontaneity they might have had in traditional
contexts. The relationship between routinized performance contexts and the
improvisatory process is further discussed in the following chapters.

* * * * * *
Following their arrival, Iraqi musicians continued performing for private
home parties in the absence of Baghdadi-type cafes or nightclubs. However, with
the patronage of the state broadcasting media, both free-lance and salaried
musicians adapted to new performances contexts required of them.
The depersonalization of performance contexts with the expansion to mass
audiences had begun in Egypt in the 1930s (Racy 1977a: 49-50); the trend later
spread to other parts of the Middle East, including Israel.

Some Jewish

instrumentalists and vocalists involved with the Iraqi new style were already
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experienced with larger audiences, as a result of their work in Baghdad's cinemas
and nightclubs. However, those individuals who began their media careers after
immigration faced new and changing circumstances for performance in Israel.
The large-scale performance ideal of this new performance context
approached a type of "spectacle." Broadcasting policy-makers have supported this
format for Arab music, as for other musical styles, for some time. Even before the
arrival of Iraqi musicians in the 1950s, there was a precedent for large
extravaganzas such as Aharon's "Grand Haniikkah Celebration" discussed earlier.
•

Documentation of concerts during the 1960s (see plate14) suggests that this trend
continued. Certainly by the 1970s this format was fully in force under Zii:iu Miisa,
as evidenced by the establishment of the Arabic Song Festival in 1973 and the
incorporation of brass and electric instruments into the orchestra for additional
volume.

Since 1973, large-scale production has been the norm for public

performances sponsored by Arabic radio.
Observation of the Arabic Song Festival in 1980 allowed for a glimpse of
behind-the-scenes activity for this performance ideal. The event was held in a
Jerusalem auditorium filled to capacity by an eager, if not raucous, crowd of several
thousand who had clamoried for admission (see fig. 5 and plates 16-17). The
audience consisted mainly of Arabs from various socio-economic groups, as
denoted by both traditional and modern dress, and Oriental Jews. Ten songs had
been chosen by a jury28 from over one hundred entries, then arranged by Ziizu
Miisa and submitted to an audience vote during the performance. First, second, and

28 The selection committee consisted of Professor Amnon Shiloah, Jack Lahan
(Arab music educator from Ramallah), Oriental orchestra leader Ziizu M'iIsa,
former Arab mayor of Nazareth ZucbT and his wife, television personality and
singer Layla Najjar, Iraqi-Jewish amateur composer Salim al-Nur, and a few
others.
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third place cash prizes were awarded and radio air-time granted for the winning
songs. In 1980, one singer assured his success by bussing a number of enthusiastic
friends from his northern region to the competition.
President Navon attended and was saluted in verse by an Arab poet, an
unscheduled item which organizers permitted to the disgruntlement of some
present. The Egyptian ambassador and other officials attended and were suitably
impressed, to the satisfaction of radio administrators, by the sheer organization of
the production. The presence of both Israeli and Egyptian officials at this event
suggests that political and ideological motivations are a part of the underlying
conception. In fact, it appears that policy-makers believe these spectacle-events
address and serve the cultural needs of the Arab population;29 certainly such affairs
provide the government with opportunities to demonstrate ostensible support for
Arabic culture, as in invitations to Egyptian officials. Policy-makers' evaluation of
the relevance of these events to the Arab population is based on the high degree of
enthusiasm manifest at these annual concerts. However, Arab and Jewish critics
concerned with Arabic music and culture maintain that these spectacles provide lip
service to local Arab culture. Furthermore, they maintain that if musical events
were made available to the public on a regular basis, even on a modest scale in line
with important budgetary considerations, the deeper cultural needs of the Arab
community could better be met.
The program's musical content remained within the boundaries of
mainstream style, an acceptable common denominator for the Arab and OrientalJewish audience. In addition to the ten competition songs, other instrumental and
29 Music festivals/extravaganzas for various musical styles have been an important
component of Israeli cultural life for several decades, particularly in the 1970s.
Thus it is likely that the radio's oriental orchestra musicians would have enjoyed
the prestige of appearing in such large-scale events.
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vocal works were performed with guest conductor-arranger IsaacAviezer sharing
the podium with Zuzu Musil. Departing briefly from the mainstream Arabic style,
organizers included a Greek bouzouki act calculated to appeal to Oriental-Jewish
preferences; this tasteless exhibitionist performance, however, was not wellreceived by the Arabs, because of Greek music's association with Oriental-Jewish
festive celebrations (see Cohen and Shiloah 1985: 217).
The conductor is an important component of the modern spectacle ideal as
contrasted to traditional performance. According to Aviezer, attempts had been
made to incorporate a conductor in performance as early as 1963. Apparently in
that year, Ezra Aharon began spontaneously conducting during a concert which had
been proceeding without a conductor; some viewed this as inappropriate and
unnecessary, particularly since Aharon was not an especially skilled conductor. At
that time, the use of a conductor with an Oriental orchestra was not fashionable. By
1980, however, the conductor clearly had become an important fixture in largescale radio productions. Aviezer maintains that the presence of a conductor is only
justified in cases where musical complexity warrants it and has taken the podium
himself only under those conditions. Since much of the music performed by the
orchestra is not so complex as to require a conductor and because many of the
musicians are blind, the conductor is clearly a figurehead, borrowed from the
Western concert ideal, who enhances the dramatic impact of the spectacle-event.30
Israel's Arabic media is not alone in the Middle East in its preference for
creating dramatic musical contexts. In neighboring countries, for example Lebanon

30 The association of the Arabic Song Festival with the Western concert ideal, itself
a spectacle in its own right, was further strengthened by the Festival's 1980
concert program guide (in Arabic) which was adorned with photographs of
Western instruments (e.g. recorder, trap drums, timpini) which are clearly not a
part of the Eastern orchestra.
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and Jordan, current television broadcasts indicate a performance context for music
which is highly theatrical, leaving little, if any, room for the spontaneity previously
a part of performance. This trend can be seen in the example of an Arabic music
program transmitted by Jordanian television in the summer of 1981. The first act
focused on a young female singer, dressed in a bright gown, hair adorned with
paper ribbon and bobby-pins. Her restrained presentation was in contrast to the
conductor's flailing movements before a small ensemble (eight violins, two cellos,
contrabass, electric guitar, nay, darbukkah, and daff) dominated by an
organ/synthesizer. The second act featured a male singer with an enormous
handlebar moustache in country-western attire. He was supported by four men
performing dabkah line dances dressed in "cowboy suits." This performance was
completely devoid of spontaneity since all the music was pre-recorded and mouthed
by the singers using playback technique. Such performances, perhaps comparable
to a nightclub show, lack the vitality and audience feedback which are so much a
part of live concerts and suggest another way in which media requirements have
standardized traditional creativity.
These large spectacles, the primary context for appearances by Israel's radio
orchestra, are far from condusive to extended improvisation. The large halls used
dwarf the improvisor, in spite of amplification, and the excited audience
unaccustomed to infrequent concerts chatters throughout taqiisiln. Occasional
exclamations of approval by listeners do not go far to counter-balance the audience's
disregard for instrumental music generally, and particularly taqsTm. Thus, it is not
surprising that improvisation occupies a very small role in these large events,
viewed by media administrators as uninteresting to their audiences. When taqaslm
were heard in such concerts, their musical development was limited by the nature of
the context. These performance constraints undoubtedly have contributed to
musicians' routinized approach to improvisation.
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Improvisation within the broadcasting framework occurs mostly in the radio
studio. Most of the taqsfm examples available to this study were recorded in the
artificial environment of the studio. The radio recorded many taqasTm and
improvised instrumental works during the 1960s and early 1970s and at least one
hundred such recordings are found in its Arabic section archives. The existence of
such recordings is due to the tastes and efforts of individual policy-makers. For
example, producer Aviezer was anxious to record as many taqifslm as possible,
particularly ciid players who had not been recorded during Aharon's term as
director. Studio recordings, however, lack the spontaneous response by audience
members which is typical of traditional performance contexts and this may
contribute to performers' routinized approach to extended improvisation. Almost
all improvised works recorded for the radio are relatively short, ranging from
about two to five minutes. This may be explained by both the studio environment,
which lacks an appreciative audience to inspire improvisation, and by the radio's
conventions for length in response to broadcasting requirements. Since the early
1970s, it appears that radio administrators and/or musicians have not actively
pursued the regular recording of improvisation.

Some administrators have

expressed satisfaction with the material in the archives and see little need to add to it.
Thus, within the broadcasting framework, musicians perform mostly in the
studio and for media-sponsored spectacle events. These contexts find parallels with
Baghdadi radio and nightclub performance contexts, although the latter did not
approach the magnitude of events produced in large Israeli auditoriums.
Performances for Iraqi media were carried out at the station by a limited number of
free-lance musicians who performed to satisfy the cultural expectations of the local
population. In Israel, the government supports a larger number of full-time
employees whose function is to perform in contexts that promote national interests,
both within and outside Israel. Furthermore, Iraqi musicians' performances for
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Israeli military events represent a context radically different from that of their
original environment. Whereas Jewish musicians in Iraq, as members of a suspect
minority culture were not privy to the majority culture's military establishment, in
Israel they perform for military functions.
Radio musicians' performance for the private military/Druze party discussed
earlier was one context which illustrates the reversal of roles. In that instance,
Jewish musicians, now representatives of the majority culture, performed for an
Arab audience, reminded of their minority status by the presence of Israeli army
generals. Furthermore, the Arab audience, accustomed to enjoying hafliit. was
•

clearly uncomfortable at this Israeli party: Druze leaders, mindful of the dignified
image they sought to maintain, were reluctant to express full enthusiasm as they
might in all-Arab contexts. Perhaps this unusual context explains musicians'
uninspired and careless performance that evening. In a sense, although the music
performed was basically the same as on other occasions--whether in Baghdad or
Israel--the music's social function was so radically different as to render the music
different in meaning and impact. Just as Bach's eighteenth century St. Mathew
Passion became a new piece in the nineteenth and twentieth century context, meant
for entertainment rather than religious inspiration, conceivably Arabic music in this
radically different context has also become a new music.

* * * * * *
An important result of state patronage for a small, finite pool of performers
was the formation of separate, non-intersecting spheres of Arabic musical activity.
As musicians outside the media circle realized that most of the significant
opportunities existed for the select "in group," they established autonomous
networks for perpetuating musical life in the private sector. The response to state
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patronage of two "out groups" of musicians--the Iraqi Jews outside the media and
the Israeli Arabs--is examined here in an effort to further clarify the social
organization of musical life.
Iraqi-Jewish musicians outside the radio orchestra are certainly closer than
Arabs to the broadcasting establishment by virtue of their Jewish identity and the
presence of many Iraqi-Jewish administrators at the broadcasting media. Yet in
spite of cultural links with the establishment, they were as ardent in expressing
disappointment at exclusion from the broadcasting media as were Israeli Arabs.
As a result of some Iraqi musicians' exclusion from regular employment by
the broadcasting media, these outsiders have established their own ensembles.
Some, like YaCqiib Murad al-CAman, embittered by the meagre opportunities
afforded by the radio, have abandoned the hope of future media collaboration. As
will be seen in greater detail in the next section, he and other Iraqi musicians such as
~iilal)

al-Kuwayti and Milii ljamamah serve the substantial musical needs of their

community but feel slighted by media administrators.
Certain well-known Iraqi musicians never became salaried media
employees in Israel in spite of their ability to perform mainstream style
music.

Even the violinist

~iila9

al-Kuwaytf, whose name is regarded as

synonymous with modern Iraqi style, was never hired as a regular. This
phenomenon invites speculation, particularly in the absence of direct
explanations from these musicians, who are perhaps too close to the issue to discuss
it directly. Twayna, a sympathetic observer, suggests that one of the reasons al-

Kuwaytf was not offered a salaried position was that his musical knowledge may
have posed a threat to other musicians and leaders: "Because he knows
everything [many styles] they don't like him." Furthermore, al-Kuwaytf worked
closely with his brother Da'ud, a singer and Cud player, who also may have
provided competition for Ezra Aharon. Although Aharon did employ a second
ciid player in the orchestra, his importance was clearly less than Aharon's;
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conceivably such individualistic musicians as ;i3Jai} and Da'ud al-Kuwayti would
have been challenging to orchestra leaders. These issues of personal politics may
have been underlying reasons, but the ostensible reason for their exclusion from the
radio orchestra, however, was most likely their association with Iraqi music despite
their ability to play mainstream style.
Another response to state patronage for a small group of musicians was the
formation of the Ramat Gan Orchestra by Iraqi Jews. Comprised of amateur
musicians who began studying Arabic music in Iraq during the 1940s, the group was
"at the level of professionals," according to Aviezer, when he joined them as
director in 1976. Their main objective was to stage concerts of older, strictly
instrumental repertoire as a contrast to the almost exclusively vocal repertoire
performed by the radio orchestra. Althought the orchestra's musicians did not
aspire to full-time salaried positions at the radio, they sought support from
broadcasting resources. However, as will be seen, the media's response to the
orchestra confirms the division of musical life into "in-group" and "outsider
groups. "
The case of the Ramat Gan Orchestra illustrates the decisive role media
support plays in determining the success or failure of an outside ensemble. In 1976,
the orchestra, then a small group of seven to eight players, approached the radio
administration, seeking the status of an ensemble within the broadcasting station.
Since these musicians already worked in other capacities, their requests were
certainly motivated more by the desire to record and perform than by monetary
concerns. Although the level of proficiency among the players varied, Aviezer
recalled, the ensemble was "good enough to be popular." Aviezer, then a radio
producer, made recordings of the ensemble and in 1978, a highly successful concert
was staged, with the ensemble augmented by musicians from the radio orchestra.
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In spite of the success of the 1978 concert and the musicians' ardent desire to

continue performing, further support from the broadcasting media was not
forthcoming.

As an explanation, Aviezer recalled that although the second

orchestra's focus was a different repertoire, radio orchestra members viewed the
group as threatening and protested to administrators that there was room for only
one ensemble at the radio. Aharon, however, maintained that the group was
inferior to the radio orchestra and therefore did not pose a threat to radio
musicians. In any case, without support for the quality concerts of instrumental
music valued by the musicians, the ensemble could not survive. Some of its
members later re-grouped to perform but found it necessary to work with singers if
they intended to flourish.
State patronage for a select group of musicians performing Arabic music has
also influenced the social organization of musical life within the Arab community.
However, because our focus is the Iraqi style in Israel, we present only a brief
summary of this phenomenon; further information on the social organization of
Arab musical life appears in the Appendix. Israeli-Arab musicians,like their IraqiJewish counterparts outside the radio circuit, have established an autonomous
network for musical endeavour, independent of media support, in response to the
limited state patronage for their music (as detailed in the Appendix).
The radio does, however, employ two Arab musicians as regular, salaried
orchestra members. The Arab community's response to the two Arabs in the radio
orchestra is an important illustration of the in-groupiout-group bifurcation in
Arabic musical life. According to Simon Shaheen,
These two musicians are totally isolated from the Arab community and
activities--they are acting the same as every musician in the radio
orchestra [i.e. assimilating to Jewish values]. Socially they want to be
there. Playing in the radio orchestra makes them move to Tel Aviv.
One got divorced from his wife who didn't want to move. They don't
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work in haflat within the Arab community; sometimes, they work in
haflat in Tel Aviv with the Jewish players.

•

The isolation of Arab instrumentalists identified with the media suggests that
Arabs devalue cooperation with state resources. Their view of Jewish musicians as
state agents parallels that of Iraqi-Jewish musicians outside the broadcasting circle
who regard this media as serving individual interests. In spite of their divergent
ethnic affiliations, both groups share a common response to state patronage for
Arabic music.

* * * * * *
What are the prospects of state-supported Arabic music in Israel in the
future? We have seen how state support for Arabic music through lEA broadcasting
has significantly influenced its social organization in Israel. It appears that
institutionalized Arabic music in Israel soon will be significantly different from
what it was, and briefly, we present speculation on the future of state-supported
Arabic music.
An important factor of institutionalized musical life is the present orchestra's

inability to perpetuate the musical tradition. Because most of the radio orchestra's
members are in their fifties and sixties, and none under the age of forty, the
orchestra's life span is perhaps another ten years. Young musicians--whether
Jewish or Arab--are not integrated into the radio's existing musical institutions.
Most of the young musicians who do perform Arabic music are Arabs; they are
more concerned with producing another generation of musicians than are older
Jewish musicians. But young Arab instrumentalists such as Simon Shaheen, Nabil
CAzziim, Taisfr Elias, and Nissfm Dakwar have not been approached by the radio
for their contribution. Young Jewish performers of Arabic music are even less
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conspicuous in Israel but undoubtedly do exist, as orchestra members occasionally
speak of private students; none, however, were seen visiting radio rehearsals.
Furthermore, no program of apprenticeship for young musicians exists in Israel,
unlike broadcasting authorities elsewhere in the Middle East, such as Turkey which
rigorously trains young performers.
The bifurcation of Arab musical life discussed above also works against
continuity. As Arab music becomes almost exclusively the domain of Arabs, they
will become practitioners of a musical style in a status once reserved for Jews. It
seems unlikely that the government would support an orchestra of Arab musicians
as it does today one of Jewish musicians. Furthermore, an all-Arab ensemble could
not easily represent the Israeli government, as Simon Shaheen noted: "Today, the
Oriental Orchestra goes to many government parties, army parties, and political
functions. Would an all-Arab orchestra be used for these things?"
Clearly, this is a critical juncture for the future of institutionalized Arabic
music in Israel. Changing social and political conditions will determine whether a
predominantly Arab ensemble could be patronized by the Israeli government.
Alternatively, if the current trend embracing Orientalism endures, enough Jewish
musicians may emerge to continue the tradition (see below). The government's
need for Arabic music may also change dramatically: Arabic music may be
supplanted by another idiom, quite possibly a heterogenous Oriental musical style.
An indication of this trend was seen at an army entertainment including Lebanese
troops where the female rock/pop group "Sexta" (see plate 18) sang songs of peace
in Hebrew, Arabic, and English.

D. The Iraqi Style in Israel
This examination of the Iraqi repertoire continues with a survey of attitudes
towards Arabic music generally and the Iraqi style in particular. The IBA's policy
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on Iraqi music is also further detailed. The Iraqi old and new styles in Israel and the
process of revitalization and its impact outside Israel are then discussed.

* * * * * *
The mass immigration of 1950-51 brought approximately 123,500 Iraqi
Jews to Israel (pattai 1980: 149). As was the case with other Oriental Jews,
Immigration to Israel exposed these people to a new and complex
reality. They had been removed from their natural environment and
found themselves in a new one, where, in the realm of arts, Western
concepts enjoyed exclusive sway. Moreover, as a result of the state of
belligerence between Israel and its neighbors, they experienced an
emotional conflict. They had to reconcile their national identification
and their emotional attachments to the culture of those who now
became their enemy. To complicate matters, in Israel they were asked
to be 'integrated' into an alien, Western culture, and it was frequently
denied that they even had a culture of their own. In their country of
origin they had the status of a minority community; but in the creative
arts many individuals were integrated and in some cases dominant. In
the new reality their civil status changed, but they became a cultural
minority, because their culture was not legitimized by the
establishment (Shiloah and Cohen 1983: 234).
Lacking sanction for their culture, most Iraqi Jews adopted various types of
Israeli music as an emblem of their newly-acquired Western identity (see Shiloah
and Cohen 1983). Many undoubtedly considered the maudlin content of much
Arabic song antithetical to Western values, as one Iraqi informant in his mid-thirties
remarked: "They eat s--t [they accept a system which represses romantic love] and
they cry. Then they sing about it." As was seen in Chapter IV:A, several informants
commented that Iraqi songs express but one emotion--sadness. Others, such as
Ravic and Aharon, complain that the Iraqi old style is also limited in musical
content.
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In RabJ:C's view,

In Iraqi music--and I don't like it--there is no variety. It is all the same
tokhnlt [program, format]. Whether you hear one or a thousand songs
you can't find any difference. Even in the chalgi [al-maqam al-CIraqi', a
fixed form]--you must change all the program [the format].
An identical view towards Persian traditional music was also noted by Nettl in
Tehran: "Persian music was frequently compared to Western music and found
wanting in variety of character and mood" (1970: 189).
Another factor contributing to the rejection of Iraqi music was a type of
"inferiority complex" devaluing local musicians, according to Shafiq Gabbay.
Undoubtedly the result of the new ideology immigrants encountered, this attitude
prompted musicians, composers, broadcasting administrators, and radio audiences
to equate modernity and sophistiCation in Egyptian mainstream style with superior
musical quality; therefore that style should supplant local styles. Furthermore, as
was seen, the mainstream style provided Iraqi Jews with a means for escaping their
narrower ethnic designation and identifying with the larger Oriental community.
Although the general trend among Iraqi Jews was the gradual rejection of
their musical tradition in favor of Israeli music, some older Iraqis for whom
assimilation was tenuous habitually listen to Iraqi music: "There are some old
women here in Israel--and up to now they don't know Hebrew! They are only
thinking of forty, fifty, sixty years ago," Rabic informed us. This older generation,
usually from lower socio-economic groups, continued their interest in Iraqi music
and subsequently passed their appreciation on to their children. Thus, there is now a
new group of Israeli-born Iraqis in their twenties who, according to Aviezer,
... sing Arabic Iraqi songs which are popular in certain communities- Ramat Gan, South Tel Aviv, etc. They continued the tradition as they
took it from their parents and environment. There are certain
communities where they didn't reject the tradition of their parents and
home environment, where they listened only to Oriental music, so they
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continued that tradition--they didn't try to be Israeli from the point of
view of being Western. I am sorry to identify this group with substandard education. I would like to see that very educated people
would continue their Oriental tradition, but it is not that way.
Appreciation for Iraqi music, then, appears to correlate with low socio-economic
status.
The following examination of one diverse Iraqi family's musical attitudes
suggests that several variables determine the repertoire's degree of acceptance
among Iraqi Jews. Avi Naor, Director of Personnel for the radio's Arabic section,
provided a comparative description of his parents' views and those of his five
siblings. Both parents, now about sixty years of age, and the three older children
were born in Iraq: the three younger children were born in Israel.
The father, a lawyer, has completely rejected Iraqi music, finding its
emotional content disturbing. By contrast, the mother, described as uneducated,
sings Arabic songs and invents lyrics to express her suffering. She listens to
cassettes and admires the popular Israeli-Iraqi singers Filfil Gurji, Milii I;Iamiimah,
and Yusuf Dahan, Israeli maq'iim reader Salim Shibith, and Iraqi singer N~am alGhazitli. She has generated an appreciation for Arabic music within the family. Avi
Naor recalled that because of the paucity of Iraqi music available over Israeli radio,
"I remember my mother crying when she heard a bit of it. Without a chance [to
hear Iraqi music], they heard Egyptian music instead [then]. People began to wake
up and produce casettes."
Among the children, Penfna, age 35, a high school graduate, lives in the
predominantly Iraqi community of Ramat Gan and married a man described as
"very Iraqi." Although she heard Iraqi music at home, she has consistently pursued
Egyptian music and was enamored of Fand al-AlI'ash as a youth. Berakha, age 34,
almost finished high school, lives in Jerusalem, and married an Iraqi who is
described as "more Israeli" than Penina's husband because of his kibbutz
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background.

Although Berakha is enthusiastic about Iraqi music she also

appreciates both Iraqi and Israeli music, her tastes depending on the company she
shares. 31 Avi, the youngest of the Iraqi-born children at 33, is the most educated of
the six, holding a degree in business administration and living in Jerusalem with a
British wife interested in Oriental culture. His own pursuit of Arabic music
stemmed from an intellectual interest in the social divisions between Oriental and
Askenazic Jews, which engendered pride in his Iraqi heritage. Avi describes his
musical tastes as mixed, approximately sixty percent of his music collection consists
of Western classical, Hebrew, and French music while forty percent is Arabic
music, most of it in Iraqi style. He considers his personal judgement of Arabic
music to be "critical" but admits that he does not "exactly know what the Iraqi
maqamis."
Less enthusiastic young family members are David, age 24, without a high
school diploma but with technical training and Judy, age 25, a school teacher
married to an Askenazi. David tolerates Arabic music if played in his presence
whereas Judy vociferously protests it with the challenge, "What are you listening
to?!" However, another young son Weissman, age 26, is typical of the group of
young Iraqis described by Aviezer who unquestioningly continued their parents'
tradition. Least educated of all family members, married to an Iraqi and living in
Jerusalem, he has always enjoyed the Iraqi music and Arabic language he heard at
home. For him, music is an important emblem of Iraqi identity. Thus, many
factors combine to shape the Iraqi Jew's response to his ethnic music, notably,
varying degrees of exposure to Western values and Israeli ideology, education,
family and spouses' attitudes, peer group, and place of residence.
31 Berakha's views are consistent with opinion typically expressed by members of
other Oriental communities, Shilaoh observed.
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Unlike the Naor family, the majority of Iraqis devalued their culture and its
music for the fIrst decade following their immigration. Iraqi music, a conspicuous
emblem of ethnicity, was rejected as they tried to acquire a new Israeli identity.
Several Iraqi informants referred to the sense of shame that their music was
associated with Arab culture. This sense of shame extended to other areas of their
culture; for instance, Menache' Sumakh recalled that Iraqis did not take their
conspicuously large pita bread to the factories where they worked, nor did they eat
it on the streets.
A change in attitude occured around 1960 when Iraqis began returning to
aspects of their pre-immigration culture. By that time, informants report that Iraqi
Jews had severed themselves from their original culture but lacked a clear definition
of the Israeli identity they were to assume. In Sumakh's words, "They had left a
tradition and gotten lost, without a substitute." Informants frequently referred to
the "vacuum" (uprootedness, loss of identity) which ensued, viewing the resumption
of tradition as an alternative to the Israeli identity they failed to acquire. Similar
revitalization took place in other Oriental Jewish communities in Israel and
eventually found institutional support; the Centre for Iraqi Jewish Heritage was
established in 1976 and the Centre for the Integration of Oriental Jewish Heritage in
Culture and Education in 1977, an offshoot of the Ministry of Education and
Culture (see Shiloah and Cohen 1983: 236).
The radio was a powerful force in shaping immigrants' attitudes towards
Iraqi music. Until 1968, broadcasts and live performances at family celebrations
provided the only opportunity to hear Iraqi music since record players and discs
were not widely available or affordable and cassettes not yet on the market.
Informants estimate that Iraqi music now comprises ten percent of airtime and
mainstream style ninety percent, varying according to administrators' personal
tastes. During 1979-1981, the radio broadcast a thirty-minute Iraqi program five
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times a week at 11 p.m., according to its producer, Shafiq Gabbay,32 an unpaid
volunteer who regrets the dearth of Iraqi music available on the radio.
By 1965, the radio's recording of Iraqi music had reached its peak: some of
the older musicians had died and policy-makers were exclusively committed to the
mainstream style. Privately-funded recordings by musicians began to take the place
of new recordings in 1978, after which only a few recordings were made. The use
of private recordings was an innovative solution to the limited resources available to
the radio's Iraqi program, according to Gabbay:
I didn't want my program to be routine, so I told the singers, 'go
record yourself privately and I will broadcast your songs.' They
wanted to sing new songs all the time. Singers are paying a lot in the
ulpan [studios]--but they want to renew themselves.
This step represented a controversial departure from radio policy. Gabbiiy
encountered opposition from radio orchestra musicians who were concerned that
this practice would establish a new precedent such that "all the Arab and Egyptian
singers" would want to broadcastst private recordings. He also regrets that this
policy serves only singers who can afford private recordings.
As the radio's economic support for the Iraqi style declined, volunteer radio
programs on the Arabic station were largely responsible for keeping the Iraqi style
in circulation. As we shall see shortly, these programs were an important catalyst in
the revitalization of Iraqi music in the late 1960s. But first, we examine patterns of
private patronage of the Iraqi style in Israel.

* * * * * *
32 Aviezer noted that the scheduling for the Iraqi program changed approximately
every six months; the number of broadcasts also varied over the years,
averaging three to five programs each week.
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Iraqi music in the private sector played an important role in offsetting the
stress immigrants experienced. Yeheskel CAyn-Shily recalled:
•

When I was a child, we lived in this tent-camp, with all the Iraqi
people. They had a little fqlahwah--a
coffee house. Six tables and
,
some bottles of Caraq, some coffee, and tea. The people from the camp
used to go there to meet each other, to exchange akhbar [news]. They
were very, very depressed--in shock. All they could do was to rely
upon their past. They would drink Caraq and start singing maqam.

In spite of their desire for assimilation and Israeli identity, Iraqi Jews sought
reminders of their pre-immigration music. Sumakh reported that musicians,
... had a market in Israel for nostalgia; they sang old Iraqi songs. The
only market for this music was the Iraqi community and these
musicians were paid well by the community.
Unlike the Iraqi-Jewish community, the Israeli-Arab community has never
patronized the Iraqi style due to stylistic and linguistic factors. For Hickmat
•

Shaheen, Iraqi music includes only Arab musicians and excludes Jews, even though
their involvement in the Iraqi style has been conspicuous in Israel. In his opinion,
Iraqi music is only for Iraqi people. It has no value outside of Iraqis.
Except people like the BashTrs [Munir and Jarriil Bashir] who invented
a modern style of music. So some of the Arabs in Israel like to hear a
particular Arab singer [probably N~im al-Ghazali] who sings a style
between Iraqi and Syrian styles.
Shatrq Gabbay also noted that Arabs living on the West Bank like Iraqi music
because their accent is closer to the Iraqi and Lebanese accents than to the Egyptian
dialect which predominates in mainstream style. However, although they may
appreciate their style, these Arabs do not provide a source of patronage for IraqiJewish musicians.
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Within the Iraqi-Jewish community, though mainstream Arabic music
dominated on the airwaves, "In the houses, when there was a party, they kept the
Iraqi music, the same thing," according to Twayna. Indeed, the home was the only
place where the maq!im was performed, according to Aviezer, since wedding halls
were reserved for "something more popular [lively). The maqam does not fit the
mood of the wedding hall; it is heavy." However, some Iraqis presented the maqam
at their parties, Aviezer recalled:
There are certain families who like the maqam, the elders of the
families who keep it for nostalgia and for refreshing their ego. You
may find a difference between those who like folkloric Iraqi song and
those who like the maqam. Those who like the maqam are more
sophisticated and often wealthier. From personal observations I would
say this is true. To listen to a maqam requires ~ore education, more
understanding than to listen to folkloric singers.
The atmosphere for the maqam in Israel was enthusiastic, as in Iraq, but Israeli
social norms permitted dancing during performance. Aviezer reported that:
[in Israel) They shout words of encouragement. ... But because most
of the maqam is without rhythm, there is no dancing. However, if the
maqam is dynamic and happy, people may dance. In Iraq, they didn't
dance with a rhythmic song--perhaps they only clapped. Dancing
wasn't as popular as it is here; in traditional Iraqi families--but not all
the families--it was considered immoral to dance, especially for the
women.
With substantial exposure to both mainstream Arabic style and popular
Israeli styles through the media, Iraqi Jews began expanding the range of music at
A host's choice of music depended on the tastes of his guests: if the
their hafliit.
,
audience preferred only Iraqi music, then "Filfil [Gurji] or Najat would suffice,"
according to Aviezer. However, Aviezer continued:

33 This correlation between genre and education was corroborated by Gabbay,
who disparaged the TIffstyle as simplistic; his preference is maqarrffit and pastat.
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The Iraqi community wants Iraqi songs and also Egyptian songs.
There is now also the fashion of Moroccan songs... Filfil knows how
to sing some Egyptian songs, but he is known as a specialist for Iraqi
songs. So if the family hosting the party knows that there will be
people who like Egyptian music, they might invite another singer.
Apparently, despite a singer's skill in both styles, his designation as an Iraqi
song specialist compels the host to also engage a specialist in mainstream style to
satisfy his guests. As a resuslt, one young singer, Yusuf Dahan, eschews the label
"Iraqi singer" as limiting his marketability and strives to sing several styles. This
requirement for versatility has contributed to the creation of hybrid musical
products, to be discussed below.
Another factor determining

~afliit

entertainment are the preferences of the

younger generation, whose members are most frequently honored at these events.
Aviezer informed us:
If it is a wedding, the fashion is to begin with an Israeli band which
plays popular Israeli songs, some rock songs, and some Eastern songs
which are popular here. At about ten o'clock, the band is changed and
the Eastern players give an hour or so of Iraqi or other Eastern songs.
It is possible, then to have first Israeli music'1gen Iraqi music, and
then an Egyptian-style singer at the same ~aflah.

In addition to private ~afliit, a few public entertainment establishments, all
clustered around south Tel Aviv, patronize Iraqi music. In Or Yehudiih, a city with
approximately 20,000 Iraqis (seventy percent of its population, Gabbay estimated),
a small cafe sponsors mainly the Iraqi rin style. Bypassing traditional Jewish
proscription against instrumental music on the Sabbath, musicians perform there on
Friday night to an audience including young adults, according to Gabbay. In 1981,
for instance, Sabri Khalaf sang there, accompanied by a group of three to four
34 If two singers perform at a haflah, the same Oriental ensemble will accompany
both, demonstrating their versatile role in musical life.
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musicians. Another such establishment is the Arab music club Cleopatra in Yliflf
which presents special Friday night performances of Iraqi as well as Arabic
mainstream on Saturday night. Cafe Nuh, opened in 1968 and initially devoted to
•
mainstream music, has given Iraqi music equal time since 1972. These nightclubcafes have provided regular employment for Iraqi musicians outside the
broadcasting circle and as will be seen shortly, were an important component in the
revitalization of the Iraqi style in Israel.
Performers of the Iraqi repertoire became associated with particular styles.
For instance, certain vocalists acquired the designation "maqam singer" in Israel
although they undoubtedly knew and occasionally performed other styles. The most
well-known performers of this group were ?izqel' Qa~~ab (d. 1969), Ylisuf
Huraysh (d. 1976), and Salim Shibith (d. 1981). Instrumentalists known for their
•
performances of the old style, such as Ephraym Ba~~iin and Yiisuf Petaw, contrasted
with others who were proponents of the new style, such as the al-Kuwaytfensemble,
Nagat and Milii I;Iamamah. This tendency towards specialization was reinforced by
Shibith's practice of using Nagat at hafllit to sing past1it following the maqiim. Still
•

other vocalists were known for their ability to sing old and new Iraqi styles and
some mainstream music. Filfil Gurjf and YaCqiib Murad al-cAnfaii are the most
notable singers in this category, considered the most knowledgeable surviving
maqam singers among a group which includes amateur singers such as
and Sac achf. 35

Sub~rCAzilir

As was seen earlier, Iraqi musicians acquired new statuses, roles, and ranks
after immigration to Israel. In general, however,

35 However, in Twayna's view, neither Gurjinor al-cAm~rhave "formed the
maqam correctly, as Shibith and Qa~~iib did." See Chapter VI:C for an
evaluation of qari'-s' abilities to perform the Iraqi maqam.
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· .. during the period dominated by the melting-pot ideology of the
Israeli establishment, the status [rank] of professional ethnic musicians
(those who lived by means of their art in their countries of origin) was
seriously affected. The established society did not recognize or
appreciate their talents and their previous status (Shiloah and Cohen
1983: 235).
The social and economic position of the qari' al-maqam, for example,
changed significantly in Israel. Frequently annexed to powerful individuals and
well-rewarded for his work in Iraq, the qari' partially avoided the low rank
generally ascribed to musicians; in addition, his rank was higher than that of the
mughanni. By contrast, qiiri'-s in Israel were forced to work in non-musical
capacities to support themselves; visits to the homes of qari'-s al-cAmanand Shibith
(see plates 23-25) confirmed their lower socio-economic status compared with
radio musicians and popular singers of the new Iraqi or mainstream styles. The
popularity of the mughanni had, in fact, soared in Israel due to the rejection of the
old style as culturally irrelevant and the revitalization of the more accessible new
style. Once esteemed qari'-s, Shibith and al-cAman appeared anxious to bolster
their rank in light of the demotion they experienced in Israel. In another instance of
altered rank among traditional Iraqi musicians in Israel, the death of Ephraym
Ba~,:;iin,

well-known jawzah player in Iraq, was unacknowledged by the Israeli

media or the Centre for Iraqi Jewish Heritage (Twayna 1978a). The low value
placed on their ethnic music by the Iraqi community may have affected musicians'
sense of self-worth. Ba,:;;>iin remarked that, "For twenty years people came to me
and asked that I play but I rejected them.,,36 Conceivably, the shock of immigration
combined with the growing dearth of musicians prompted him to abandon
performance.

36 Ba§~iin's statement was made in an interview dating from 1969; no explanation
was elicited by the interviewer (Phonoteca tape no. YC 164).
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Various factors contributed to the decline of Iraqi music in Israel, in
particular the old style. As we have seen, musicians grew old and lacked successors
to perpetuate the old style. As Ba§j>un noted, "Where are the singers? The people we
taught here were not faithful to the idea of reading the maqam. The original people
died and the people they taught here didn't carry out the tradition faithfully." In
addition, interpersonal relationships within this small group of musicians affected
continuity. For example, jealousy and disagreements over money permanently
severed the relationship between Shibith and his preferred accompanist: "I stopped
singing at~. Why should I do it--for the money? Money to me is garbage, it is
worthless! "

* * * * * *
The revitalization of Iraqi music began in the mid-1960s following
approximately fIfteen years confrontation between the Iraqi subculture and the host
environment. The host culture, being highly pluralistic, prevented Iraqi Jews from
establishing a clear defInition of the "Israeli" identity they were to assume. The
encounter with this host culture reinforced awareness of similarities among Iraqis
and a sense of ethnic pride and unity emerged. The prestige associated with the
Jewish era in Iraq was reinstated and music functioned both as an escape valve
providing relief from the pressures of acculturation (see Nettl 1978: 28) and as an
outright banner of ethnicity. Apparently, for Iraqi Jews, as for Oriental-Jewish
communities in Israel generally, attachment to pre-immigration music was stronger
than identifIcation with other facets of culture, including expressive culture (see
Shiloah and Cohen 1983: 229).
The focus of the Iraqi cultural revival was the past. Both the younger
generation, disillusioned by current musical endeavour, and older Iraqis, searching
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their store of memories, affirmed that "the old is best." A revived interest in Iraqi
music is predictable for Iraqi Jews after the age of forty, according to old-style
promoter Gabb"iiy. He recalled that as a youth, he "hated the maqiim" and shouted at
his father, a maqam reader, to stop singing. But during his thirties, he explained,
nostalgia drew him to the maqam:
The maqam is heavy--people don't like emotion. Until the age of
forty, people like pastiit, light in spirit. But after forty, people in Iraq
and Israel like to hear the maqiim and when their parents die, they
return to the 'songs of their house.'
Gabbay maintains that, "The younger generation, even if they don't know Arabic,
will like the maqam in the future [their older years]." This prediction is undoubtedly
based on the observation that already, a young generation of Israeli-born Iraqi Jews
in their twenties enjoy and patronize lighter forms of Iraqi music despite their
ignorance of Arabic.
By the mid-1960s, the goals of certain Iraqi musicians and community
members were clearly at variance with the national broadcasting media. On the one
hand, the IBA's lack of support for the Iraqi style limited its transmission and
propagation in Israel. Yet, in retrospect, concerned individuals realized that the
radio was an indispensable component of Iraqi music's revitalization. Volunteer
radio programs, such as Gabbay arranged, were to catalyze the Iraqi music revival
in Israel. As Gabbay claimed:
It was the radio that kept Iraqi music [going]. In the beginning, the
Israeli Iraqis loved Israeli songs, but when I began to give the Iraqi
songs on the radio, they left the Israeli songs and remembered the
songs of their fathers' house[s] in the early 1970s.
Furthermore, these volunteer programs keep Iraqi repertoire in circulation among
the larger Middle Eastern audience since Iraq's broadcasting capabilities are weak.
Gabbay purported to have "millions of listeners."
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An important objective of the program outlined by Gabbay was
the stimulation of new recordings. He recalled that,
When I came to the radio in 1967, there were only twenty Iraqi songs
in the radio library. I wanted that all recorded materials would be
kept. Players were getting old and dying. Hundreds of maqam-s and
songs had been destroyed [erased]. I collected the music of Qa~§ab,
Da'ud al-Kuwaytf; I also searched for new singers of the maq'llm. I
brought MilU Ijamamah to the radio and pressed upon Filfil Gurjfand
YaCqiib al-cAmarf to sing maqam and Shibith to complete his
collection of maqam-s. I found Najat, Sabri Khalaf and brought them
and others to the radio. I began to collect a chorus to sing folklore
[Iraqi] songs. I went to England and brought hundreds of old
recordings which even Radio Baghdad didn't have. I did this
collecting through Persian Jews. I wanted to press on Shibith, but the
radio didn't give any money. In 1978, they stopped recording Iraqi
music. 37
Gabbiiy clearly hoped to develop an Iraqi ensemble at the IBA, as at other Middle
Eastern radio stations which maintain more than one ensemble. Towards that end,
he promoted an Iraqi urban folk style of his own conception which is discussed
below in the context of hybridization. He regrets that, "Here are original Iraqi
musicians ready to work and nobody is willing to encourage them."
Gabbay's program divides its airtime between Iraqi music from Iraq and
Israeli-Iraqi music. One of five programs includes non-Iraqi material from the
Gulf region, where the dialect is close to that of Iraq. Gabbay reportedly prepared
sixty programs about maqii'mat, as well as twenty about Iraqi music generally, and
thirty special features interviewing instrumentalists and vocalists.
Soon after the Iraqi program began at the radio, the Baghdadi cafenightclub, Cafe Nul), opened in Israel. This institution became the most important
venue for the unabashed public celebration of Iraqi culture in Israel, as evidenced

37 One maqii'm was recorded by Salim Shibith in 1979.
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by the enthusiasm displayed there in 1981. This Israeli cafe, however, differed
from its Baghdadi model in several ways. Most importantly, Cafe Nul] appeared to
be a respectable venue and women attended, though it is likely that they did not do so
unaccompanied. Although many cafe patrons were from lower socio-economic
backgrounds, the price of admission was relatively high (about $3.50, twice the
admission to a cinema); most patrons also purchased spirits, mazzah appetizers
and/or dinners. Thus, an evening at Cafe Nul] could be an expensive undertaking by
Israeli standards, a feature which undoubtedly enhanced the cafe's respectability and
prestige. Furthermore, it was clear from the well-dressed appearance of its patrons
that Iraqis enjoyed displaying themselves and being seen there; this is in contrast to
attendance at Baghdadi nightclubs, which was tinged with disreputability.
While its prototype in Baghdad had presented the old style, Cafe Nug
depended almost entirely upon modem Iraqi and mainstream styles. Thus in its
repertoire, the Israeli cafe had more in common with the so-called Iraqi nightclub
discussed in Chapter II. The substantial amplification at Cafe Nul) also suggests its
similarity to the larger environment of the Baghdadi nightclub. However, it is not
possible to entirely equate Cafe Nul] with the Baghdadi nightclub considering the
name of the former, "cafe" and not malhii (nightclub).

Furthermore, while

Baghdad supported several cafes and clubs which specialized in particular
repertoires, Israel could not.

However, this new Israeli-Iraqi institution

successfully adapted to the musical needs of the immigrant community by remaining
flexible in its accommodation of the community's stylistic preferences, as will be
seen shortly.
If musical occasions are the "encapsulated expressions of shared cognitive
forms and values of a society" as Herndon contends (1971: 340), then the ongoing
revitalization of Iraqi music at Cafe Nul) is an important emblem of intensified
ethnic identification, as the following description illustrates.
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Cafe Nu~ utilizes a large outdoor patio area to accommodate its four to five
hundred patrons who attend its re-creation of Baghdadi nightlife every Friday and
Saturday during the summer. (During the week, the facility is booked for private
~aflat).

The atmosphere is festive, even magical: a central fountain and pond, whose

fish are periodically taken off to the kitchen building, and a colourful overhead tarp
combine to transport its patrons, almost entirely Iraqi, to another place and era, far
removed from modern Israeli society. A proscenium stage at one end of the patio is
the focal point, accommodating the musicians, singers, and belly-dancer; two
loudspeakers are located in front of the stage.
Iraqi past[t were first on the program, sung by Najat. Egyptian mainstream
and Tunisian songs followed, performed by Jewish singers Abii!Inik [sic], and later
his wife, Millie. A Moroccan belly-dancer was also included in this portion of the
program. After two and one-half hours of continuous music, there was a break and
Milii Hamamah closed the evening with Iraqi repertoire.
•

The instrumental ensemble which accompanied the four singers comprised
six musicians:

~aIa~

al-Kuwaytf and Albert ShaJrit, violins; Anwar Shalii, CUd;

Victor cIdah, qanun; and a dumbak and a daff player. AI-Kuwaytfwas clearly
disinterested in performing the mainstream repertoire and allowed the other
violinist to take the lead. He apparently was "saving his energy for the Iraqi songs,"
in Gabbay's view. Indeed, during the Iraqi songs, he played with greater vitality
and led the ensemble through an abbreviated maqam performance while Shajrii
rested. 38

38 The quality of the music heard that night would be considered inferior to radio
ensemble recordings of Iraqi music.
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At haflat which include both Iraqi and mainstream styles, anticipation and
•

expectation prevail as people wait for the Iraqi singer, according to Gabbay.
Indeed, the evening's high point came with Milu ijamamah's performance.
-tIamamah's repertoire that evening included pastat, abiidhfyaat, and maqiim
bihfrzawl. Although throughout the evening, listeners clapped and interacted with
the singers, who threw flowers into the audience, they appeared most enthusiastic
during Ijamamah's part of the program. The audience and dumbak player sang
along enthusiastically during the pastit, which included the well-known pastah
"cAtald." -tIamamah, a young singer whose appeal is different from Najat's, seemed
to recreate the atmosphere of the male-dominated Baghdadi cafes; perhaps a male
could share a special rapport and engage in innuendo with the men who danced in
front of the stage.
!Iamamah typifies many of the values of his community, particularly that
socio-economic group which chose Iraqi music as a means of reinforcing ethnic
identity. He immigrated to Israel in 1950 as a child but managed to learn Iraqi
music in Israel, motivated by a strong sense of ethnic pride. He prefers Arabic to
Hebrew and is extremely proud of his Iraqi heritage, believing that "The Iraqi is
singing from his heart--and for himself."
Predictably, !Iamamah's musical preferences are conservative: he likes only
Iraqi music and "old Egyptian music." He voices the traditional opinion that
Muslims are better maqiim singers because of their pronunciation, and although he
likes Salim Shibith's singing, he prefers the Muslim Yiisuf cUmar whom he regards
"more original." -tIamamah occasionally attempts the maqiim, but is limited by both
his knowledge of the genre and his audience's tastes: "Cafe Nub is not really a place
for the maqam and Milti ijamamah's maqam is not real," Gabbay informed us.
Should the audience appear bored during his forays into the maqiim, Hamamah
•
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quickly concludes. However, he did report singing the maqam twice a month at a
cafe (perhaps in Or Yehiidah) where an audience of eight to ten aficionados gather.
Ijamamah can enjoy the luxury of singing in a small cafe since he is amply
rewarded for his singing on other occasions. Although he has a large family to
support, he is able to drive a prestigious automobile and treat his friends to kabab
feasts after work. Certainly for many Iraqi community members !Iamamah is
exemplary: by extolling Iraqi music he has become both a prominent spokesperson
for Iraqi culture and a successful role model worthy of emulation.
Although the revitalization of Iraqi music was stimulated primarily by the
efforts of a few concerned individuals and the performances of the accessible new
style by a small number of Iraqi singers, the process has motivated other community
members to become involved. A few amateur musicians have emerged in Israel and
built jawzah-s. Indeed, the jawzah appears to be a symbol of Iraqi music culture:
~ala!t

al-Kuwaytf built and learned to play it in Israel in order to familiarize

community members with the instrument, according to Twaynii, and Aharon had
two in his house, one built by violinist Sason cAbdiL The revitalization of Iraqi
music has been called for in the state-run Arabic press by Twayna (1978a) who
suggests that the Iraqi maqam was a Jewish art. By so doing, he lends a greater
degree of credibility to a genre primarily associated with Arab culture; once viewed
as a product of Oriental-Jewish culture, its revitalization in Israeli society is thereby
justified.
The revitalization of Iraqi repertoire in Israel could well be making an
impact abroad, particularly in London and Iraq. "Since 1970, with the renewal of
Iraqi music through the radio, the interest in Iraqi music has spread to London,
through the [Iraqi-Jewish] families," according to Gabbay. In fact, Milii Ijanfamah
and Israeli-Iraqi instrumentalists periodically perform for-the Iraqi-Jewish
community in London.
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In Iraq, people are eager to hear the Iraqi music broadcasts from Israel,
according to Twayna who left Iraq in 1973. Referring to his hybrid urban-folk
style, detailed below, Gabbiiy claimed that,
When the Iraqi heard that the Jews--their enemy--renewed these songs,
they imitated us in the renewal. They are still working on this and are
searching for new songs [to develop] I have more material--collected
from Jews, the musicians--than they have in Iraq. The Iraqis leamed
the method of renewal from me, in that they don't have the material
[the recordings of old songs]. They are waiting for me to provide
more songs to work with.
Unfortunately, an evaluation of the influence of Israel's Arabic media upon Iraqi's
musical life is an unlikely prospect. However, clearly, the IBA broadcasts Iraqi
music to more Middle Eastern listeners than does Iraq. Although Iraq does not rebroadcast material collected from Israel, they have had an opportunity to collect a
vast amount of radio-transmitted material by the principal tradition bearers. If
Iraqi authorities were indeed anxious to record the Arabic repertoire of Jews before
emigration, the material broadcast by Israel over the subsequent years surely has
provided Iraqi musicologists, teachers, and students with a substantial body of
music to explore, and quite possibly, as Gabbiiy suggests, to rework and develop.
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PLATE 10. TIZMORET EZRA AHARON, ca. 1937, specialized in HebrewOriental song styles. Seated, from left: !!llff player (Jewish, b. Palestine); ciidist
Shemiiel CAzariylih (Jewish, b. Palestine); giinijn player YaCqiib; maracas (?);
standing: violinist (?); violinist Dudii (Jewish, b. Iran); with jumbush, Ezra
Aharon; producer Haim Niil].iim (Jewish, b. Palestine); violinst Raoamim cAmar
(Jewish, b. Palestine). Photo and documentation provided by Ezra Aharon.
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PLATE 11. POSTER ADVERTISEMENT FOR A "GRANDIOSE HANUKKAH
CELEBRATION" with music under the direction of Ezra Aharon, 1938. The word
"Eastern" (Jewish songs) appears in fme print (sixth line from the top), conceivably
as not to dissuade Askenazic Jews from attending. Photo courtesy of Ezra Aharon.
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PLATE 12. AL-FIRQAH AL-IJADITHAH (The New Group), ca. 1948, the
broadcasting ensemble led by Ezra Aharon before the formation of the State.
Aharon, front center; Cfulist RujIfal-Hammash (Palestinian Arab); o-fufunist Ibriihiin
cAbdu cAl (Egyptian Muslim); flautist William Fomplaise (French); oboist Moshe'
Tomer (German); violinist on left?; violinist on right Frankel (German), bassist
Nassar (Christian Palestinian); cellist Kagan (German). Approximately five
members are missing from the photo. Photo and documentation provided by Ezra
Aharon.
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PLATE 13. A RECORDING SESSION WITH THE BEDUIN, Negev 1958. At the
request of the IBA, Ezra Aharon recorded Beduin vocal and rabab repertoire
during several two and three-day stays with the Beduin. Third from right, back
row, Ezra Aharonj second from right, in front of microphone, Shaykh Rabl c ;
fourth from right, front row in white shirt, Aharon's secretary. Photo and
documentation provided by Ezra Aharon.
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PLATE 14. RADIO ORCHESTRA AND CHOIR IN PERFORMANCE, Palace of
Culture, Tel Aviv, 1963. Ezra Aharon and singer-entertainer Layla Naijiir. Photo
and documentation provided by Ezra Aharon.
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PLATE 15. THE IBA ORCHESTRA, ca. 1965. Seated, from left: Da'iid Akram,
Sason CAbdu, Abraham Salman, Yiisuf RaJjjC, Silla\} Taqu; standing, from left: Ezra
Aharon, Ziizii Mfisli, Elias Zbaydah, AbU Yarriin, YaCqUb Murad, Ghaza1i(?), the
percussionist (?), Albert Elias, Naciin Rajwan. Photo and documentation provided
by Ezra Aharon.
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PLATE 16 (see following page)
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PLATE 17

PLATES 16 and 17. ISRAELI AND ISRAELI ARAB SINGERS heard at the 1980
Arabic Song Festival. Photos from the festival program.
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PLATE 18. THE POP GROUP SEXTA performed multi·lingual songs in Hebrew,
Arabic, and English at a government-sponsored Arabic music concert. Photo from
the cover ofa 1981 musicians' and entertainers' directory.
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PLATE 19 (see following page)
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PLATE 20

PLATES 19 and 20. THE IBA ORIENTAL ORCHESTRA, with singer Fayzah
Rushdi, above, at a private government function for Druze leaders (see also fig. 4),
Jerusalem, 1981. Musicians appear unenthusiastic at this routine performance.
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PLATE 21. SINGER MILU I:IAMAMAH is a leading exponent of Iraqi music's
revitalization in Israel. His commercial cassette bears the designation "Iraqi
Folklore."
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Plate 22. SAMI AL-FALUJI'S COMMERCIAL CASSETTE includes traditional
Iraqi and Iraqi.Egyptian hybrid styles. His telephone number is included for
promotional purposes.
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PLATE 23 (see below)
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PLATE 24 (see following page)
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PLATE 25

PLATES 23-25. SALIM SHIBITH AND HIS ENVIRONS, GivCat OIgah, 1981.
Musicians who perform only traditional Iraqi repertoire in Israel live at a lower
economic standard than salaried radio musicians.
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PLATE 26. YACQUB MURAD AL-CAMARI, known as a specialist in Iraqi
repertoire, advertises a wider range of musical styles and services in Israel. In spite
of diversification, al·cAmari, like other traditional performers without salaried
positions at the radio, resorted to other, non-musical, occupations. Photo from a
directory ofIsraeli musicians and entertainers published in 1981.
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PLATE 27 (see following page)
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PLATE 28

PLATES 27 and 28. ~ICKMAT (left) AND SIMON SHAHEEN at the family's
residence, Haifa, 1980.
•
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Iraq
Iraq

Egypt
Egypt

violin
violin
violin
ganun
accordion/bass
ciid
igaC/singer
cello
director/violin
~

Elias Zbaydah

Elias Shashil (Eliyiihii Shasha)

SasoncAbdu

Abraham Salman (ShahrabamAbraham)

NaCiin Rajwan

Yiisuf YaCqilb

YaCqiib Murad (Mordekhay Yac<fub)

Yiisuf RabiC (Yiisuf Cohen)

ZUzii Miisa (Alkfs Musa)

Yiisuf Abu Yamiii (YiisufLevy)

60

58

63

53

60

55

57

TABLE 2. MEMBERS AND ETHNIC COMPOSmON OF THE rnA ORIENTAL ORCHESTRA
Information provided by Arabic section director of music Maurice Shams.

Iraq

Iraq

Iraq

63

56

Iraq
Iraq

55

63

51
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Approx. Age in 1981

Iraq

Iraq

violin

Da'ull Akram (Ephraym David)

Iraq

Country of Origin

nay

~

Instrument

Albert Elias

Name (s)

violin
violin
keyboards
violin
~c

Salfm Naddaf

Shaffq ZaJur

Susanna Weible

Samfr Yasfu*

Shimon Agazi*

*musicians frequently called to supplement orchestra

?

Israel (Druze)

Argentina

Nazareth (Israeli Arab)

Nazareth (Israeli Arab)

Egypt

Country of Origin

TABLE 2, continued

violin

Felix MizrahI

•

Instrument

Name (s)

no reply

31

4{)

43

35

53
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Approx. Age in 1981

II. ChilleTBaehdadfOld Style Group
santlir:
jaw'zah:
dumbak:
daff:
qari'-s:

I

Yiisuf Petaw/KhudurfBassun
~aIaI). Shenfuel'
••
Meir Shuta!Menashe' Nissim
? Shuta (Meir Shuta's son)
IJizqel' Qa~~ab, Saliin Shibith

In. New Style Group (al-Magam al-CIrAAD I
qaniin:
violin:
dumbak;
daff;
cud:
qiiri'-s:

Yiisuf Zacriir/Abraham Salman
Sason cAbdu
Meir Shiitii
? Shuta (Meir Shuta's son)
Yiisuf YaCqiib
Hizqel' Qasslib,
Saliin Shibith
.,

.

Im. The al-Kuwayti Group (Modem Iraqi Style) I
qaniin:
violin:
cud:
~c:

Abraham Da'ud
~iila1) a1-Kuwaytf
Albert EliaslHaqqiCUbadya
Meir Shiita

IIV. Ensemble for al-Magam al-CIragTafter ca. 1970
qanun:
violin:
cud:
nay:
~c:
q~'-s:

Abraham Salman
Sason cAbdu
Yiisuf YaCqiib
Albert Elias
Meir Shiitll
Filfil Gurji; Salim Shibith

IIV. Additional Ensemble for al-Magam al-CIragi I
qaniin:
violin:
CUd:
nay:
~c:

TABLE 3. rnA RECORDING ENSEMBLES FOR THE IRAQI STYLE IN ISRAEL
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FIG.4. INVITATION TO A PRIVATE GOVERNMENT PARTY WITH DRUZE
LEADERS, including participation ofthe IBA Oriental Orchestra, Jerusalem 1981.
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VI. THE INSTRUMENTAL IMPROVISATORY PROCESS IN IRAQI GENRES
PERFORMED IN ISRAEL

Turning now to the musical component, we examine the repertoire of Iraqi
musicians in Israel, concentrating on instrumental improvisation. Although our
focus is the Iraqi style, mainstream style inevitably enters into an evaluation of
Iraqi repertoire due to the stylistic interaction which occured in Israel. Except
for the general designation of "Iraqi style" (occasionally subdivided into "old
style/maqam or "folklore" classes), there are no indigenous categories for the
types of musical styles performed by Iraqis in Israel. The repertoire performed
by

Iraqi musicians may be classified here under four general

headings:

mainstream, mainstream-hybrid, Iraqi, and Iraqi-hybrid. Mainstream style refers
to a homogeneous maqam-based style which is performed throughout the Middle
East while mainstream-hybrid refers to a combination of mainstream style and
elements from various musical styles, e.g. jazz, commercial, and Western artmusics, etc., as detailed below. The Iraqi heading includes traditional Iraqi genres
(as discused in Chapter III) while the Iraqi-hybrid category describes the
combination of Iraqi genres with elements predominantly from mainstream music.
These stylistic categories are applied to a variety of Arabic musical forms
performed in Israel, comprising composed and improvised instrumental and
vocal genres. Far from an exhaustive survey of Arabic musical genres, the intent
here is to illumine the role of instrumental improvisation in selected Iraqi genres.

A. Composed Instrumental Genres
Mainstream and Mainstream-Hybrid Styles
Iraqi musicians have performed various mainstream and mainstream-hybrid
instrumental genres in Israel since immigration. From the classical repertoire,
188

radio musicians have recorded traditional and newly-composed

samac~

and

Turkish longat; these have been recorded either as orchestral or duo renditions (for
example, qaniin and fqa C, qiinun and piano). Well-known mainstream dance
melodies have also been performed by the radio orchestra such as
Hawanim" by Samf al-Shawwa and Sayyid Muqammad's

"Raq~at

"Raq~at

al-

al-Sharqfyah."

However, radio archives did not contain any Israeli performances of mainstream
instrumental repertoire or instrumental renditions of songs by famous composers
such as Farfd al-Atrash or MulJammad cAbd al-Wahhiib, who are particularly
popular throughout the Arab world.
Iraqi musicians have also performed newly-composed works by Israelis
in mainstream style. Short metric pieces called Qi!Cah (piece, see Chapter IV:C)
by DaVId Akram and others were recorded by the radio orchestra. Solo qifaat also
were composed and performed, primarily by Elias Shasha on cud; these tend
towards hybridization in their incorporation of Spanish guitar idioms. The radio
orchestra recently commissioned the Iraqi nay-player Albert Elias to compose an
orchestral piece expressing "sadness" in maqam ~abii.
Such newly-composed works are rarely conceived

III

traditional idioms

but rather, reflect the creativity and innovation which are central to the Middle
Eastern musical aesthetic (see Racy 1982). As Jihad Racy has noted,
Today, innovation occurs within the context of a type of composition
that utilizes a characteristically Near Eastern musical style as a matrix
in which other different elements are incorporated. This style is
comparable to a 'neutral canvas' upon which patches in various colors
are spread out .... As a whole, compositional formats exist in a
continuum extending from the 'neutral canvas' alone to a sectional
composite in which the 'neutral canvas' emerges only occasionally as a
single patch of 'color'. . . . In between these extremes, musical
compositions feature stylistically contrastive musical segments, which
do not necessarily reoccur at regular or predictable intervals or
reoccur at all. Consequently, a single musical work seems like a
panorama of constantly shifting scenes and moods (1982: 395-96).
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Recent works by Israeli-Iraqi composers which fall under the rubric of this
mainstream-hybrid category have been recorded by radio musicians.
The Iraqi-born composer Isaac Aviezer is notable for

composing,

arranging, and promoting such innovative works. For instance, his composition
"Dan al-Khuliid" (The Valley of Eternity) features piano, symphony orchestra
violinists and cellists performing eighteenth and nineteenth century idioms, Eastern
European "gypsy-style" violin passages, q'ItnUn, cud, n1iy, and Middle Eastern
percussion instruments in the long instrumental movement which precedes the
vocal section. In addition, Aviezer has arranged a concert presentation of J.S.
Bach's B minor suite for flute and orchestra performed by nay and piano (see
Shiloah 1986: 97).
Aviezer also has been interested in promoting the fusion of mainstream style
with jazz. In one work, he designated the introduction to Umm Kulthtim's "Alf
Laylah wa-Laylah" I (One Thousand and One Nights) as a prelude to a jazz
improvisation based on the same melody in maqam rast. Performed by two
saxophones, piano, bass, and trap drums, the focus of this short work is a
saxophone "taqsrm improvisation" using a few melodic motifs typical ofrast; here
they are heard over an "fqaC/ostinato" by the jazz ensemble's rhythm section. In
another piece, Aviezer designated the use of Sayyid Darwish's "Ziirunf Kulla
Sannah Marrah" (Visit Me Once Every Year) as a theme for jazz improvisation;
here the result was a catchy jazz standard in Western tonality, in contrast to

I

See the LP "Festival of Arabic Music in Israel" CBS S52788. Both jazz
compositions discussed here appear on this recording.
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the more distinctly hybrid piece which integrated melodic and rhythmic elements
from maqam rast. 2
Iraqi musicians have also performed pieces using idioms from Western
art-music. For example, Abraham Salman recorded a concerto for qaniin and
symphony orchestra by the Roumanian-Israeli composer Laslo Rott and has
adopted other European repertoire to the qaniin. Cl]dist Elias Shasha recorded a
piece by the Turkish composer Sherif Muhieddin, known for his interest in Western
music (Chabrier 1978:18); use of arpeggios reminiscent of Spanish guitar idioms
inform the entire composition. 3
None of the composed works discussed above under mainstream and
mainstream-hybrid designations utilize improvisation as an important formal
element. Rather, its use is limited to the details of ornamentation and variation
which arise from the process of aural transmission.
Iraqi Style
As was seen in Chapter III, composed instrumental genres outside vocal
contexts do not figure into traditional Iraqi repertoire. The closest approximation
is the muqaddimah al-dUlabl(see Chapter II:B), the short optional overture
performed before the Iraqi maqam. This genre is metric, strictly heterophonic in
texture, and does not utilize improvisation. (One muqaddimah is seen in fig.12).
2 For additional examples of mainstream hybrid compositions using popular
commercial styles see "Left-Handed Octopus" and "L'Amour et la Vie," both
recorded on Israeli label Hed Arzi (Banl4419). The former is a soft rock
composition which uses an orchestral introduction in maqam bayat; qliniin
interludes provide an Oriental color for this composition based on Israeli
national and rock idioms. In "L'Amour et la Vie" Iraqi-Israeli qanun player
Abraham Salman provides mandoline-like effects for a song reminiscent of the
popular French chanson.
3 Radio tape no. 939K, 1:40, recorded 6.3.70.
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Musicians in Israel have preserved this genre but have also substituted non-Iraqi
forms such as a khanah or taslfm from a samacifor the muqaddimah al-duHiblin
performance (see Chapter VI:C).
One instrumental genre associated more with Iraqi folk styles has been
performed by Iraqi violinist,Siilap al-Kuwaytf in Israel. With a retuned violin4 and
special recording techniques (reverberation), al-Kuwayti convincingly imitates
the double-reed mizmar; this is accompanied by drums and in some cases handclapping. AI-Kuwaytf recorded four short renditions in this style for the radio;
a commercial cassette by Iraqi singer Siirm al-Fahlgi (see plate 22, Chapter V) also
features this technique. Stylistically, these arrangements/compositions present a
compendium of folk melodies which reflect al-Kuwayti's synthesis of Iraqi,
Kurdish, and other rural styles.
Iraqi-Hybrid Style
Iraqi-style instrumental works composed or performed in Israel also fall
within the Iraqi-hybrid rubric, with mainstream style the conspicuous hybrid
component. Three compositions in this small category deserve mention here:
Isaac Aviezer's

"Far~at

al-Sawsan" (The Joy of the Rose), Salah al-Kuwayti's

"Samacr Liinii," and his orchestral rendition of the vocal genre al-maqiim al-CIriiqr.
Aviezer's work, composed specially for a concert of the Ramat Gan Oriental
Orchestra, is quotational: it uses Iraqi colours (lawn CIraqI; see Racy 1982: 39697) within a mainstream orchestral style. According to Aviezer,
It is built upon some folkloric themes and colorful changing

rhythms. It was praised by ~alab al-Kuwayti" [who performed at the
concert] to the audience; he explained that he was moved because it is
unusual to hear an Iraqi instrumental piece. The title 'The Joy of the
4 AI-Kuwaytf reportedly employed this technique in Iraq.
cAbdu's use of scordatura (Chapter VI:D).

See also Sason
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Rose' is sufficient for the Arab listener. But for the Jewish audience
there is another meaning. There are themes from the Purim liturgy
and the story of Purim is linked with the capital [of Persia] Shoshan
[cf. shoshanah, Hebrew, lit. rose]. The overriding emotion of Purim
is joy, so the title suggests 'The Joy of Shoshan' which is translated
to 'The Joy of Sawsan' in Arabic. The Arabic listener doesn't know it
is Jewish and that it relates to Purim: not all of the themes are Jewish,
just two which have been adapted from Purim tunes. I didn't
advertise this fact because I wanted it to be like a quiz. Only a few
sophisticated listeners could recognize them, since the tunes are not
well-known songs but come from a fraction of a Purim prayer.
The Iraqi component in this work is limited to the subtle quotation of characteristic
melodic and rhythmic motifs. Instrumental improvision is not a feature of this
composition.
"SamaC[ Liillii,,5 by ~iila1) al-Kuwaytiis one of a few Iraqi style samaCiyyat
(plural) recorded in Israel. 6 The samacr. a pre-composed genre of Turkish origin,
has come to be associated with mainstream repertoire and new sarriaCiyyat continue
to be composed throughout the Middle East. "Samaci Lirrii" is a hybrid work,
combining the Turkish-mainstream form with a maqam identifiable as uniquely
Iraqi. 7 Kojaman recalled that "al-Kuwaytfuses pieces [melodic motifs] from the
[Iraqi] maqam [him!]: when you hear it, you immediately say it is Iraqi."
The most salient features of al-Kuwayti's samacfclearly link the work to the
mainstream style, notably the tawzl c orchestration and its adherence to the
standard four-khanah plus taslfm samacf form. However, immediately following

5 Radio tape no, lOOlK, 5:35, recorded 23.7.70.
6 Salrm Ziblf (aka Saliin al-N"""ur) composed an Iraqi style samacf, "SamaCrCIriiq,"
with taqasfin interludes performed by ~alalJ al-Kuwayti and recorded by Israel
radio, Kojaman recalled.
7 This combination apparently has also intrigued the Iraqi composer cAbd alWahliab Biliil, whose own "SamacrLiirrii" was arranged for symphony orchestra
(Tsuge 1972: 59).
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the samacf-'s opening phrases, the solo violin assumes the melody in a highly
ornamented style which is unmistakably Iraqi. The taqsTm prelude or interlude
often heard in mainstream style recordings of

samac~

is not included in the

recording of "SamacrLanii."
"AI-Surah al-Mutawarathah al-Asliyah li-Maqam Riist" (The Original
I

I

Inherited Form of Maqam Rast)8 is the most important instrumental composition
within the Iraqi-hybrid rubric. As its title suggests, the work is an orchestral
rendition of maqam dlSt, based on the fast prototype heard in performances of
al-maqiim al-CIraqf (see Chapter VI:C). The work's reliance upon traditional
structural features, shown in the analysis following (see figs. 6-9), along with
elements of mainstream style, provide important clues for understanding both
concepts of maqiim and the role of improvisation in this instrumental composition
based on a vocal prototype.
Sung renditions of maqiim rast appear to conform to a perceptable
performance model, as will be seen in the following section. The most important
feature of this

model

for

the

purpose

of understanding instrumental

improvisation both in the maqam and in al-Kuwayti's composition is the model's
tonal parameter. Analysis of full-length rast performances recorded in Israel by
three expert qari'-s define a particular tonal scheme (see fig.18).
performances outline a model based on rast on C,

~aba

These

on G, rast (upper register),

hijiiz
on G, and a return to the tonic C. Comparison of this model for the sung
,
maqam (fig.18) with the tonal material in al-Kuwayti"s orchestral maqiim rast
(fig. 6) reveals the striking similarity in their structure. AI-Kuwayfi's composition
is essentially an orchestral rendition of the sung maqam. At the smaller structural
level, we see that al-Kuwayfi's melody types (fig.7), that is, the background
8 Radio tape no. 1731S, 10:50, recorded 27.6.69.
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level reduction of its phrases into its essential pitches derived from the middleground level (see fig.8), are almost identical to those found in sung versions of
maqam rast (see fig.l6). AI-Kuwayti's work is about half the duration of sung
renditions (8:45, followed by a metric postlude of 2:05) because it presents
fewer phrases at each tonal level. (Each tonal level in turn corresponds to a
particular section of al-maqam al- Clraql ). Nevertheless, it exposes the most essential
tonal material which is heard in rast maqam performances (see fig. 9).
The work begins without the introductory metric muqaddimah heard in almaqam al-CIraqr, but with the full ensemble performing what would be the
equivalent of the

1l!brii in al-maqam al-Clraqi (see Chapter IJJ:B).

The immediate

use of the qanun in the next phrase and at other points (see fig. 8, phrase no.12
corresponding to the miyanah) recreates the timbre of the traditional maqam which
was accompanied by santiir. Violin, nay, Cud, and q1iniin perform solo passages

•

in free rhythm carefully orchestrated against either ensemble responses outlining
key structural pitches (usually sequences comprising two to four pitches) or
orchestral drones. The violin unfolds most of the melodic material in sections
corresponding to the Iraqi maqam's tahnr and central section, and the qanun
performs the phrases corresponding to the first miy1inah. The metric interlude
(see fig.8) heard in sung maqam performances before the second miyanah is
included in the al-Kuwaytf composition. The violin continues with the phrase
(fig.8 phrase no. 15) corresponding to the second miyiinah, and the niiy
performs the transitional closing section of the composition. Although it could be
suggested that the violin is intended to represent the qari' in this instrumental
composition, it is unlikely that al-Kuwayfi actually intended correspondences to
be made between the violin or any other instrument and the vocal portions of almaqam al-CJraqf. For example, if the violin were the most important instrument
representing the qari', why did al-Kuwaytf choose to end the main body of the
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performance (which would correspond to the qari's taslj"m, see fig.8 phrase nos.1819) with the nay, a phrase always performed by the qari'? AI-Kuwayfi's choice of
instrumentation aims to present the varied timbral palette which characterizes
many of his works.

The composition ends with a metric postlude which

corresponds to the pastah metric song following maqam performances.
Although instrumentalists perform phrases in free rhythm suggesting an
improvised quality, they are actually working with specific tonal material
appropriate to the corresponding section of al-maqam al- CIraql in rast. The degree
to which instrumental melodies in al-Kuwayfi's composition closely correspond to
melodies heard in al-maqam al-CIffl"qfdemonstrates that the instrumental function in
the al-Kuwayti work, like its role in the Iraqi maqam (see below) is to state and
embellish the appropriate melodic material.
AI-Kuwaytl's work is significant in several ways. As an orchestral
rendition of a vocal-instrumental genre transmitted by oral tradition, it
demonstrates that Iraqi-Jewish musicians are able to define a model for a
particular maqam, to extract its most essential features, and transfer that model to
another medium, the orchestra. Furthermore, al-Kuwayti is concerned that his
model be accurately reproduced without change, asserting that,
The original maqam means that I cannot depart from it. There are
many players [in the modern style] who want to go far away from the
foundation. I don't depart; I always give rast. For example, if I go to
another maqam you will not feel that I went from the foundation. That
is the way it is supposed to be. If it is something else, it is not worth
anything. You want to hear ffiSt and if a player goes to another maqam-and it is far away from the place, you don't enjoy it. You always
need the foundation--the maqlim must be in your ear.
Thus al-Kuwayti's concept of maqam includes both a model for performing almaqam al-Clraqf and restrictions on the extent to which the instrumentalist may
improvise.

This view is

illustrated

by

the absence of free taqsim-like
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improvisation either as an introduction to or during the al-Kuwayti composition. It
is likely that al-Kuwayfi's concept of taqsfm centers on the idea of adherence to
structure more than it includes the notion of free improvisation. A telling example
of this is al-Kuwayti's use of the term taqs1m to mean pre-arranged, structured
instrumental music: "1 gave the radio here taqs"im, only taqSim alone [Le. without
singers], for example, I gave them rast [referring to the composition under
discussion].,,9
AI-Kuwayti's composition reflects his long time involvement with al-muslqa
al-~adithah

(see Chapter IV) and familiarity with mainstream style. Because

traditional Iraqi music does not include a genre for orchestral renditions of the Iraqi
maqam, al-Kuwayti's work is an outstanding example of innovation. It is
unlikely that a traditional performer of Iraqi maqam (either qari', jawzah, or
san!ur player) could fashion such a work, dependent on the ability to arrange and
orchestrate, important techniques derived from experience with mainstream style.
AI-Kuwayti's musical background in Iraq provided him with unique skills to
produce this work comprised, as we have seen, of Iraqi material set within a
mainstream conceptual framework and performing medium.
B. Composed Vocal Genres
Mainstream and Mainstream-Hybrid Styles
Pre-composed Arabic song, more so than any genre, has occupied the
attention of most Iraqi musicians since their immigration to Israel. We recall
that those musicians who joined the radio orchestra in the early 1950s performed

9 Several factors may have motivated al-Kuwaytf to compose an orchestral
version of maqam rast. AI-Kuwaytfhimself suggested that the radio "wanted the
taqs1m to be preserved." It is likely that al- Kuwayu was responding to the
surge of ethnic pride which occured during the late 1960s (see Chapter V) and as
Twayna suggested, wanted to "show people aboutrast."
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almost exclusively mainstream style works of Aharon's conception. Later, the
radio recorded vocal compositions by orchestra members and Israeli composers.
Other Iraqi musicians who did not become regulars at the radio also performed a
large number of pre-composed songs (see below), particularly as the Iraqi
maqiim declined in popularity and was supplanted by the more accessible Iraqi new
style.
Ezra Aharon recalled composing at least thirty extended mainstream style
works for the radio orchestra and singers such as Fayzah Rushdf, Moshe' Eliyahu,
Narjis, Laylii (Lim) Najjar, Salma, Shiidyat al-Karrriil, and others. Learnt
aurally, some of these extended songs required substantial rehearsal time; Aharon
claimed that one song required about fifty rehearsal sessions with the singer and
took over eighteen months to complete. Aharon also composed music for Islamic
holidays, for example his "J;Iaywil Rabill al-cUlli" (Salutations to the Heavenly
Nurturer.) Noting that the work combines the efforts of a Jewish composer, a
Muslim poet, and Christian singer, Aharon remarked, "I am a composer; I don't
care [whether I write for Islamic occasions]." His later works for the radio
were less complicated, often used organ and electric guitar, as fashionable for
Arabic music ensembles in the Middle East, and were limited to six or seven
minutes duration by the Broadcasting Authority, Aharon recalled.
In the radio orchestra's performances of pre-composed songs, the role of
improvisation is insignificant, particularly when compared with the Egyptian
prototype. In Egypt, according to Racy,
The recent songs of Umm KuIthiim, Fayzah A!)mad, and Wardah
al-Jaza'iriyyah, [sic] use a similar approach in which elaborate
instrumental preludes normally contain taqasim-like solo passages on
instruments such as the q:iinUn or nay, as well as syncopated jazz-like
passages on the saxophone, guitar, or electronic synthesizer (1982:
397).
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Indeed, in Israel, it appears that improvisation is quickly disappearing
from even the most popular genre, the pre-composed song. Audiences apparently
now derive sufficient satisfaction from these pre-composed works, as in Egypt
where the term !arab (enchantment) is applied to both improvisatory genres and
pre-composed

songs and instrumental works, the composed genres now

constituting "the bulk of central-domain music" (Racy 1982: 393).
In their attempts at innovation and creativity, Israeli-Iraqi composers have

introduced unusual elements into

their

mainstream-hybrid

style vocal

compositions. Like the mainstream style pre-composed songs discussed earlier,
this category contains little or no improvisation by Iraqi-Jewish musicians and
thus only brief mention of a few works is made.
Perhaps the most important work in this category is Ezra Aharon's cantata
"Shir ha-Shirim" (Song of Songs, composed and recorded ca. 1960). Intended as a
dramatic description of the land of Israel in ancient times, Aharon used Biblical
texts, in Hebrew, from "Song of Songs." The background is the mainstream
intrumental-vocal style, using Oriental orchestra and choir to which is added
oboe, electric guitar, and piano. The main maqam is rast and harmony is minimal,
although subtle tonic, sub-dominant, and dominant relationships can be heard.
Aharon maintains that, "I know how to give plenty of harmony, but the Easterner
wouldn't accept it. They want melody."
Another hybrid song type results from the combination of mainstream
instrumental or vocal pieces and Hebrew texts. Aharon recalled meeting a young
Israeli-born Iraqi studying hazzaniit [Jewish sacred chant] who reportedly sings the
I

songs of cAbd al-Wahhab and others in the synagogue, but changing the words to
Hebrew; divine love replaces earthly love in his texts. Aharon cited this example
as typifying the lack of imagination among young musicians, forced to borrow
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rather than to create afresh. In any event, this and other examples lO point to
musicians' identification with Eastern origins to the extent that Arabic song, an
emblem of Eastern culture, is incorporated into the paraliturgical repertoire.
Hebrew songs also have been translated into Arabic for performances by
the radio orchestra, for example Aviezer's arrangement of Naomi Shemer's
popular song "cAl K6l Elleh." This practice, incidentally, has received criticism
from some of the young Arab musicians interviewed.
Iraqi Style
Iraqi style vocal compositions heard most often in Israel are re-creations
of old songs once popular in Iraq. For example, Najiit has sung the songs of Salifuah
Murad, the al-Kuwaytf brothers have re-recorded their songs after immigration,
and YaCqub Murad al-cAmarfhas re-recorded with the radio orchestra traditional
wedding songs for the hinna ceremony which preceded the wedding. Today, the
•

most popular Iraqi singers in Israel--Najat, Filfil Gurjf, and MiHi ljarri1unah-base their repertoire almost exclusively on this traditional material, much to the
regret of some informants. Sumekh maintains that "they are not doing anything
new but instead imitating the old style, playing upon nostalgia." As we have seen,
musicians were not encouraged to create innovative Iraqi ethnic styles and were
further hampered by the lack of contact with musical trends in Iraq after
immigration.

10 This practice, common among Oriental Jews in Israel, is also popular outside
Israel as well. In New York, Israeli singerlhazzan Meir Levy performs cAbd alWahhab's songs in Hebrew for his SyriaIi' Jewish audiences. See also Vita
Israel's recording "Sur Ya-El" set to cAbd al-Wahhllb's "Bint al-Balad" under
the direction of Iraqi-Jewish instrumentalist ljaqqT CUbadya: "Pizmonim,
Sephardic-Hebrew Songs of the Middle East, Vol. I," Magen David Publications
Society.
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While composed songs are themselves mostly devoid of instrumental
improvisation, they are often performed in the context of improvised forms, as,
for instance, the pastah is coupled with the Iraqi maqam. Composed songs may
also be interspersed between separate performances of abiidhiyah, as heard on
recordings by the al-Kuwaytiensemble for the radio. Their format, averaging
twenty minutes in duration, is usually: 1) muqaddimah miisTqfyah, 2) taqslm, 3)
ab·udhfyah, 4) song, 5) abiidhi"yah, and 6) song. Recordings by others suggest that
this is a standard format and most likely typical of performance practice. The
improvised instrumental component is further discussed in sections C and D.
Iraqi-Hybrid Style
Iraq style vocal compositions heard in Israel continue the trend of absorbing
mainstream elements which began in Iraq during the 1930s. The Iraqi new style
(al-miisfqa

al-~adfthah,

see Chapter IV) is considered basically the same as the

style performed by musicians in Iraq today, according to Twayna who left in 1973
and continues to follow musical developments there. Referring to this as a
"mixed style," comprised of "Iraqi, Egyptian, and Syrian" elements, Twayna cites
Siiirii al-Faltijfas one of the prominent representatives of this hybrid style in Israel.
Al-Falugi's commercial cassette produced in 1981 (see plate 22) includes
several vocal compositions interspersed between free rhythm genres such as
abiidhfyah.

These short metric compositions,

carefully arranged

with

instrumental and/or choral interludes (provided by a small female chorus), do not
contain inprovisation but follow longer, free-rhythm improvised vocal forms
introduced by taqasfm. These songs provide contrast to the improvised forms and
in performance function to enliven the audience. As Twayna has aptly stated,
these songs are "not the Iraqi style; only there is a part [of the tape]--the
abudhi"yah--which is the Iraqi style." Just as the songs contain Iraqi elements within
a predominant mainstream style, this commercial tape is itself a hybrid product,
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the microcosm reflecting the macrocosm, combining hybrid songs with Iraqi
style instrumental and vocal improvised genres.
This type of Iraqi-mainstream hybrid reflects the stylistic flexibility
which some Iraqi singers, like instrumentalists, have held in high esteem. Recalling
that economic considerations dictated that some Iraqi singers perform both
mainstream and Iraqi style to satisfy the tastes of their patrons, one singer, Yiisuf
Dahan, affIrmed that if he were known as a specialist in Iraqi repertoire, he would
receive few jobs. This stylistic flexibility is not considered difficult for Iraqi
singers, in Twayna's opinion: "The Iraqi can sing the Egyptian, Lebanese, Syrian
music easily. But for the non-Iraqi, it is so difficult for him to sing the Iraqi
music [referring to both old and new styles]." This typical evaluation stems from
informants' view of the Iraqi style's greater complexity. Twayna was able to cite
only one non-Iraqi singer who could perform convincingly the Iraqi style: "Fayzah
Rushdiis Egyptian, but she is the first [non-Iraqi] female singer who can sing
both Egyptian and [modem] Iraqi [styles], because it is not easy for an Egyptian to
sing Iraqi [style]." While the presumed complexity of Iraqi music in terms of its
dialect, intonation, and ornamentation prepared Iraqis to perform the simpler
Egyptian style, not all Iraqi musicians did so, as we recall.

In another direction, the creation of a hybrid Iraqi style based on folk songs
has been attempted by ShatTq Gabbay. Gabbay refers to his work as the "folk song
renewal project,"

an undertaking intended to "develop ... the extremely

monotonous Iraqi folkloric songs" which resulted from "the black period of
Turkish occupation." Recalling the former popularity of "folkloric song,"
Gabbay regarded it a personal challenge to reacquaint Iraqi listeners in Israel with
these forgotten "songs of all happy events." By using radio resources, Gabb"ily
reasoned that, "When the radio renews these things, the people remember them." In
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1978, he was able to record about twenty "renewed folk songs" before the
termination of the radio's budget for the project.
Gabbay views himself as an arranger--as distinct from a musician/
composer--for these works, giving directions which were then amplified by Sason
cAbdu and §iila9 al-Kuwaytf, Aviezer recalled. Gabbay described his method
as based on a type of folk song which uses essentially one line of melody ("city
songs which are two to five hundred years old"), then "developing it" by
"enlarging the overall sound." This is accomplished by using an Oriental
orchestra, in contrast to the smaller traditional ensembles, in combination with
alternating male and female choruses. "Authentic coloring" is supplied by
violinists Sason cAbdu or

~iila1}

al-Kuwaytf, and one song reportedly uses zurna,

played by Albert Elias. None of the songs, however, utilize elements from the
Iraqi maqiim, Gabbiiy recalled. Although it was not possible to hear these
recordings, the presence of mainstream aesthetic is obvious. Reflecting on these
songs, Aviezer recalled that arranger-violinist Sason cAbdu often "imitated the
Egyptian style, despite his Iraqi orientation."
C. Improvised Vocal Genres

Within the four stylistic categories (mainstream, mainstream-hybrid, Iraqi,
Iraqi-hybrid) which may again be applied here to improvised vocal genres in
Israel, Iraqi instrumentalists perform repertoire in both mainstream and Iraqi
styles. Improvised vocal genres in mainstream-hybrid style do not figure into the
repertoire performed in Israel. Nor have Iraqi musicians developed a mainstream
Iraqi-hybrid style for improvised vocal music.
Mainstream Style
Iraqi instrumentalists have performed well-known improvised vocal genres
in Israel since their immigration. Radio musicians in particular have
accompanied singers performing popular genres such as lay,l1fand mawwal. Iraqi
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instrumentalists perform this repertoire according to the standards of the
mainstream style, with the same expertise evident in their renditions of other
mainstream style genres. However, this mainstream improvised vocal repertoire
actually constitutes a very small portion of the Iraqi instrumentalists' output within
the improvised vocal genre category. Rather, musicians have focused on
traditional Iraqi vocal forms, in particular abiidhfyah and al-maqam al-CIraqi, both
of which will be discussed in this examination of improvised vocal genres.
Iraqi Style
As was seen

In

Chapter III:B, abiidhTyah is a genre of folk poetry

traditionally sung solo, antiphonally, or to the accompaniment of rab'iLb and
percussion ensembles. In the urban environment of Baghdad, this genre came to
be performed by a small takht ensemble. This practice was transferred to Israel
where abildhfyah is performed

as

a regular component of Iraqi music

performances today, both live and recorded on cassette. Its popularity parallels
Iraqi Jews' return to facets of their pre-immigration culture (see Chapter V) and
most likely reflects their desire to glorify folk culture.
Our focus here is abudhTyah's instrumental component, with analysis
based on several performances recorded by Israel radio from 1969 to 1978 as well
as commercial cassette recordings. Recordings generally begin with a short
muqaddimah metric instrumental introduction played by the entire ensemble
(usually violin, ciid, qamTn, nay, and percussion). A taqsfm ranging from thirty
seconds to about four minutes follows. Next the singer begins introducing lines of
poetry in free rhythm. (See Chapter III:A for a description of abiidhfyah's form and
texts). Improvised instrumental interludes, also in free rhythm, performed either
heterophonically by the entire ensemble (without percussion) or by soloists, are
heard between lines of poetry. One soloist may perform all the instrumental
interludes or several players may alternate fulfilling this function. A metric song
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follows the free rhythm section marking the end of the performance. However,
some ensembles (see the al-Kuwaytf group discussed below) continue by
performing a solo taqsTm, another group of abiidhTyah verses, separated by
instrumental interludes, as before, and completed by a metric song. Figure 10
depicts the format of a representative abudhiyah performance.
We now tum to performances by well-known singers of abudhiyah spanning
two generations, Dalfd al-Kuwayti'; YaCqiib al-cAmarI; and MilU Tjamamah, in
which the instrumental component can be considered typical. A 1961 performance
of abiidhTyah by the al-Kuwaytf brothers' ensemble recorded at Israel radio 11
(see fig. 11) features improvisation and the instrumental component to a greater
extent than latter performances by other ensembles studied. This may be due in
part to SaraJ} al-Kuwayti's expertise as a highly individualistic violinist and Ira'lid's
orientation towards instrumental music as an cud player. This is in contrast with
singers such as Tjamamah (discussed below) who wish to occupy the limelight and
whose performances relegate instrumentalists to the accompaniment function.
The opening taqsTm here following the muqaddimah is an extended taqsim
during which Sala!} al-Kuwayti displays the elements of his unique Iraqi violin
style: timbral change, including jawzah-like color achieved by bowing close to the
bridge, open-string pizzicato reinforcing the tonic of the maqam (bayat nawa), and
numerous ornaments and glissandi (some spanning the interval of a fourth, a
practice generally not found in the mainstream violin style). The violin serves as
an important solo instrument in this performance and does not accompany the
abiidhiyah verses nor does it provide interludes between the verses. The violin
is also featured in the metric song which follows, where it supplies carefully
designated fills between vocal phrases. During the song, the violin also introduces

11 Radio tape no. 337K, 20:10, recorded 17:11:61.
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a section which it, the qimun, and the vocalist improvise in alternation over a
wahidah rhythm maintained by the ensemble. The wahidah, a one-beat cycle,
•
•
allows the performer to improvise unfettered by larger metric divisions. The
inclusion of this improvised section within a metric song is an indication of the
value placed upon instrumental improvisation by these expert performers.•Salalj
al-Kuwayti, the song's composer, uses these improvised segments over the
w"ilhidah, along with choral segments, to create the variety
•

and careful

arrangement which has always characterized his works (see Chapter IV).
The heterphonic accompaniment during the verses and interludes are
performed exclusively by qaniin, in contrast to other performances discussed below
where different instrumentalists provide short interludes. These solo qlmiin
segments are short (:20-:30) and reinforce the main structural notes of the
preceding vocal segment without adding chromatic pitches outside the main maqam.
Da'ud al-KuwaytTs.vocal style is highly ornamented within a declamatory
context (cf. Hamamah's less ornamented delivery, below). AI-Kuwaytf sings a
series of tum-like figures surrounding a prolonged structural pitch. The brief
introduction of pitches from the lower tetrachord of maqiim ~ (associated with
sadness) in his first phrase is probably intended to enhance its expressive force.
Several of the ensemble's recordings of abudhfyah performances are flanked
by metric songs: the sequence is thus muqaddimah, taqsTm, abildhTyah, song,
abiidhfyah, song, lasting up to about twenty minutes. The first abTIdhfyah
performance in maqam bayiit nawa just discussed is followed by another whose
format is somewhat different. Lacking a muqaddimah, a short taqsTm (:55)
begins immediately after the conclusion of the previous song, introducing the
lower tetrachord of a new, related maqam on which the second performance is
based. Sik"iih huzam is established by emphasizing the second degree (AlJ) of the
preceding maqam, bayat nawa, until this new pitch is heard as the tonic of the new
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maqam including KO Bb C Db E F G KO. The extent to which the instrumental
improvisations are limited by the pitch material presented by the singer can be
seen by the fact that in the qaniin interlude following the first vocal segment only
one pitch (from the upper tetrachord) not sung by the singer is very briefly
introduced by the qaniin. This is striking since one might expect the qanun to
explore the entire range of the new maqam, thereby clearly establishing its
character. Perhaps this tendency supports scholars' contention that a maqiim's
identity may be perceived after hearing but a few pitches.
The abiidhfyah portion of this second performance is shorter than that of
the first performance and in both cases the metric song following is longer than
the abi.ldhfyah section. It is conceivable that the longer and lively songs were
perhaps appreciated more than the abildhfyah verses considering their relative
length and the care afforded their orchestration and arrangement.
For comparative purposes two additional performances of abiidh'iyah in
maqam sikiih huzam recorded by the al-Kuwaytf ensemble eight and nine years
later were analysed. 12 The 1969 performance was almost identical to the 1961
performance discussed above. Both consisted of the same number of segments
and significantly, the corresponding segments of each performance outlined the
same tonal centers. The 1970 performance also followed the same order of tonal
centers but included one extra vocal phrase (followed by an additional instrumental
interlude). This additional vocal phrase contained the lower pitches of the maqam

(xtJ Bb C) rather

than leaping up to the higher Db as the other two

performances did. Although Da'ud al-Kuwayti chose to extend the number of
phrases in the lower register we will see that another singer, MiIii Hamamah
•

12 Radio tape no. 1225K, 19:30, recorded 27.6.69 and tape no 1128K, 19:30,
recorded 17.4.70.
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chose

to reach the higher register sooner and lengthen the portion of the

performance following the high point. In Ijamamah's version of abuahiyah in
maqam ~usaynl, 13 additional sung phrases were found compared with other of
his performances in the same maqiim. More investigation is needed to determine
how musicians extend particular tonal centers to accommodate additional lines of
text. This would require comparison of numerous abiidhTyah performances in a
single maqam to establish a model for one maqiim which would in turn be compared
with models for other maqamat.
In spite of an additional phrase present in the 1969 performance, these three
performances in silCah huzam, like the two performances by !lam-amah in maqam
~usaynr discussed

below, exhibit consistency in all their parameters. The 1970

performance, however, is the only abiidhfyah rendition heard in the course of
this study which is accompanied by an lqii C; it is heard continuously from the
beginning of the introductory taqsfm to the conclusion of the abiidhTyah verses.
Despite the presence of the TqaC, this version would sound almost identical to the
earlier recorded versions if the TqiiC were simply filtered out of the recording.
This consistency in abudhiyah performance in one maqam provides evidence for
the conventional theory that musicians maintain fixed models for each maqam.
YaCqiib Murad al-cAmarTs abiidhTyah performance (1972)14 displays
elements of stylistic hybridization. The instrumental component, performed by
members of the radio orchestra, demonstrates a cohesiveness and orderliness which
may result from players' experience with highly worked-out mainstream styles
and singer al-cAmiiii's exacting approach to both the Iraqi maqam and

13 Radio tape no. 2130K, 9:00, recorded 30.7.78
14 Radio tape no. 1281, 11 :30, recorded 20.11.72
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mainstream music. Whereas in the Hamamah performance members of the
•

accompanying ensemble enter in somewhat random fashion and perform more
independently of each other, musicians in the al-cAmliri performance enter
simultaneously with the singer, either with a drone or heterophonicaly in
exceptionally close unison. Drones maintained throughout the sung verses and
taqasfm interludes further contribute to the continuity and cohesiveness of this
performance. While ijamamah's performance belies the genre's folk origins, alcAmiiii's reflects his expertise in the classical genre al-maqam al-CJraq"f.
The instrumental interludes in al-cAmiiii's performance, like those of the
al-Kuwayti group, are rendered by soloists rather than the entire ensemble. These
solo interludes, in contrast with the more chaotic-sounding ensemble interludes
heard in the tIamamah performance, also lend an air of sophistication to the overall
performance. The opening taqsfm is, however, modest, particularly compared
with al-Kuwayti's extensive taqsfm which includes modulation. This taqsTm's
function is to briefly establish the tonic for the vocal part which follows. Two of the
taqasfm heard on violin and nay provide more elaborate commentaries on the
preceding vocal phrases by extending the range beyond that of the vocal phrase
with motifs typically heard in the Iraqi repertoire. This practice may be due in part
to the individual player's desire to display his knowledge of the Iraqi style for
which nay player Albert Elias is particularly known. Yet in spite of their extended
range, these improvisations do not deviate from the original maqam, but
emphasize (and end on) the structural pitch last established by the singer.
Al-cAmlui's vocal style reflects his experience as a maqam singer. For
instance, his choice of maqam Cajam on D, placing his voice in a high register
(reaching F# above middle C), corresponds with his expressed preference for
singing maqamiit in their correct range, whenever possible, even if extremely high.
The range of his performance is a tenth whereas other performances examined are
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limited to a fifth. AI-cAmm also makes use of a sobbing, yodel-like ornament
also heard in his recorded sung maqamllt, which he calls baha (an onomatopoetic
•

term; see chapter III:B).
Milii ijamamah's 1978 abudhiyah performance 15 (see fig. 11) differs
somewhat from the performances examined above in that both solo instrumental
and ensemble segments are heard between lines of poetry. When ensemble
interludes are performed, the ensemble generally enters after the vocalist has
declaimed the first few words or most of the phrase. The ensemble performs
heterophonically the main notes of the melody just sung by the singer, in essence
creating an ornamented version of the structural pitches. This approach
contributes to a randomness which some performers apparently like, perhaps
reflecting the genre's folk origins, in contrast to the more tightly-structured
impression created by the al-Kuwaytrand al-cAnfanperformances.
Solo instrumental segments (ranging from six to twenty-three seconds)
begin immediately after the singer's last syllable. These solo segments, like the
ensemble interludes, are limited to the same pitches as the preceding sung phrase
and follow the descending shape of each vocal phrase. Each new pitch of the maqam
introduced by the singer is immediately echoed by the instrumentalists, who are
perhaps anxious to create melodic interest in the absence of modulation to other
maqamat or the introduction of chromatic pitches. Although using instrumental
techniques such as octave displacement on the nay (rapid shifts between registers)
and bass octaves on the qaniin, these solo instrumental segments are again limited to
reiterating the pitch material stated by the vocalist.

15 Radio tape no. 2130K, 5:35, recorded 30.7.78.
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A second abiidhfyah song set in the same maqam, and recorded the same day
at the radio, is stylistically and structurally almost identical. 16 It follows the
same order of vocal-instrumental-ensemble sections. In a few instances, it
stresses different structural pitches in corresponding phrases. For example,
phrase two and three of the second version emphasize D rather than C heard in the
first version (see fig.ll) and phrase eight and nine end on Bb rather than

x.t5 or G,

respectively, heard in the first version. The highest pitch, F, is reached two
phrases earlier by Hamamah in his second version. The subsequent conclusion of the

•

abiidhfyah verses takes longer in this second version, but as in the first these
phrases still outline the range D down to G.
Hamamah's
vocal style is typically syllabic, in keeping with the declamatory
,
nature of abi'idhlyah, and his use of ornamentation is generally limited to phrase
style is distinguished by consistently accurate intonation and
ends. Hamamah's
,
particularly clear timbre, in contrast to the nasal timbre favoured by many Iraqi
singers. It is interesting to speculate whether Hamamah would perform
•

abiidhfyah differently if he, like al_ cAman, were skilled in the Iraqi maqiim.
To summarize, the abiidhTyah renditions examined above exhibit striking
stylistic similarities despite being performed by three singers over a seventeenyear period. Although the earliest al-Kuwayti performance made greater use of
improvisation in the extended introductory taqsfm, in the taqsrm interlude between
the two abiidhTyah performances, and during the metric songs which followed,
this practice was not adopted by other ensembles. Rather, later renditions by

16 Radio tape no. 2130K, 9:00, recorded 30.7.78. The analysis has been notated
with G as tonic to facilitate comparison with al-Kuwayfi's performance in bayat
nawa. If l}amamah's performance were notated on A where it probably begins
(thus making it maqam husaynf, despite the fact that the radio has labeled their
performance as bayat na;ii ), these closing pitches would be E down to A.
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other artists have been characterized by brief, perfunctory introductory taqasrm. In
these performances, the improvised instrumental interludes between verses
demonstrate some variety, usually in length or in terms of players' technical
capabilities. However, these interludes are almost always limited to a repetition of
the melodic material performed by the singer in the preceding phrase. Aside from
the introductory taqsTm, the abifdh'iyah performances examined here do not
include extensive instrumental improvisation.
We turn now to the central genre al-maqam al-CIraqi in our investigation of
improvisation in the Iraqi instrumentalists' repertoire. What is the role of the
instrumentalist in maqam performance and to what extent does instrumental
"improvisation" exist in al-maqam al- CIraql? In other words, is the improvisatory
process governed by certain preconditions or does the instrumentalist possess
extensive freedom to improvise? Given the vastness of the maqam repertoire, a
comprehensive study of this question would be an enormous undertaking.
Rather than presenting an exhaustive musical analysis, a select sample of the
repertoire has been chosen for detailed analysis here in keeping with the scope of
the present study and the need to integrate musical with social analysis of
performance.
1. Method. Maqam rast was selected for analysis above others for several reasons:

it is one of the seven basic Iraqi maqam1lt (al-maqamat al-a~liyah, see Chapter Ill:B),
and it is also considered one of the most important maqamat in the Middle
Eastern repertoire generally. In addition, several full-length recordings of rast
by expert musicians were available at the radio archives in Israel. Lastly, almaqam al-CIraqT in rast can be compared with other important genres using
maqam rast, namely ~iilab al-Kuwaytfs "Al-~Urah al-Mutaw1lrathah al-A.slryah liMaqam Rast" discussed above and the solo instrumental taqasim discussed in the
following section.
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Particularly important in our approach are Schenkerian techniques and
concepts which have been adapted to the modal system. We are compelled to
rely upon these techniques in the absence of rigorously analytical literature on Iraqi
improvised music, the unavailability of musicians able to articulate the emic
perspective, and the lack of a viable tradition in Israel allowing for direct study
with master musicians (see Chapter I:B).
An example of the way this dearth of primary source material affects
analysis is the problem one encounters in attempting to name a group of pitches not

.

.

a part of the main maqam. Such pitches belong to a particular qitCah or waslah;

.

.

while Arabic sources describe the qitCah or waslah in general terms, no source

.

.

provides a precise definition of the pitches in each qitCah or waslah (see Chapter
III:B). However, one maqam reader, YaCqub Murad al-cAman, was able to

.

.

provide terms for the various awsal (plural of waslah) featured in his rast maqam
performance; these terms appear in the textand charts in parantheses. Lacking
confirmation of terminology from other sources, I have referred to such groups of
pitches according to the name of the tetrachord (jins) or maqam they describe (e.g.

.

hijii'z tetrachord, ..saba on G, etc.). Thus, lacking access to a well-developed emic
system for analysis Iraqi maqam, I have come to rely upon concepts of maqam
derived from mainstream music in combination with etic analysis. I7

17 Not only do written sources lack an analytic approach but most performers
themselves seem to possess a minimal conceptual framework for maqam
analysis. When discussing his performance of fast analyzed here, Shibith
provided only the terminology for the main sections of the maqam but did not,
for example, identify more than one of several ~Caat which occur in rast. The
terms Shibith used were 1l!!rrll:, miyanah, another miyanah, mathnawf(for ~ijaz
tetrachord on G), guftah (meaning alfa~), and taslrm (see Chapter III:B for
definitions of these terms). AI-CArriarI; on the other hand, appears to be more
analytical than his peers: for example, he has written a manuscript on the
Iraqi maqamrrt. is able to identify the ~Caat and awsal in his performance, and
can justify exactly why he sang various phrases as he"did.
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To clarify the role and extent of instrumental improvisation in al-maqam alCIriiqf, attention was focused primarily on the melodic-tonal parameter. By
looking at the pitch content fIrst phrase by phrase, then at the larger section level,
and comparing these results with maqam performances in the same mode by
various musicians, we can begin to assess how much maqiim performances follow
standard models and allow for the contribution of each instrumentalist to these
performances.
Analysis began with a detailed transcription of the

ta~rrr

and other

important portions of a maqam performance by qari' SalIm Shibith (an excerpt is
seen in fig.12); Shibith is known for his traditional performances of Iraqi music,
untainted by any involvement with modern Iraqi and Egyptian music (see
Chapter V).18 Detailed middleground analysis of the Shibith performance (fig. 13)
provided an acquaintance with components of a maqam performance in fast,
particularly its stereotypical melodic motifs.
I then undertook middleground analyses (fig. 14) of performances by two
other qari'-s, IYzqel'

Qa§.~ab

and YaCqiib Murad aI-cAman. Similarities and

differences between the three performances were clearly perceptible in the
comparison of the eighty-six phrases which comprised the three performances. In
order to do this, each phrase was reduced to a background level which preserved

18 Twayna, Albert Elias, and Aviezer rank Shibith as the best maqam reader in
Israel. Aharon, on the other hand, prefers Qa.s~ab's vocal timbre to
Shibith's, whose voice he considers "limited." However, on the recording of
rlfst analysed, Qa~~ab's lowest notes are strained. That informants tend to
comment on vocal timbre in their evaluation of a maqam reader suggests that
they have made the basic assumption that the vocalist under question is already
well-versed in the structure of maqam performance. For further details on the
careers of Shibith and Qassab see Twayna (1978e and 1978frespectively).

..
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its most salient features, ambitus, and essential pitches (see fig. 15). In most cases,
every pitch charted at the middleground level also appears in the background
level, but occasionally a pitch is omitted from the background level due to its
very short duration. Usually such pitches serve only to extend the range of the
maqiim being performed by one pitch, adding nothing to the definition of a
particular maqam. On the other hand, the introduction of "accidentals"--that is,
notes outside the main maqam--is always included at the background level
irregardless of duration. This is done in an effort to capture departures from the
norm and avoid the temptation to oversimplify and standardize the maqam
model.
Thus each phrase produced a "melody type" (fig.16), many of which were
shared with other phrases, either within a single performance or among the
three performances (see figs. 16 and 17). For instance melody type no. 23 (FGC)
appears once in Shibith's performance (phrase no. 21), once in al-cAmans (phrase
no. 21), and three times in Qass"ab's performance (phrases no. 22, no. 23,
"

no.24). Thirty-seven melody types were isolated, although it is likely that their
number could be reduced if less attention were paid to detail (for example,
melodies no. 5 and no.ll are almost identical, no. 16 and no. 23 are except for
register, etc.). These melody types are graphed in two charts: the first, "Select
Components of Three Maqam Performances in Rast: Pitch Material,
Instrumentation, and Phrase Duration," provides a comparative view of the pitch
content of each phrase. The second, "Distribution of Melody Types Throughout
Three Maqam Performances in Rast," provides a more graphic view of the way in
which stereotypical motifs permeate three maqam performances. Lastly, the
relationship between pitch content and the larger structural divisions of the maqam
(tahrir, central section, miyanah, tasTfm) is shown in Fig. 18, "Tonal Regions and
•

Formal Structure in Three Performances of Maqam Rast."
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This analysis suggests that Iraqi performance practice is far more complex
than written sources have indicated. Arabic sources with general descriptions of
maqam rilst were also consulted. Unfortunately, al-Rajab's discussion of maqam
rast (1961: 23-25) sheds little light on analysis: the writing style is disorganized and
confusing, the author does not distinguish between flat and half-flat, and
typographical errors make it impossible to distinguish between mi and si (E and
B), the two Arabic letters being very similar in shape.1 9 A1-Wardi's description
ofrast (1964: 12-13) is clearer, but again vague and descriptive, and as we shall
see, quite different in design from the reality of these three performances. Thus, if
the model suggested by Shibith, Qassiib, and al-cAman (as well as al-Kuwayti;
••

discussed earlier) represent rast in its traditional manner of performance--as we
have substantial reason to believe--then there indeed exists a discrepancy between
the theoretical writings of esteemed Iraqi musicologists and actual performance
practice.
Regretably, the three performances recorded in Israel from 1961-1972
cannot be compared with performances recorded in Iraq prior to musicians'
emigration in 1950-51. Even if a 78 rpm disc recording were available,2° such
recordings present elliptic versions of the maqiim, limited by the time constraints
of the 78 disc, as Shibith has noted: "They steal a piece from here and a piece from
there and then they are finished. They hurry quickly so they have enough time."
The three recordings analysed here were all recorded for the Arabic section of

19 The extremely problematic state of this source was confirmed by two Arab
musicians with excellent command of Arabic, N. cAzzam and S. Shaheen. AIcAmlirf also agreed that al-Rajab's book contains mistakes.
20 The earliest recordings of maqamat date from 1922 (Twayna 1978c).
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Israeli radio and include the full rendition of maqiun rast, followed by a pastah in
the same maqam.2 1
2. General Features.
The general features of these three performances are indicative of the
similarities which exist at a more subtle level. One immediately notices that
both the Shibith and

Qa~§iib

slight variations, e.g.

versions begin with the same basic muqaddimah (with

Qa~§iib's

ensemble performs it twice); this, incidentally, is

the same muqaddimah chosen by al-Kuwayti for his stylized orchestral maqiim
rendition.2 2 AI-cAman, however chooses the first khanah of a samaC[as an
introduction. All three renditions use a small ensemble (violin, sanJiir, or
qiiniin, ciid--in the

Qa~~ab

and al-cArriari versions--and iqiiC). Shibith's choice of

just san!iir and violin (plus iqaC) links him to the old style maqiim ensemble
(santiir and jawzah) while the Qa~§ab and al-cAmm ensembles which use qanun,
violin, Cud, and percussion, parallel the Baghdadi practice of performing the
maqam with modern instruments borrowed from al-musiqa

al-~adnhah

(see

Chapter II:B).23 The use of the zither and violin contribute to the overall

".

homogenous instrumental timbre of all three performances. In addition,
Shibith's and

Qa~§ab's

performances are similar in their expressive aspects,

21 Recordings of maqamat by the radio generally include a maqam followed by
a pastah. A second, new maqam but from the same fasl, followed by another
pastah, may also be performed.
•
22 This muqaddimah appears to enjoy great popularity. It has also served as an
introduction to Shibith's maqiim Cajam (radio tape #1186K) by raising the third
and seventh degrees, thus producing Cajam.
23 Yiisuf Petaw, the last santiir player able to perform maqamat, died in the 1960s,
thus necessitating the use of qiinun. It is conceivable that some qari'-s actually
preferred the use of qanun, or that Yiisuf Petaw performed only with certain
qiiri'-s.
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particularly the relaxed vocal timbre and relatively slow pacing, compared with
al-cAmans approach. AI-cAman's performance is somewhat more dynamic, his
voice clear, more incisive, possessing a larger timbral range. His pacing is also
faster, for example, his very brief muqaddimah introduction launches him directly
into the maqam as does his short interlude (fig. 14, phrase no. 20), returning him
speedily to the task of singing. Whereas Shibith and

Qa§.~ab

alternate a vocal

phrase with an instrumental phrase, thereby creating a sense of respite, al-cAman
condenses several phrases into one long local phrase (separated by instrumental
responses of a few seconds; see fig. 14, phrase nos. 25-27), thereby quickening the
pace of performance. 24
In terms of overall length, the three performances are very similar in
that

Qa§~ab's

additional six-minute duration can be attributed to both the long

introductory taqsim which prefaces the standard short instrumental introduction
and the longer metric interlude (fig. 14, phrase no. 21). Thus, the length of its
essential vocal phrases and instrumental responses corresponds closely to the
other two performances. Phrase lengths vary (vocal phrase durations range from
:11-1:18, instrumental phrases from :14_:52);25 yet some phrases which share the
same melody type are remarkable in that their lengths in one performance are
identical to their lengths in other performances (see for example S-16 and Q-19,

24 Because of their brevity, these short instrumental responses were not charted as
individual phrases.
25 The atypical extended taqsim of 2:44 (Q-1) is not included in this evaluation of
instrumental section lengths.
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fig. 15).

In terms of tessitura, all three renditions are performed without

transposition, that is, rast on C (see Chapter III:B on tessitura).26

3. The Role of Instrumentalists and Improvisation in the Iraqi Maqam
Before examining the results of the comparative tonal analysis of the three
performances, we turn to important clues provided by Iraqi musicians which may
shed light on the role of the instrumentalist and improvisation in al-maqam al-CIraqi:
Informants provided conflicting responses to the question, "Who leads a maqam
performance - the vocalist or the instrumentalist?" Some claimed that the vocalist
was undisputedly the leader of the performance, to whom the instrumental
component was subjugated. The esteemed jawzah player Ephraym

Ba~~un

noted,

"The player is the slave to the qari'; when he starts, the player supports him, to the
end." Shibith also agreed that, "The vocal parts lead the instruments." Ezra Aharon
agreed that the vocalist was indispensable to establishing the direction of a maqam
performance, but in some cases, did so out of necessity:
I could follow the qari'--no problem. I knew when the order of the
maqam sections was and wasn't right. But I couldn't lead the parts if
I had to. I wasn't interested in this style and didn't take care to learn it
... the same is true of [Cudist] Yiisuf YaCqiib [Shemtov]--he could
follow the singer but not lead.
Because instrumentalists' knowledge of maqam structure varied, the qari' would
conceivably take firm control where necessary.
If instrumentalists were not totally conversant with the formal structure

of the maqam, then their improvisations were probably limited to simple

26 A fourth rendition of rast (performed by al- c AmarI) was also heard,
performed on a tonic lying between Bb and A (radio tape no. 941K, 13:25,
recorded 15.2.70). In all other aspects of its performance, however, this
maqam conformed with the three rast renditions discussed here.
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models within safe territory. For example, taking into consideration Aharon's
estimation of ciidist YUsuf YaCqub's abilities, we note that YaCqub's role in the

..

Qassiib performance analysed is definitly one of minimal accompaniment and
conservative instrumental responses. 27
On the other hand,

~la!J

al-Kuwayti maintains that the instrumentalist

determines the phases of the maqam and the singer follows: "In Iraqi music [the
Iraqi maqaml, first [there is] the manginah (Reb., lit. melody, used here to mean
instrumental music] which the player gives to the singer. The instrumentalist
decides and the singer is after the musician." AI-Kuwayti's firm knowledge of
maqamat structure has possibly allowed him to view the instrumentalist's role in
performance as more dynamic.

In addition, al-KuwaytT is

a

prominent

instrumentalist who has undoubtedly worked hard to establish his reputation in a
music culture which ordinarily places high value on vocalists and star singers (see
Chapter II and V).
methodological
improvisor. 28

With emic opinion divided on this issue, an important

consideration

is the actual skill and knowledge of the

Musicians' opposing viewpoints on the question of maqiim leadership found a
parallel in the duality which occurred in performance. In order to check their

27 Radio files do not identify the ciidist on this recording. While it appears to be
Yusuf YaCqiib performing, it might also be Da'ud al-Kuwaytf, as al-cAmm
suggested. In either case, both are associated with modem Iraqi styles and
Aharon's estimation of the ciidists' expertise with the Iraqi maqam holds true
for both players. See also footnote thirty.
28 In prior studies of improvisation in Near Eastern tradition, scholars have
reached conclusions without carefully evaluating the skill of the individual
improvisor: see e.g. Spector (1970), Olsen (1974), Touma (1975), and GersonKiwi (1970). An exception is Nettl and Riddle (1974) who provide a framework
for evaluating data.
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assertions with performance practice, I looked at the places where transitions to
new pitch material took place, whether transitions to new pitches or tetrachords,
or simply the introduction of new material required expertise, musical taste, a
sense of the appropriate, and knowledge of the performance's direction. Analysis
showed that exactly half the time the vocalist was responsible for initiating changes
in the tonal material (see fig. 14, phrases S-lO, Q-lO, A-8, S-15, Q-18, A-12, A15, Q-24) and half the time the instrumentalist was responsible (phrases S-7, A-9,
S-24, S-26, S-28, Q-25, A-24, A-28).

In some cases, the introduction of new tonal material corresponds to the

formal divisions in the maqam. For example, the maqam's central section is
marked by a shift from rill to saba on G. (These correspondences are seen in
•

fig.18). The obvious question is, "Who introduces the next important structural
section?" Beginning with the central section, the first new structural section after
the .t!!rrfr, we note that in two performances, the vocalist introduces the new
material (see fig. 14, phrases S-lO, Q-lO), while in the al-cAmm version, the
instrumentalist does so (see fig. 14, phrase A_1O).29 Another formal component is
the cadential passage which closes the section immediately before the first
miyanah (see fig. 14, phrases S-15, Q-18, A-15). In all three cases, the vocalist is
responsible for modulating from ~ on G back to rast. This is also true of the
second cadential passage which does not, however, contain new tonal material (see
fig. 14, phrases S-19, Q-20, A-19). The qari' is also responsible for introducing the
second miyanah (see fig. 14, phrases S-21, Q-22, A-21) in all three performances.

29 Al-cAmanindicated that it is unacceptable for the ciidist to introduce the saba/G
(mansiirT waslah). He speculated that the CUdist did so in order to demo~strate
his ~owledge of maqam structure (by showing what came next) or to upstage
and insult the vocalist.
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On the other hand, the instrumentalist introduces the first miyanah in all
three performances (see fig. 14, phrases 5-16, Q-19, A-16). The transitional
phrase following the second miyiinah (see fig. 14, phrases 5-24, Q-25, A-25) is also
performed in all renditions by the instrumentalists who modulate to hijiiz on G. In
•

sum, of the eighteen phrases in these three performances where six major
formal divisions occur, the vocalist defInes the new section in eleven instances, and
the instrumentalist in seven.
Given this degree of flexibility in leading the maqam, we suggest that its
performance is a cooperative event, depending in part upon the expertise of its
performers. The most knowledgeable performers--usually the vocal specialist in
maqamuare expected to take firm control.

An interesting example of this

cooperative dynamic is heard where the instrumentalist in

Qa~§ab's

performance

is suddenly forced to take the lead (phrase no. 26). The vocalist should have
entered immediately following the conclusion of the previous instrumental
interlude played by the violin. An obvious pause is heard where the singer should
have started, at which point the violin takes the initiative of playing the vocalist's
new phrase, with the singer then trailing behind by a few seconds. In spite of the
flexibility which exists in who takes the lead or how many phrases are performed in
each maqam section, performances are united by the basic tonal material which
prevails in each rendition of maqam rast.
If the essential tonal material for each performance is fixed, what freedom

to improvise is left for the instrumentalist? The literature on this subject suggests
that a wide range of options exist, for instance the

mu~asibah

(an instrumental

response to points of vocal pause) is considered an elaborate solo passage
paralleling the char-mezrab in Persian art-music (see Tsuge 1972: 64 and alFaruqi 1981: 197). However, analysis and extensive listening to maqamat other than
rast suggest that the instrumental interludes in the maqiim are based on the material
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established by the singer in the preceding phrase or phrases; in instances where
the instrumentalist establishes new material that tonal material in most cases
anticipates what is performed by the singer in successive phrases. Thus both
singer and i$ii'trumentalist work with specific tonal material appropriate to the
section of the maqam being performed. 30 The elaborate solo passages to which
Tsuge and al-Faruqi refer are in the performances analysed here and in general
extended re-workings (of under one minute) of the basic tonal material in the
maqiim.
Exceptions, however, may be heard, as demonstrated by the few melody
types which contain pitches outside the tonal region in force. Occasionally an
instrument will introduce a few new pitches which shift the direction of
performance momentarily. Two such instances occurred in the rast performances
analysed. In the first case, the san}i.ir introduces the nahawand tetrachord on C
which is then taken up by Shibith in the next phrase (see fig. 14, phrases S-2627). These pitches (C D Eb F G), however, also comprise the hijaz
maqam
<
(mathnawf

wa~lah)

which predominates in the

Qa~iab

and al_ C AmarI

performances at that point (see fig. 14, Q-25-27, A-24-27).

The Shibith

performance differs in that the tonic "C" is firmly, although temporarily,
established while other performances descend to the tonic G. Following his
departure, the violinist soon returns to the hijaz tonality (phrase 28). Is this
•

departure a spontaneous decision on the part of the santiir
, player? Unfortunately,
the lack of other performances by Shibith in rast made it impossible to verify this.
However it is likely that the instrumentalist shifted to nahawand knowing that
30 This conclusion was confmned by Kojaman: "The better the player, the more he

imitates the singer; he has to remember all the paragraph of the [vocal]
improvisation so correctly that he plays exactly what the singer did. Not many
musicians can do that; this is one of the marks of a good instrumentalist."
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Shibith habitually moves to the nahawand tetrachord at that point. Santiirist Yiisuf
Petaw and violinist Sason cAbdu were certainly conversant with Shibith's
approach to the maqam through long professional association. 31 The second
exception occurs when the violinist in the al-CAmiirfperformance temporarily
introduces the saba tetrachord (see fig.14, A-28; see also A_1)32 before returning
•

to the main tonal region, hijiiz on G. Neither instance constitutes a real departure
•

from the overall tonal scheme for rast but rather suggests that the instrumentalist
may enjoy the freedom to color his instrumental interludes while remaining within
the realm of the expected. The al-cAman rast performance concludes with the
taslim in rast while Shibith and Qa;>.siib end with the nakriz tetrachord. In
explanation of this departure to nakriz, al-cAman suggested that they probably
were imitating another vocalist who chose nakrlz. Maqam riist traditionally ends
with the rast tetrachord, he affirmed. Furthermore, ending with riist better
facilitates moving into the rast pastah which follows. Thus, the model for rast as
heard in the performances here is (with al-cAmiiri's terms in parentheses): rast
(including the iiydfn waslah),
. ,saba-on G (mansiinwaslah), rast in the upper register
~ .

(including the jiharkah miyanah centering on the pitch F and ending with the

.

.

sharql waslah, which is derived from riill), hijii'z on G (mathnaw1), and finally rast,
or nakrlz. Considerable differences between al-Ward'i's theoretical model and rast
in performance exist. AI-Ward'i's narration of rast has been included in full, in
order to demonstrate an approach to descriptive analysis. (See fig.19 for the
31 The close heterophony between cAbdu's violin accompaniment and Shibith's
singing also demonstrates their close musical rapport. On the contrary, the alcAmanensemble probably did not perform much together, since al-cAnfari
only began singing maqamat in Israel, and mostly for radio dates.
32 Al-cAmTrrf does not designate a term for this particular melody but regards it
simply as chromatic color added by the violinist to express sorrow.
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equivalents of Arabic pitch names).

In spite of its ambiguities, al-Wardfs

narration was distilled into a more concise form in staff notation (see fig.20). A
literal translation of the Arabic text follows:

The Manner of His [the qari"s] Singing:
1. The tahnr: The singer begins his singing from the pitch nist and descends to the
pitch Cushayran by way of pitch Ciraq, then he returns to the pitch rast and after
settling on it ascends to the pitches dukah, sikah, jiharkah, and nawii. Then he
returns descending to rast in the same way he ascended. Then he leaps to the pitch
nawa and descends to the pitch hijaz, moving between the pitches nawa, husaynf, and
Cajam, then husayni, and nawi. He then descends by way of jins vijiz [the hijaz
tetrachord] to dukah and settles on the pitch rast by way of jins naIcrrz.
•
2. The singer sings a line of poetry in the melodies of the !l!Jrrfr.
3. Then the singer enters into the taprfr the man~iin [wfah] which is sung in the
melody of saba on the pitch nawiL Then he sings a line of poetry in the same
melodies. '
4. Then he moves to sing from ibrahfmi[wtCah] which is based on the melody of
bayiit ending on the pitch muhayyir, then returns to the melodies of the mansun that
end on the pitch nawii. He de'scends gradually by way of the pitch Cajam to r~st.
5. After this section, the mutrib [vocalist] leaps and ascends to the pitches kirdan
and high sikiih to sing the frr"st iniyiinah comprised of [the W!Cah] sikah baIban (the
meaning of biilban in Persian is elevated place, height, altitude, hills). He moves
the melody between the pitches sikah. high nawa, high jiharkah, high sikah,
muhayir, and kirdan. In this situation the vocal pitches are [derived from] of niSt
on the pitch kirdan (i.e. [the maqam] muhayir). Then he sings a line of poetry
from the same melody, then descends to thi pitch nawa passing through the pitch
awL And in this situation the melodies of these renditions (aswiit) will be [derived
from] rast on the pitch nawa. Then he descends a second time to the pitch kirdan,
then ascends to the pitch muhayir, then to high jiharkah, then descends gradually
by means of jins rast on the pitch nawa. And from there the descent continues by
way of the pitch Cajam to the pitch rast.
6. Then the ensemble plays a musical piece with iqaC in the melody of [maqam]
sharqfriist.
7. Then the iQiiC stops and the singer enters singing the second miyanah named alkhaliliwhich the voice begins on high iiharkah and sings in this melody a line of
poetry, moving between the pitches of kirdan and high nawii, high jiharkah, high
sikiih, and descends with iins rast to the pitch kirdan.
8. The ensemble plays a segment with iqaC in the melody of hiiliz madnf [madani?]
derived from the melody hiiaz madni which uses the pijai: 'tetrachord on the pitch
nawa. Then the melodies of the piece end on the pitch rast, by way of the pitch
Cajam.
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9. Then the singer sings the third miyanah which is named miyanah al-madni and
returns to the pitch rlist by way of the pitch Cajam.
10. The singer enters a melody from [the !WCah1 mathnawf that begins on the pitch
kirdan and then moves his melodies and ascends a little. Every now and then he
descends with iins hijiz to the pitch nawf. Then it ends with the bayat jins on the
•
pitch duklih.
11. The taslim: The singer leaps from the pitch dukah to the pitch Cajam and
descends gradually to the pitch rast. The maqam ends.
It is clear from this that maqam rast includes in its singing a group of ajnas
[tetrachords] and alwiin [colors], among them rast on the pitch nfst, rast on the
pitch nawa, rast on the pitch kirdan, ~ on the pitch nawa, bayat on the pitch dukah,
baylit on the pitch Cushayriin, and bayat on the pitch mu'layir, and ~ijaz on the pitch
dukiih, hiiaz on the pitch nawa, yijiiz on the high nawa, sikah on the high sik-ah, and
nakrlz on the pitch rast, and other melodies (al-Wardi1964: 12-13).
Every attempt was made to locate the pitches mentioned by al-Wardf in
the three performances analysed. Those which could by no means be found are
circled on figure 20. Note that al-Wardi's Step 8 does not occur in the three rast
renditions, however if Step 8 corresponds to S-28, Q-27 or A-28 (see fig. 14), then
we see lJijaz on G (perhaps !;Jiiaz madnD in effect. In Step 10, al-Warm's bayat on
D is assumed to correspond to the bayiit fragment possibly coloring the final phrase

of Shibith's and Qa~.siib's performances.

The Bb in al-Wardi's Step 11 is

approached from G in all three versions, not from D, as he suggests. Note that
while al-Wardi describes the final descent via the rast tetrachord, Shibith and

..

Qassab use nakrlz (C D Eb F# G).
As for the role of instrumental music in the maqam as performed in Israel,
comparisons of Israeli maqlimat with a limited number of old 78 recordings 33 and

33 The old recordings surveyed were: qari' Yiisuf l}uraysh performing maqam
nawa, silCah, khanablit, Rashld al-Qundarjf performing maqam sikah, mansiin,
kalkalfIprobably gulgulTI, and nTm"'; and Mubammad al-Qabbanji perforriung
maqam mansiirf. Source of maqam identification unconfIrmed; tape provided
by Menashe'·Sumekh.
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a recent recording by Iraqi q1iri' Yiisuf cUmar 34 suggest that more improvisation
can be heard, generally, in the Israeli recordings. Old 78 rpm recordings of
maqam are limited to two sides of the disc, and generaly last six and one-half
minutes to seven minutes. On listening to any of these elliptical maqam
renditions one might fail to recognize them as belonging to the same genre as
those recorded in Israel. A random sample of eight old recordings provided
maqamat which all used fqa C continuously throughout. Heard with IqaC, the
instrumental interludes are played by the entire ensemble Ciawzah, san!iir, and IqaC )
and sound like short metric fillers of refrains rather than the taqsTm -like
improvisations heard in the rast performances. It is conceivable that maqamat with
lqa C (in contrast to maqamat sung without iqaC, see Chapter III:B) were more
popular for recording purposes, since they provided the momentum and continuity
necessary for condensing a maqam into such a short space.
Did instrumentalists indeed improvise less in Iraq and extend their
improvisations in Israel as a result of the performances of mainstream style
taqiisfm? The absence of full length recordings makes this difficult to evaluate.
However in trying to assess what Iraqi performance might well have been like prior
to Iraqi Jews' emigration, two full-length maqam recordings by Yiisuf cUmar were
examined. cUmar and his ensemble may be considered a continuation of the
Arab school of maqam performance, cUmar himself a disciple of Muhammad
alo
Qabbanjf.
cUmar's rendition of sikTih (15:55) makes use of fqa C throughout and is
characterized by short instrumental interludes of about fourteen to forty seconds.
Some are taqsfm-like, others based on a recurring ritornello-like theme, and
others combine a short taqsfm-like phrase with the ritornello. Of the two
34 See the commercial recording "Iraq Makamat," OCORA 79.
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melodic instruments, the jawzah performs most of the interludes with the san}ur
performing mostly heterophonic accompaniment and drones. The instrumental
component is not very conspicuous in this performance. It is conceivable that
maqiimiit performed with JqliC do not present the same opportunities for extended
instrumental elaboration.
cUmar's recording of maqam husaynr, a maqam withoufiqaC, grants greater
importance to the instrumental parameter. Here the instrumentalists take a different
approach to the interludes. Rather than performing each interlude as a solo
segment as do Iraqi instrumentalists in Israel, many of these interludes are
heterophonic "duos," creating the impression of a structured interlude. Other
interludes which begin more spontaneously, such as a jawzah improvisation over
the san!iir drone, still end heterophonically as both jazwah and san!iir come
together playing a common melody. Similarly, a short sansiir interlude may end
with the jawzah entering in at the end. These features, plus the limited timbral range
of the two instruments (as compared with the modem maqam ensembles) place the
instrumental component towards the background of performance.
Recordings of maqiim sik'iih by two qiiri'-s in Israel show another
presentation.35 The IqliC heard throughout the cUmar recording are not heard until
well into the performances by Qa.l'§iib and al-cArom Qa~~iib's version of sikiih
begins with an extended taqsfm on qanun (3:32) performed by Yiisuf ZaCriir. Even
a cursory listening to these two performances compared with cUmar's sikiih
rendition clearly reveals the more prominent role of the instrumental component,
performed as distinct solos, without the heterophony which characterizes the
cUmar renditions.
35 Qa~~ab radio tape no. 272K, recorded 22.9.61 and al-cAmarfradio tape no.
945K, recorded 31.3.70.
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Thus, al-maqam al-CIraql appears to be a form in which instrumental
improvisation is governed by a model for each maqam, as Aharon has summarized:
"There is no relationship between the singer and the taqaslrn [within a maqam's
performance]: they are the same, not different--the taqsfm is the same melody as
sung by the singer." Aharon's overview of the repertoire reinforces the results
of the analysis here limited to select performances.
However, despite these limitations, Israeli performers may have exploited
the instrumental component to a greater extent than their predecessors. There are
several explanations for this phenomenon. First, the musicians who perform almaqiim al-CIraql with modern instruments are also adept performers of
mainstream style (see Chapter II and V) and bring to their maqam renditions
expertise as mainstream style taqsfm improvisors. It is conceivable that they
wished to enjoy a greater prominence in maqam renditions by performing extended
introductory taqasfm before the maqam proper began. In a sense these extended
taqasfm reminiscent of mainstream style--yet without the modulations to other
maqam"ilt which characterize the mainstream style--suggest the beginnings of
hybridization. Second, certain instrumentalists, while expert in mainstream
style, lack precise knowledge of the Iraqi maqam, and may improvise extended
interludes based on mainstream taqsfm, thereby departing from traditional
expectations.
Informants such as Aharon, Aviezer, Hamamah,
Twayna, and others have
,
staunchly maintained that the instrumentation used in maqam performances does
not alter its content. Their view supports the contention that the instrumentalist
functions to unfold the basic maqam structure. However the modern maqiim
ensemble (violin, ciid, and/or qaniin, optional nay, and percussion) presents a
greater timbral variety than the traditional jawzah-sansur combination, thus
bringing the instrumental component into the foreground. It is also possible that
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the playing techniques inherent in each instrument could potentially extend
performance options in some renditions. However in the performances studied,
instrumentalists did not exploit instrumental techniques significantly, with perhaps
the exception of the introductory taqasfm heard in

Qa§~ab's

rast and siklih

performances.
The study of the Iraqi-Jewish instrumentalist in the Iraqi maqam genre over
time is an area deserving further investigation. The present study takes the first
step towards this comprehensive analytic task. The comparison of old 78 rpm
recordings, full-length pre-immigration recordings from Iraq, with current
performance practice in

Israel and Iraq would

do much to advance our

understanding of al-maqiim al-CIriiqT.

D. Improvised Instrumental Genres
Instrumental improvisation--ranging from the elaboration of melodic
material appropriate to a specific model to extended taqslm--is an important
component of Iraqi instrumental musical practice in both Iraq and Israel. We
have already discussed the role of extended solo taqasim performed as introductions
to Iraqi style songs, as interludes between abiidhfyah poetry performances and
occasionally with iqa C during a song. We turn now to the various types of
instrumental improvisation which Iraqi musicians in Israel perform as independent
genres.

Mainstream and Mainstream-Hybrid Styles
The vast majority of these instrumental improvisations are mainstream style
taqiisrm.

As we have seen in Chapter V, the mainstream style is now the

predominant Arabic music style performed in Israel; accordingly, it is the
appropriate style for improvisation in almost all performance conlexts. Yet as
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discussed earlier, there is little demand for solo improvisation, either by the public
or by media producers, who often favor metric songs. Due to this and audience's
tendency to pay greater attention to singers than instrumentalists, public
performances of taqasfm are often routine. Fortunately, many taqasii'n in various
styles were recorded for the radio archive, particularly during Aviezer's short
tenure as music director (1969-early 1972). This collection serves as the main
source for the present study.
As we have noted, Iraqi musicians routinely perform mainstream taqasfm
with expertise. However, judging from radio archive recordings only a few
musicians are able to switch from the mainstream style to the Iraqi style with
facility, notably Albert Elias, Abraham Salman, and the late Yiisuf Zacriir, all
known for their mastery of both styles. Others who are expert in the Iraqi style,
such as violinist ~alab al-Kuwaytf, have few recordings of solo taqasfm in the
mainstream style. Still another group of Iraqi musicians rarely performs the
Iraqi repertoire, but instead records mostly mainstream style improvisation,
while musicians such as Ezra Aharon improvise only in mainstream style (see table
4 summarizing styles performed by prominent Iraqi musicians in Israel).
Under the mainstream-hybrid category we find few improvisations by Iraqi
instrumentalists. The most notable are by Albert Elias, apparently the only
musician who has recorded a few such works for the radio. His most important
work is "Taqsfm cAlli Nay--Haziil" (Taqsfm on Nay--Sad) recorded in 1973. 36
Rather than designating a particular maqam, as most taqasfm do, Elias titles the
recording "sad" to avoid the stylistic restrictions of improvising in a particular
maqam.

36 Radio tape no. 1356K, recorded 20.11.73.
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The mainstream style is the point of departure for this extended
improvisation (17:55). Elias uses tonal material from several maqiimat, notably
hijaz/D which begins and concludes the improvisation, bayat/D, sabii/D, and the
•

•

Dorian mode on D. However, Elias fashions the material in such a way as to omit
the stereotypical melodies associated with particular maqiimat. For example, Elias
chooses to avoid resolving a phrase with the anticipated return to the tonic, thereby
undermining the tonal implications inherent in the maqam system. In some
instances, Elias hints at modulations to other maqiimat but does not actually
complete them. Yet another way in which Elias avoids the expected is his use of
chromaticism which, as in Western music, tends to obscure the tonal center.
However, Elias retains enough of the maqiim system to define the style as being
Middle Eastern. For example, when improvising several phrases in jlijaz, he
emphasizes the important structural pitches (D, G, D, and high D), ascends to a
higher tonal center in each successive phrase, and thus fulfills the expectation of a
typical arch shape.
Elias has alluded in conversation to the existence of precomposed sections in
this work. These sections are identifiable by their greater metric orientation
compared with the free rhythm which pervades most of the improvisation and
the use of short motifs which serve as compositonal devices. Because of its length
(about four times the average length of taqiisfm recorded at the radio), the work
gives the impression on fIrst hearing as being a spontaneous, open-ended work
without much forethought.

However considering Elias' relatively analytic

approach to musical thought, it is likely that he had in mind an overall structure
for the improvisation before beginning, that is, organizing structural components
such as range and tonality. Contrast is one of the hallmarks of this improvisation
(e.g. metric vs. free rhythm, lower vs. higher register, sustained notes vs. short
durations, contrasting tonality) and although there is no direct reference to the
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Iraqi style, the extensive trilling heard in parts of the improvisation is reminiscent
of the Iraqi riffvillage style.
In spite of its borrowings from the mainstream style and other sources,
Elias' improvisation demonstrates a remarkable degree of creative freedom.
Whereas the vast majority of improvisations by Iraqis follow a model derived
from either mainstream style or Iraqi maqam, Elias essentially creates his own
structure, based on melodic borrowings from mainstream style. The dearth of
such innovative improvisation among Iraqis is an important indication of their
orientation towards tradition-based improvisational models. It is also significant
that although Elias' work is not a mainstream style taqslm, it is nevertheless
designated taqsfm in the absence of any other indigenous term for what is a rare
style of improvisation in Israel.

Iraqi Style
Within the Iraqi rubric there are three important types of improvisation,
the first based on al-maqam al-CIraqf, the second on the riff repertoire, and a
third an individual style belonging to violinist $aJ.al} al-Kuwayu"': We begin with
solo renditions of al-maqam ill.::CIriiql which may be heard very occasionally in
Israel. Only a few recordings in this category were available for study, suggesting
that there is little demand for this genre either by the public or the radio.
Nevertheless, it is conceivable that performers of al-maqam al-CIraqf wished to
play informally on occasions where a vocalist was not available, both in Iraq and
Israel. Solo renditions of al-maqam al-CIraqfwould be the logical choice for such
traditional performers, especially those who did not perform mainstream style
taqsfm.
It appears that there is no indigenous category for taqsTm versions of the

-

Iraqi maqam. Santiirist KhudurTBassiin
,
.. referred to his improvisation as "nist min
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al-san!Ur al-cIriiqi" (nfst from/pertaining to the Iraqi saT!,tiir). In the absence of an
indigenous term for this genre, radio documentation refers to such works as tagslm.
While the term tagsim is most often associated with mainstream style, the works
discussed here fall within the Iraqi category rather than under the Iraqi-hybrid
rubric.
Khw;!uri Ba,'l.siin recorded four solo renditions of four different magii'mat for
Israel radio in 1969. 37 Rii'st was chosen here to facilitate comparison with both the
analyses above and a second niSt performance by Ba.ll;;iin recorded at his home. 38
Although all of the Baflflun performances are short, lasting approximately three or
four minutes (about one quarter the length of a magii'm performance), these rast
improvisations nevertheless encapsulate the essential melodic and tonal material
heard in al-magii'm al-CIragf.
Ba~.\'iin's

rifst tagsTm recorded at the radio defines the same tonal model heard

in aI-magii'm aI-CIrii'gf(see figs. 18 and 21). It begins with the same!f\l!ill melody
(generally performed on santiir, see fig. 21) that introduces sung performances of
•

rast and follows the basic scheme: rast, sabii/starting a fifth above the tonic ofrifst,
•

rast (with optional coloration from nakriZ; see Qa§§iib's rendition, fig.l8, phrases
22-24), ~ijiiz/starting a fifth above the original tonic of niSt, and a return to the
tonic rast (without coloration from nakrTz).

Each of these tonal regions

corresponds to appropriate formal section of aI-magii'm al-CIragf(see fig.21).
Aside from the opening

11!.llill, there does not appear to

be a direct correlation

between Ba~~iin's melodies and those in the sung magam; in that sense Ba~.siin is
37 Magiim ~ab1i, recorded 12.12.69,3:00, tape no. 2016; magam ~ijaz, recorded
12.12.69, 4:10, tape no. 2015; maqifm rast, recorded 24.7.69, 4:20, tape no.
830K; magam sikiih" recorded 24.7.69, 3:30, tape no.830K.
38 Phonoteca tape no. YC1644, recorded 22.12.69.
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fashioning his own melodies within a prescribed tonal framework. However, the
cadential melody heard in sections four and seven (see fig.2l) is a familiar melody
a part of al-maqam al- Clnlql, and its inclusion in Bawin's performance is an
important reference.
A second renditon of rast (also 1969) reveals the extent to which the
performance model is clearly a part of Ba§§un's musical conceptualization. This
performance begins with a descending passage similar to that which opened the
previous recording, departing somewhat thereafter but following the same basic
shape (see line 2 of the transcription, fig. 21). However, by the second phrase of
the opening section beginning with the double bar (see fig.21), the melody
corresponding to the 1l!!Jffi section is identical to that of the first improvisation
discussed. The remainder of the improvisation follows the same tonal scheme
previously outlined and includes the stereotypical rast cadentia1 melody heard in
Ba§.siin's other rast performance.
However, in its second section, the exposition of ~ is much shorter
(about :20) than the previous rendition and somewhat vague tonally. An important
methodological consideration in evaluating this feature is the performance context.
As mentioned earlier, B~s.siin performed this taqsfm in informal home
surroundings rather than the studio recording setting. The section's vague tonality
(and that of the 9ijazID section at the end) conceivably resulted from the san!ur
being out of tune. Unable to remedy the situation while playing, Ba§.siin cut the
section short and concluded with the cadentia1 melody.
The degree to which musicians adhere to Iraqi maqam models can again be
seen in two important improvisations in maqam panjgah, one by Sffiah al-Kuwayti
(violin), the other by YaCqTIb Murad al- CAmarf(nay).39 The similarity between
39 A1-Kuwayti: radio tape no. 7903, 4:20, recorded 30.5.66; A1- cAman: radio tape
no. 1662,3:55, recorded 29.5.69.
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these two improvisations and their derivation from al-maqam al-CInlqlls readily
apparent. Both violin and nay renditions open with the tabnr melody which begins
the sung maqam, exposing characteristic motifs heard in maqam panjgah (see fig.22,
motifs A, B, Q-l). Although al-Kuwaytfs first (and subsequent) phrases tend to
be longer than al-cAman's, he is actually reworking, but not adding to, the basic
tonal material. AI-Kuwayu's second phrase repeats and varies the same material
performed in his first phrase; this parallels the practice in maqam performance
where a phrase is introduced by an instrumentalist and then repeated by the qan'
or vice versa. AI-cAman, however, immediate performs new melodic material
comprised of the vijaz tetrachord on G, then returns to the tonic C (via
stereotypical melody B and qaflah Q-I, see phrase 2, fig.22). This ,hijiiz tetrachord
is the second of two important tonal centers in the sung maqam performance of
panjgah (see fig.22). AI-Kuwayti" performs this same material in his third phrase
but omits the stereotypical melody B and returns to the tonic with a slightly
different qaflah. Both players then return to the

~ijiz

tetrachord performing the

same basic tonal material and stereotypical melodies (C-I and D; see al-cAmIrr!
phrase no.3 and al-Kuwaytf phrase no.4). In their subsequent phrases both
perform a similar cadential melody (including melodies E, B, and Q-l) during
which they return to the original tonic C. While this marks the end of the alKuwaytfperformance, al-cAmancontinues with two additional phrases (nos. 5 and
6) in the hijiz/G tonality before returning to the tonic (phrase no.7), performing a
•

phrase identical to his earlier cadential melody (phrase no.4).
The close similarity between two performers' improvisations in the same
maqam can be explained by the fact that both musicians performed the Iraqi
maqamiit extensively, and as co-performers in the same Baghdadi ensemble were
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conceivably influenced by one another's approach to improvisation based on maqam
models.
Another less complex type of improvisation is taqsfm based on the riffrural
repertoire (see Chapter III: A). The riff style taqsfm draws upon common folk
motifs as well as melodies heard in al-maqam al-CIraqf and this makes it easily
identifiable as Iraqi (as distinct from mainstream style), according to Albert
Elias. The use of percussion in a number of nl'istyle performances is a hallmark of
Iraqi rifT styIe improvisations recorded in Israel.
Like riff style songs, which are generally limited to one tetrachord or
maqam, taqsiin in rifTstyle include at most one modulation, usually near the end
of the improvisation, according to Elias. In a solo nay improvisation performed by
Elias in maqam madmf(the Iraqi equivalent of hihizlD),40 no modulation is present
•

although madmfusually modulates to maqam bihfrzawf(the Iraqi equivalent of
bayat) if modulation is desired. Elias colors the maqam sparingly with a few
foreign pitches near the end of the taqsfm.
Another type of rlfl-based improvisation can be heard in Albert Elias'
"Angham min aI-riff" (Melodies from the Village).41 Performed on nay with
continuous frame drum and daff tambourine accompaniment, this improvisation is
a compendium of Iraqi folk melodies, some traditional and others of Elias' own
invention performed within the appropriate stylistic boundaries. The entire

B6

performance of almost six minutes is based on the Qusaynf tetrachord (A
C D)
with the occasional fifth pitch (E) added. 42 Elias begins with a short solo nay
40 Phonoteca tape no. YC 1810, 2:55, recorded 1981.
41 Radio tape no. 830K, 5:34, recorded 11.7.69.
42 The recording's tonic is actually Ab, which suggests the performance may have
originally begun on G and was sped up during subsequent tape recordings.
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introduction (:15) followed by a percussion segment (:9). He continues with
several familiar rIff melodies; improvisation is minimal, "Twenty percent
ornamentation at most," Aviezer estimated. Each phrase consists of a distinctive
motif which is repeated or varied in the subsequent phrase. Elias then performs a
well-known Iraqi folk composition using the same tetrachord. Next, he improvises
a series of variations which "are known and expected," Aviezer informs us. Elias
begins slowly with sustained notes then accelerates to a climax ending with rapid
notes over denser drum patterns. Several phrases performed only by the iqaC
players (:7-: 14) are also a part of this format. The art of this type of
improvisation appears to be the fashioning of a limited number of pitches into
rhythmic-melodic motifs which sustain the listener's interest. Recorded in 1969,
this improvisation reflects the renewed interest in Iraqi music, particularly Iraqi
folk genres (see Chapter V:D).
Like "Angham min ai-Riff," Elias' "Taqsfm Rast and Dabkah..43 recorded a
few days later is also limited in its pitch material. Also based essentially on a
tetrachord (D E FtlG) with the occasional fifth pitch (A) added, the two minute solo
taqslm bears no resemblance to the mainstream style presentation of nist. Aside
from the taqsfm's opening phrase (the ascending melody D E J11f"G) which recalls the
nist muqaddimah so often used to introduce performances of al-maqam al-CIraqiin
rast, there is no parallel between this taqsrm and al-maqam al-CInfql in rast. Rather,
this improvisation explores just five pitches; each phrase is generally based on two
or three pitches, one of which serves as the focal point (tonal center) of any given
phrase. In this way Elias creates interest and variety within a limited tonal
vocabulary. Towards the middle of the taqsrm, the pitch Fit; emphasized so that

43 Radio tape no. 842K, 4:55, recorded 6.7.69.
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by the end the tonal center was shifted from

riWD to ~ ending on F1( the

ensuing dabkah (2:55) is in sikah.
Another in a series of Iraqi folklore genres recorded due to the radio's
renewed interest in Iraqi repertoire is Sason cAbdu's "Nayil" for solo violin and
lqa c .44

The term nayn here may refer either to an Iraqi vocal folk genre

performed in maqamsaba(al-Wardi1964:60-61) ortothemaqam namednayTI,

•

the Iraqi equivalent of saba, according to Elias. cAbdu's rendition, like others in

•

the iifi category, uses just a tetrachord (A B1'lC Db) with an occasional fifth pitch
(E). Traditional riff melodies form the basis of cAbdu's performance, while

improvisation

and

ornamentation

comprise about twenty percent of the

performance, Aviezer estimated. Like Elias, cAbdu performs distinct melodicrhythmic motifs, emphasizing different pitches in each phrase, thereby providing
interest. The continuous iqaC supplied by dumbak and pizzaccato strings (violin
and possibly cello) contributes to the polished, studio sound of this recording, in
contrast to Elias' "Angham min aI-Riff" and "Taqsim Rilst and Dabkah" in
which percussion instruments help create the village atmosphere.
cAbdu's

performance,

incidentally,

demonstrates

many

of the

instrumental elements heard in a sung nay11 performance by Iraqi singer Lomiya
Tafiq [sic].45

In this performance (saba/G), the violin provides heterophonic

•

accompaniment as well as introductory and solo passages (:27-:40) between vocal
segments. The similarity between Tafiq's violinist and cAbdu's melodies and
overall style is remarkable. However, the continuous tonic drone heard in the vocal

44 Radio tape no. 4183S, 3:20, recorded 14.12.72.
45 See "Unesco Collection Musical Sources Arabian Music: Maqam." Philips 6586
006
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rendition lends a mournful quality to the piece, which contrasts with the livelier
atmosphere of the iqaC heard in the cAbdu version.
Salah al-Kuwayti's uniquely individual improvisational style calls for the

•

•

creation of a special category since it does not readily fit into this study's system of
categorization. Insofar as al-Kuwaytfperformed several Near Eastern styles in
his formative years (see Chapter II), his style might be considered hybrid.
However, the individual components of his style are so well integrated as to belie
their actual sources. Here we examine the characteristics of al-Kuwaytrs extended
taqsrm introductions to vocal genres as well as those of his improvisations which
stand as separate genres.
Most of al-Kuwayti's extended taqsim introductions to abiidhiyah and/or
composed song performances display similar characteristics. They typically use
chromatic pitches to color the basic maqam but do not modulate to other maqamat.
Extensive glissani (up to an interval of a fourth), sliding into individual pitches
from an eighth-tone above or below, and exploitation of timbral nuance also adds
to the melodic parameter. An overall ascending-descending arch-shape form is
also common.
An exceptional taqsfm was recorded by al-Kuwayti in 1961 as an
introduction to abiidhfyah. 46 Modulation, a centerpiece of mainstream style
improvisation, is plentiful in this taqsim, in contrast to those taqasim discussed
earlier which make little use of modulation. Beginning with maqiim bayiit nawa (G
Ab

g6

C D Eb F G), al-Kuwaytf generously colors the basic maqam with

bayat shunnawa (G A-f) Bb C Db E F G), and towards the end of this section
emphasizes the pitch Bb before returning to bay"at nawa. From bayat nawa he then

46 Radio tape no. 337K, taqsfm introduction 3:54, entire performance (abiidhryah
renditions and songs) 20:00, recorded 17.11.61.
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modulates to ~ijaz on G (G Ab BCD Eb F G), then to ~ (D

El' F

G A Bb

C D). Extensive sliding from A through Ab to A~ and from E through Eb to Et>"
poses in the fIrst instance an unexpected chromatic coloration and in the second case
tonal ambivalence, leaving the momentary impression of maqam kurd (D Eb F G A
Bb C D) before briefly touching on ~. The taqsfm then modulates to l1l!ri1
nawa and during the final section al-Kuwaytf subtly refers to bayiit shurT/G by
including the pitch Db.
Al-Kuwayti's contribution to the few Iraqi-style solo improvisations distinct
from vocal genres is particularly important. In addition to the taqsfm version of
maqam panjgah discussed earlier, al-Kuwaytf has recorded three other such
improvisations. The first,47 recorded in a haflah atmosphere, is a short taqsim
•

preceded by a metric introduction (:35) played on violin and darbukkah, which
gives the impression of being precomposed. This is followed by a free-rhythm
taqsfm (1:08) based on the pitches D Eb F# Q Ab B {;; (Db) D Eb F (tonal centers
are underlined). This maqam gives the impression of being shad c.ilIhl!il on G except
that it ends on Eb, a seemingly unresolved ending which al-Kuwayti probably
chose for dramatic impact. The tonal ambivalence heard throughout the taqsfm is
not accidental but typical of aI-Kuwayfi's style: he avoids melodic cliches and
instead relies"upon his extensive knowledge of Iraqi repertoire to create a uniquely
personal improvisation.
The second improvisation is titled "Taqsiin cAla aI-Kanlan wa-Musfqat aIRajr Muciidah Ghanoah" (Taqsfm on the Violin and Music [from the song]

47 Radio documentation is inaccurate, designating the maqam as 1li!yi1 in the title
"TaqsTm CAlli" ai-Kaman: min Nagham Bayiit." Tape no. 8671S, recorded
6.4.78.
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Separation is a Strange Habit )48 and is based on maqam lam1(here D Eb F GAb
Bb C D). It begins in free rhythm (2:55) and during this section explores first the
lower tetrachord, then the upper tetrachord. Al-Kuwayff colors lamfwith EtS A

WS, creating the impression of the bayat (D EI5 F G) and ~usaynl (A ]3i> C D)
tetrachords. Considerable sliding from F up to Bb (not a part of any identifiable
maqam) colors the basic maqiim toward the end of the free-rhythm section. The
taqslm concludes with an instrumental rendition of al-Kuwayti's song "Al-Hajir
Mucadah Ghaiibah" over an lqaC in five beats per cycle.
The central work in al-Kuwayti's improvised repertoire is an extended
taqsfm entitled "Taqsim cAlaal-KamIlllnBayat" (Taqsfm on the Violin--Bayat) for
violin and small ensemble. 49 This work is significant as one of the few extended
instrumental works featuring taqsfm in Israel. AI-Kuwayuenhances the role of
the soloist by placing his solo violin in relief against an orchestral background. He
begins with a short, somewhat drammatic introduction (:17) for violins, nay,
qanun, and cello in free rhythm based on the descending tetrachord of maqifm
bayat nawa (C Bb A-f) G.) While the orchestral drone is maintained, al-Kuwaytf
improvises in free rhythm (3:08) without modulation. In this he relies on the
hallmarks of his tagsfm style discussed earlier, especially the transfer of motifs
between registers and the use of ornamental nuances. In some of the pauses
between violin phrases the orchestra fiIIs in with short embellishments like those
ensemble fills heard in the Hamamah abtfdhfyah performance discussed earlier.
•
This context for improvisation places the solo violin in the same limelight a singer
with orchestral resources enjoys.

The taqsfm continues (2:38) over anlqaC

48 Radio tape no. 7569S, recorded 30.1.77.
49 Radio tape no. 1725K, recorded 13.6.69.
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during which the violin modulates to maqam saba on G (G Ab Bb Cb); al#

KuwaytI uses Db rather than D-natural usually heard in saba). Clearly, in the
#

prominence and orchestral setting this work accords to taqsTm, it is related to
Egyptian style recordings like those of violinist

A~mad

al-!Iifnawf where

improvisation is a featured component of composed instrumental pieces or
intrumental renditions of vocal compositions. Recorded in 1969, in the same month
as his maqam composition for orchestra discussed earlier, al-Kuwayfi's extended
improvisation coincides with the radio's revived interest in Iraqi repertoire. The
1969 work is approximately twice the length and considerably larger in overall
scope than the same composer's two taqaslm of 1977 and 1978. Again it would
appear that interest in inprovisation began dwindling during the 1970s--a
phenomenon we have already discussed judging from the decline in improvisation
seen in the abiidhlyah performances. In spite of obstacles, al-Kuwaytl has
probably been the most important figure in cultivating an Iraqi-style instrumental
presence in both the vocal and instrumental repertoire performed and recorded in
Israel.

Iraqi-Hybrid Style
Within

the

Iraqi-hybrid

category, radio archives possess a few

improvisations by Albert Elias and Sason cAbdu which combine Iraqi and
mainstream elements. Albert Elias' "Min aI-Lawn al-CIraqi" (From the Iraqi
Color)50 for solo nay is essentially a tiff style improvisation. Here Elias exploits
the breathy timbre associated with the folk style and limits the range of each phrase
to a fourth or fifth, as is typical of the fiff style.

50 Radio tape no. 205K, 6:02, recorded 4.4.62.
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The improvisation, however, departs from the iifrstyle in its reliance upon
modulation, a hallmark of mainstream style. Elias begins with

.

~ijazlD,

moves

.

briefly to rast/G. back to hijazlD, to lliciWD. to sabalD and ends on hijazlD. The

.

underlying structure of the modulatory scheme indicates sophisticated knowledge
of the maqam system. Yet, inspite of modulation, each new maqam explores the
appropriate rIff melodies within a limited ambitus. In short, the performance
may be heard as a series of iiff improvisations joined together according to the
maqam system. Elias has created a varied improvisation which departs from the
monochromatic, one-maqam basis of the iifr style but retains the characteristic iin
melodies heard in several maqamat.
By contrast. his "Qitcah CAlii Nay" (Piece on the Nay)51 is predominantly
•

mainstream style but contains motifs a part of Iraqi repertoire. The designation
~Cah,

implying musical composition (see Chapter IV: A), is misleading since

Elias' performance is actually a taqsim in magam pijazlD. Modulations conform
with mainstream practice and include bayiitlD, sabalD. bayatlD and a return to
•
hijazlD.
•

The Iraqi element is subtle and perhaps only identifiable by Iraqis with
substantial exposure to Iraqi repertoire, as Aviezer's reflection suggests: "The
overall style could be Egyptian, Syrian, or Iraqi, but the soul of the taqsim is Iraqi.
It reminds me of certain Iraqi songs which are very sad." Although maqam qijaz is
not innately sad, Elias is able to create that ethos by performing motifs which
both possess certain emotional associations and can be identified with specific Iraqi
songs.

51 Radio tape no. 215K, 5:06. recorded 1.5.63.
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Like Elias' "Min al- Lawn al-CIraq"i", Sason cAbdu's violin taqsfm "Bayat
Muzwij"52 is a sophisticated rfflimprovisation which modulates in accordance
with mainstream style practice. The title, muzwij (referring either to the doublepiped aerophone and the idea of coupling, from the Arabic zawaja) describes the
timbre achieved when two of the violin's stings are tunes to d and d 1. Both strings
are stopped by the same finger, thus rendering the melody in octaves; the
remaining two strings are not used in this improvisation. Audiences in both
Baghdad and Israel were fond of this special effect and requested violinists to
perform this style, Aviezer recalled.

.

.

cAbdu modulates from bayatJD to hijaz/D (colored with ill1/D), to sab"ii/D,
and back to bayat/D, presenting, like Elias, a series of Tin-like melodies of limited
range in related maqamat. These taqiisfm, removed from their original vocal
context in response to the radio's interests, emerge as stylized renditions of village
repertoire. While they rely upon traditional Tiff melodies, they reflect the more
sophisticated techniques of modulation derived from the maqam system. This is
not surprising since both cAbdu and Elias are adept performers of the
mainstream style.
YaCqub Murad al-cAmanhas aptly summarized the state of Iraqi style
improvised music in Israel: "There is no Iraqi style taqsiin: it is all Egyptian style."
Although there are a few performances of Iraqi and Iraqi-hybrid style taqslm,
they constitute a very small percentage of Iraqi musicians' improvisations in the
preferred mainstream style. It is likely that the recordings of the Iraqi style taqsfm
were made by the radio in an attempt to document and preserve the style, as alcAmlirfhas suggested, rather than in response to patrons' demands or musicians'
preferences.
52 Radio tape no. 2311, 4:30, recorded 12.4.70.
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The absence of a viable Iraqi style improvised instrumental repertoire
may be explained by musicians' concept of maqiim. Consider the views of two
important Iraqi musicians:
It [the Iraqi maqaml is a model that contains a specified number of
maqamat that he [the improvisor] can put in. If he will push more, it
will change its style and will not be Iraqi, it will be something else.
(Ezra Aharon)

The singing is the basis of the [Iraqi] maqam. The taqasfm [interludes]
are for helping the singer and alIowing him to have some rest:
maqam without singing is not maqam. (Abraham Da'iid ha-Cohen)
With each maqam conceived essentially as a vocal genre of a specific design,
musicians are not disposed towards creativity. In short, the maqam does not
function as a repository of melodic material which can be refashioned into a
separate instrumental genre.

As far as Iraqi musicians are

concerned,

traditionally, "There is no Iraqi style taqsim," precisely as al-cAmanstated.
Why didn't musicians strive to develop a new form of Iraqi style taqsfm in
Israel? As Chapter V indicated, Iraqi musicians and their audiences were
encouraged to adopt "Israeli music" as a part of the acculturation process.
Mainstream Arabic music, a politicalIy expedient symbol, was promoted as an
alternative to the many ethnic musics appreciated by immigrant groups. Thus, the
creation of new Iraqi forms found little patronage in the public or private sector.
What revitalization of Iraqi music occurred centered around vocal genres, as we
have seen.
In the absence of a traditional form for Iraqi style instrumental
improvisation, the logical alternative was to channel the creative impulse into a
pre-existing improvisational genre: the mainstream style taqsTm, with its wider
creative options and greater patronage. This, of course, excluded those musicians
who played instruments incompatible with the mainstream style (e.g. the jawzah
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and santfir). New genres for such traditional Iraqi instruments might have been
•
created, particularly in a pluralistic music culture which produced a concerto for
qanun and other hybrid forms discussed earlier. Evidently, however, the impetus to
foster and support new Iraqi forms did not exist.
We have seen throughout the preceding chapters that the musical
environment Iraqi-Jewish musicians found upon immigrating to Israel was not
condusive to the continuity and refining of Iraqi musical genres. Rather, it led to
the adoption of mainstream styles that were more acceptable to prevailing tastes.
In our concluding remarks we attempt to unite the various strands of socio-cultural
and musical practices which account for the change in improvisatory processes in
Israel.
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West-eo1 5/-lles

TABLE 4. SELECf GENRES PERFORMED BY PROMINENT IRAQI INSTRUMENTALISTS IN ISRAEL
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Miscellaneous

Maqam

Renditions per Vocalist

Thtill

S

Q

A

G

cajam

1

0

1

0

2

canoun cajam

1

1

0

0

2

awj

3

1

2

3

9

awshiir

0

0

0

2

2

baji1lan

1

0

0

0

1

bayiit

2

0

2

0

4
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5

3

1

3

12

gulgull

1

1

0

0

2
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6

4

0

0
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2

1

1

3

7
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2

1

1

0

4
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0

1

0

0

1
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3

2

1

0

6
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0

0

1

0

1
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2

3

1

0

6
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•
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1

0

0

1

2

1

2

1

0

4
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3

3

3

0

9
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0

0

2

2
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0

0

1

0

1
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1

0

1

1

3

•

•

•

TABLE S. MAOAMAT RECORDED BY LEADING MAOAM READERS Shibith (S),
Qassab (Q), AI-cAmarf(A), and Gurjf(G) for Israel Radio Before 1981
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4
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0

0
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0

2
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5

3

0

4
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1
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0

4
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1

2

2

0

5
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1
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0

1
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2
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0

2
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2

1

1

3

7
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0

1

1
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0

1
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4

1

0

0

1
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0

2

3
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0
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1
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1
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1

7
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1

2
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1

0

0

0

1
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0

1

0

0

1
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1

0

0

0

1
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1

0

0

0

1
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2

0

0

3

5
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4

2

2

0

8
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0

3

0

0

3

•

•

TABLE 5, continued
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1

1
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0

2
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3

1

1

1

6

Total each gjrj:
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Total number
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TABLE 5, continued
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FIG. 6. TONAL REGIONS IN AL·KlJWAYTI'S ORCHESTRAL MAQAM RAST
compared with Corresponding Sections of.a!-Magiim .a!.cfuiaIin Riist
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CHAPTER VII. CONCLUSION

As we have seen, the transplanted Iraqi-Jewish musicians encountered a
complex socio-cultural environment in Israel which directly influenced their
repertoire and musical style. Our examination of musical practice, focusing on
instrumental improvisation, a foundation of Near Eastern tradition, both elucidates
the nature of improvisation in the Iraqi style and clarifies the social forces at work
which shaped the Iraqi repertoire in Israel.
We recall that Iraqi-Jewish musicians fulfilled an essential social function
from their unique position in Baghdadi society: as minority outsiders they were
simultaneously disparaged for their profession and adulated. Those musicians who
performed the mainstream Egyptian style continued to be important after
immigration to Israel as the primary musicians of this music for both the Israeli
government and private patrons. As government media employees they continued
to enjoy the social adulation previously afforded them in Iraq.
However, musicians who performed exclusively Iraqi repertoire
experienced great alienation in their new host country. Because Israeli society and
the state media placed little value on Arabic music in general and Iraqi music in
particular, their outsider status was intensified. Once valued outsiders in Iraq, these
traditional performers became true outsiders in Israel where they lacked patronage.
Only those Iraqi musicians who also performed mainstream style were able to enjoy
higher rank by affiliating with the state orchestra, shifting their focus almost
exclusively to mainstream style. This aspect of the social organization of IraqiJewish music in Israel essentially spelled the end of a distinctive repertoire.
Musical analysis in this dissertation has allowed us to supplement sociocultural observation with perspectives on musical practice to account for the change
in improvisatory processes in Israel. Our analysis of a substantial sample of the
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genre al-maqam al-cIraqf suggests that strict performance models govern
instrumental and vocal improvisation; there is less potential for individual
expression than, for instance, in mainstream style taqsim improvisation. The
presence of both orchestral and solo renditions of the sung Iraqi maqam also
provides substantial evidence for musicians' view of al-maqam al-cIraqT as a fixed
form with little breadth for creative development. Thus, the inherent limitations in
the traditional Iraqi maqam repertoire motivated Jewish instrumentalists to utilize
mainstream style genres for improvisation and innovation.
Inspite of limited improvisation, it is precisely the improvised genres such as
al-maqam al-cIraqi and abildhTyah (in contrast to precomposed genres) which are
clearly identifiable as Iraqi. However, the comparison of abudhfyah performances
over time in Israel has revealed a decrease in instrumental improvisation. As
analysis has shown, only those abiidhTyah performances including the violinist ~aIa.\.1
al-Kuwayti" demonstrated a degree of instrumental improvisation. This can be
explained by al-Kuwayti's status outside the radio's in-group of salaried musicians:
he could both retain his stylistic integrity and escape the effects of routinization
which characterize radio musicians' later abiidhiyah recordings.
Al-Kuwayti'was admired as the leading exponent of Iraqi instrumental music
in Israel. But his successors made little effort to follow his direction, apparently
due to their obligation to perform standardized renditions as long-term state
employees. Routinization and media preferences also discouraged the development
of innovative Iraqi styles and the fostering of improvised mainstream instrumental
genres. While individual Iraqi musicians such as Aharon and Aviezer have made
innovative contributions to musical life in Israel, their work has not focused on the
Iraqi style but rather found expression in mainstream and mainstream-hybrid
styles.
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Since the 1960s, Iraqi music has served as a banner of ethnicity for Iraqi Jews
concerned with revitalizing their culture in Israel. However, the uniquely Iraqi
genres such as al-maqam al-clni"qland abullhiyah, which use greater instrumental
improvisation, did not become hallmarks of this revitalization. Nor did Iraqis
create a new style based on cliches easily identifiable as Iraqi. Shaffq Gabb-ay's
efforts to create an urban-folk genre in Israel failed to win support. Instead, Iraqi
musicians revived an re-recorded Iraqi hits in Israel based on al-musTqa al-h.adfthah
(the new Egyptain- influenced style). They also adapted the mainstream style to
traditional Iraqi repertoire, creating a predominantly Egyptian style hybrid.
The Iraqi style in Israel is at a crucial juncture. The passing of older
musicians without successors spells the virtual disappearance of al-maqam al-cIraqf
and other traditional Iraqi genres. However, younger musicians will most likely
continue to perform Iraqi-based styles drawing on the more homogenous
mainstream style in response to the growing interest in Oriental music. Field
research for this study was completed in 1982; subsequent studies (see Cohen and
Shiloah 1985 and Shiloah 1986) indicate that Oriental musical styles are a dynamic
force in Israeli music culture. With continuing research on recent developments of
Oriental styles in Israel, we will be able to appreciate more fully musical and social
change as they relate to the Iraqi style.
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LIVING SOURCES: INFORMANTS CONSULTED

This study, as discussed previously in Chapter I, relies extensively upon
information provided by informants. A total of twenty-five informants gave
approximatley sixty taped interviews (including two interviews from archives):
numerous informal conversations, music-oriented excursions, and social gatherings
further contributed to data for this study.
These informants may be grouped into six basic categories: 1) Iraqi-Jewish
instrumentalists, vocalists, and composers specializing primarily in Iraqi styles
(traditional genres and innovative styles: al-cAman, al-Kuwaytr, E. and K.

Ba;;~iin,

Dahlin, Hamamah, Shibith), 2) Iraqi-Jewish instrumentalists, singers, and
•

composers who perform both mainstream and Iraqi styles (Aharon, Da'ud, A.
Elias, Salmlln), 3) Arab instrumentalists, singers, and composers living in Israel
who perform mainstream style (CAzziim, Dakwar, T. Elias, H. and S. Shaheen), 4)
Non-performing Iraqi Jews with relatively substantial music backgrounds (Aviezer,
Kojaman), 5) Non-musician members of the Iraqi-Jewish community (CAyn-Shay,
Naor, Rabic , Sagiv, Sumekh), 6, Iraqi-Jewish "specialist-conniseurs" of Iraqi music
(Gabbay, Twayna).
A few general observations may be offered about these informants to preface
their profiles. Firstly, the older generation of musicians, especially those who had
been honored by high-ranking patrons, apparently had a sense of self-importance
which limited contact with the researcher.

Informants from this generation

expected to be paid well for their time, viewing their music and experience as a
precious commodity; even when the fee was to be met, one important informant was
permanently "too busy."

This group of informants was extremely wary of

exploiration, even where remuneration was a part of the arrangement. Despite their
advanced age, they showed little interest in preservation of their music and
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knowledge which they seemed to view as their secret possession. Perhaps this
attitude reflects the need to bolster ethnic pride as a result of the self-deprecation
Middle Eastern Jews experienced after immigration. With the older generation,
interviews were often completely associative, without logical connections between
concepts.
Secondly, there was the phenomenon of "Iraqi music experts," nonmusicians who have attained this rank among the Iraqi-Jewish community and
possibly among Arabs interested in Iraqi music, both within and outside Israel
through Israeli broadcasting media. Quite possibly, these "experts" are also
motivated by ethnic pride. They clearly enjoy the prestige of being consulted by the
Arabic language radio administrators and producers about musical matters and the
recognition which follows their special programs about Iraqi music. Their personal
collections are sizable but heavily guarded; not a single specimen recording was
offered by any of the "specialist-conniseurs." On the other hand, an informant not
considered a "specialist" freely gave material from his valuable collection, perhaps
unconcerned with defending the reputation associated with "specialist-conniseurs."

Finally, the existence and accessibility of educated Iraqi-Jewish informants
interested in their cultural heritage and the acculturationof their community proved
most valuable for emic perspectives.

Informants Consulted
The following conventions should be noted: I) Informants are listed by the
name to which they were most frequently referred. Alternate names ("aka," Le.
"also known as") or former names are also given. 2) Musicians' main instrument
and/or musical occupation are mentioned, although many play second instruments,
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sing, and/or compose. 3) Musical style is assumed in all cases to be Middle Eastern
urban Arabic style. Further details of interviews are found in "Aural Sources."
Aharon,Ezra (aka cAziiri). Composer, ciidist, and singer. B. 1903, Baghdad,
student of Tanbiiri Ibrahim Bey in Iraq. Recorded both Iraqi and Egyptian styles by
1929. Prizewinner for Cud, International Congress of Oriental Music, Cairo.
Immigrated to Palestine in 1934. Responsible for the development of Oriental styles
in PalestinelIsrael.

Active figure in Arabic broadcasting media in Israel.

Composed numerous songs with Hebrew and Arabic texts, large scale instrumental
and vocal works in Oriental styles. Broad knowledge of maqamiit, a specialist in
Egyptian style. Retired, resides Qiryat Yovel, Jerusalem, Consulted frequently,
with the assistance of his wife Shulamit Aharon.
al-cAmari. Ya(qiib Murad (aka YaCqiib Bar-Nay). CUd and nay player, composer,
and vocalist. B. ca. 1910, Iraq, worked extensively in Iraq as a nay player, a regular
in the Iraqi broadcasting ensemble. Became a professional singer in Israel,
recorded Iraqi maqamiit, pastat, and mainstream style songs for the IBA. Began
writing a book on Iraqi music which appears to be quite valuable but was
discouraged by the lack of support or recognition for his work. Openly criticizes
the IBA and other institutions. Continues to seek work in private ~aflat and has
worked in other occupations out of necessity. Resides Or Yelfudah, two interviews.
Aviezer, Isaac (aka

Is~iiq

Abu al-CIzz). Presently producer, Voice of Israel in

Arabic, formerly Director of Music; composer and conductor. B. ca. 1936 in Iraq,
immigrated early 1950s. Has initiated innovative recordings and performances
within the framework of the IBA. Valuable perspectives on Oriental music in Israel
and the Middle East. Resides Ramat Gan, consulted frequently.
CAyn-Shay, Yehezkel (formerly HagiilfCAynachi). Studied at Hebrew University
•
(Arabic). B. 1944, Baghdad, immigrated 1950. Many discussions about the IraqiJewish community. Resides Jerusalem, consulted regularly.
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cAzzam, Nabil. Graduate student, ethnomusicology (Hebrew University), bimusical violinist, ciidist, composer, conductor, and producer at the Voice of Israel
in Arabic. B. ca. 1950, Nazareth. Resided in Jerusalem, presently doctoral student at
the University of California, Los Angeles, frequent informal conversations.
Dahan, yusuf. Singer. B. 1944, Iraq, immigrated 1951. Performs various styles,
including Iraqi, mainstream Arabic, and Hebrew songs. Also works in a bank.
Resides Pet~ Tlqvah, one interview.
Dakwar, Nissfm. Bi-musical violinist. B. 1958, Tarshitla. Studied in the music
education program, Rubin Academy, Jerusalem. Provided access to Arab society

.

and -.-haflat. Resides Tarshiha, several excursions.
Da'ud, Abraham (Abraham DaVid Ha-Cohen). Qaniin player. Archive tape
interview by Suhayl RaeJwan; tape provided by Arnnon Shiloah.
Elias, Albert. Nay player, nay craftsman, composer, and member of the IBA
orchestra. B. ca. 1935, Iraq, immigrated ca. 1951. Studied law in Iraq and nay with a
Syrian teacher in Baghdad. Plays Iraqi and mainstream styles but prefers the latter.
Resides Ramat Gan, consulted occasionally.
Elias, Taisfr.

Bi-musical violinist. B. 1960, Shefii-cAmr. M.A. student in

musicology, Hebrew University. Strives to develop and individual style for Eastern
violin. Provided access to Arab society, concert rehersals, and

~afJat.

Resides

Shafa-cAmr and Jerusalem. Frequent conversations.
Gabbiiy, Shaffq. Journalist, volunteer producer for the radio's Iraqi program, and
son of maqam reader. B. ca. 1933, Iraq, immigrated 1951. Considered a "specialistconniseur" of Iraqi music with an extensive personal collection. Appears able to
identify maqamat from their musical components (e.g. intervalic structure, lqaC)
rather than from extra-musical components (e.g. text). Provided direct access to
live broadcasts of the Iraqi program, to Iraqi singers, and community. Resides Or
Yehiidiih. Several meetings.
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Hamamah, Mila. Well-known singer of Iraqi music in Israel. B. 1943, Iraq,
I

immigrated 1950.

Learnt Iraqi music in Israel, motivated by ethnic pride.

Occasionally attempts to sing maqam. Resides Or Yehiidiih. Attended one
performance including interview and post-performance kab'1ib excursion.
Kojaman, YehezkeI. Formerly doctoral student at the University of London,
writing on the Iraqi maqiim, and author.

B. Iraq, ca. 1920, resided in Israel,

presently in London. Three informal conversations and correspondence.
al-Kuwayti, Salah. Composer and violinist. B. 1910, Kuwait, of Iraqi parents,
•

•

immigrated to Iraq at age 17, and to Israel in 1951 (d. 1986). Reportedly performed
mainstream and other Middle Eastern styles but preferred the Iraqi style.
Important in Baghdadi musical life where he headed an ensemble for the Iraqi
broadcasting station and programmed its music for several years. Continued
collaboration in Israel with his brother Da'ud, a singer and ciidist. Numerous
recordings for the IBA but never became a salaried regular at the radio. Highly
regarded by the Israeli Iraqi community, worked at public and private

~aflat.

Resided Ramat Gan, one interview.
Naor, Avi. Director of Personnel, The Voice of Israel in Arabic. B. ca. 1948, Iraq,
immigrated ca. 1951. Interested in social differences between Askenazic and
Oriental Jews. Resides Jerusalem, two interviews.
Rabic , Moshe'. Businessman and amateur violinist. B. ca 1925, Iraq, immigrated
1983. Established ties with prominant Jewish and Arab musicians in Baghdad.
Resides Tel Aviv, one interview.
Saddac-Rouman, Maurice. Composer and ciidist. B. ca. 1928, Egypt, immigrated to
the U.S. ca. 1982. Diploma from the conservatory of Milan, member of the
Egyptian syndicate of musicians, and leader of the "Orchestre M.B." in Seattle,
Washington. Exponent of "modern Coptic" and "Pharonic" styles. Resided in
Alexandria, presently Seattle, one interview.
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Sagiv, DavId. Director, Voice of Israel in Arabic and author on Arabic and Hebrew
language and literature. B. ca. 1930,

Ba~ra,

Iraq, immigrated 1951. Provided

extensive access to the radio archives and inner workings of the Arabic language
broadcasting media. Resides Jerusalem, consulted frequently.
Salman, Abraham (formerly Shahrabani Abraham). Qaniin virtuoso, member of
the IBA radio orchestra. B. ca. 1930, Baghdad, immigrated ca. 1951. Considered
one of the finest qaniin players in the Middle East, performs several styles including
Iraqi, mainstream, and Western repertoire arranged for qaniin. Resides Ramat
Gan. One recording session.
Shaheen, liickmat. Music educator, composer, conductor, cifdist, singer; formerly
adminstrator (~aifa) during the British Mandate. B. ca. 1915, Tarshi\.Ja. Student of
SaIim al-Jiilii and exponent of mainstream style. Prominant figure in Arab musical
life in northern Israel. Resides Haifa, several conversations, informal recording
sessions, Cud lessons.
Shaheen, Simon. Bi-musical violinist, CUdist, and son of !lickmat Shaheen. B. 1954,
graduate of Tel Aviv University, Rubin Academy (Tel Aviv), and Manhatten
School of Music. Regarded an innovative and virtuosic exponent of mainstream
style. Able to articulate and analyse the elements of taqsim. Provided access to
rehersals,

~afliit,

concerts of Arabic music, and the Arab community in northern

Israel. Resided Ijaifa, presently New York, several interviews, conversations,
excursions, Cud lessons.
Shibith, Salim (aka Salfm Ha-Cohen). Maqam reader, b. 1908, Baghdad, immigrated
1951, d. 1981.

Student of RashId al-Qundarji, vocalist at Iraqi and Israeli

broadcasting stations. Performed only the Iraqi old style. Resided Givat Olgah,
¥adera, two interviews.
Sumekh, Menashe'. Director of Political Programs, Voice of Israel in Arabic;
trained as a journalist. B. 1926, Baghdad, immigrated 1951. Collector of Iraqi
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music; interest centers around points of contact between Jewish and Arab culture as
suggested by song texts. Resides Jerusalem, two interviews.
Twayna, Nacim. Producer, Voice of Israel in Arabic, formerly chief accountant,
Baghdad Light and Power.

Reportedly born in 1924, resided Baghdad in a

European milleau, emigrated 1973, arrived in Israel ca. 1977. Vitally interested in
Iraqi maqamat which he learned to identify (probably by opening melody and text
rather than by structural components) from Agmad Miisa, his chaffeur and a singer
in Baghdad. His identification with Zionism and Jewish culture prompted the
sometimes secret recording of Jewish musicians and singers in Iraq. Known as a
specialist in Iraqi music in Israel (although his interests extend to other styles), he
has produced special features on Iraqi music for radio and newspaper, and aspires to
write a book on Iraqi music. Possesses a well-guarded and extensive library of
books and recordings. Resides Jerusalem, consulted regularly.
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AURAL SOURCES: INTERVIEW DOCUMENTATION
Aharon, Ezra with E. Warkov. Private interviews, Jerusalem: 22.1.81, 1.2.81,
13.5.81,28.5.81,21.6.81, 15.7.81,3.9.81, 12.7.86.
Al- c Amari, YaCqiib Murad with E. Warkov. Private interviews, Or Yehiidah:
12.9.81,6.8.86, taped interview by maiI2.84.
Aviezer, Isaac with E. Warkov. Private interviews, Jerusalem: 21.7.81. 19.8.81,
Ramat Gan: 2.10.81, Tel Aviv: 29.4.86, 8.8.86.
Ba.siun, Ephraym and KhusIuri Ba~~iin with Arnnon Shiloah and unnamed second
interviewer. Private interview, RamIe (?): 1969.
Dahan, Yiisuf with E. Warkov. Private interview, Jerusalem: 21.9.81.
Dakwar, Nissfm with E. Warkov. Informal conversations and hamit performances.
Jerusalem, Tarshiha, and Tel Aviv: 11.79-5.80.
•
•

m:iid, Abraham with Suhayl Rigwan. Private interview, Tel Aviv (?): 6.5.71.
Elias, Albert with E. Warkov. Private interviews, Ramat Gan: 8.9.81, Jerusalem:
16.9.81, 2.10.81.
Elias, TaisIT with E. Warkov. Informal conversations, concert rehersals, and
performances, Haifa, Jerusalem, Shern-cArnr: 11.79-11.81.
Gabbay, Shafiq with E. Warkov. Private interviews and observation of radio
broadcasts, Jerusalem: 30.8.81, 14.9.81,21.9.81, Or Yehuoah: 11-12.9.81.
ijaniamah, Milii with E. Warkov. Informal interview during performance interval,
Cafe Nub, South Tel Aviv: 11.9.81.
Kojaman, Yeheskel with E. Warkov. Interviews, London: 15.11.81, 14.4.86.
al-Kuwayti, Siilah with E. Warkov and Arnnon Shiloah. Private interview, Ramat
•
•
Gan: 18.1.81.
Naor, Avi with E. Warkov. Private interviews, Jerusalem: 25.6.81, 21.9.81.
Ratii c , Moshe' with E. Warkov. Private interview, Tel Aviv: 12.7.81.
Racy, Jihad with E. Warkov. Private interview, Los Angeles: 27.3.85.
Saddac-Rouman, Maurice. Private interview, Seattle: 3.83.
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Sagiv, David with E. Warkov. Private interview, Jerusalem: 9.7.81 and frequent
informal conversations 1.80-11.81, 7.86-8.86.
Salman, Abraham with E. Warkov and Simon Shaheen. Private recording session,
Ramat Gan: 4.3.80.

.

.

Shaheen, Hickmat and E. Warkov. Private interview, Haifa: 3.7.81; numerous
informal conversations, recording sessions, and ciid instruction, :tIaifa: 10.79-7.81.
Shaheen, Simon and E. Warkov. Private interviews, Jerusalem: 2.12.79,17.12.79,
Tel Aviv: 4.80, Seattle: 8.6.82; concert rehersa1s, performances, recordings
sessions, haflat: 10.79-5.80; cud lessons, Israel: 10.79-4.81, New York: 8.85,2.86.

.

Shibith, Salim with E. Warkov. Private interviews, GivCat 01gah (Hadera): 2223.7.81.
•
Sumekh, Menashe' with E. Warkov. Private interviews, Jerusalem: 17.6.81,2930.6.81.
TwayIiii, Nacim with E. Warkov. Private interviews, Jerusalem: 17.12.80,3.2.81,
3.3.81,19.7.81.
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APPENDIX: AN INTRODUCTION TO THE SOCIAL
ORGANIZATION OF URBAN ARABIC MUSIC IN THE ISRAELI
ARAB COMMUNITY

An examination of the social organization of urban Arabic music within the
Israeli-Arab community provides another perspective on the socio-cultural
phenomena which influenced the, Iraqi repertoire in Israel.

Although these

preliminary findings depart somewhat from the dissertation's central topic, they are
presented here as an introduction to a field about which very little has yet been
written,
As was outlined in Chapter V, state patronage for the select group of radio
musicians performing Arabic music has influenced the social organization of
musical life within the Arab community, Israeli-Arab musicians, like Iraqi Jewish
musicians outside the radio circuit, have established an autonomous network for
musical endeavor. Historically, the trend towards separate spheres for music was
possibly in force in Israel as early as 1939 when Stephan Wolpe observed the
tendency of Arabs to withdraw from Western music: "The few Arabs who first
attended the Jewish conservatories in Palestine have, since the riots, completely
disappeared" (1939: 156), It also should be recalled that while a few Arab musicians
performed for the Jerusalem radio station during the 1930s and 1940s, station
activity did not include Arab musicians from the Haifa region, where musical life
•

flourished. While geographical distance or the British Mandate's Broadcasting
policy may have been a factor preventing cooperation, it also was unlikely that Ezra
Aharon and highly individualistic Arab musicians such as Ijickmat Shaheen--both
with different musical and cultural objectives--would have found in any event a
common basis for mutual endeavor.
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A typical explanation for the exclusion of Arab musicians from regular
participation at the radio has been the geographical isolation of Arabs in the north.
However, over the past twenty years with improved transportation between the
north and the radio's facilities in the south, as well as the establishment of studios in
Ij:aifa, this explanation is no longer tenable. Another common explanation offered
by radio administrators is the presumed level of musical inferiority demonstrated
by Arab musicians compared with their Jewish counterpart. This assertion,
advanced by administrators not always qualified to judge musical expertise, is
likewise open to re-examination.
Hickmat Shaheen would be the first to acknowledge a generally low standard
•

of proficiency among his fellow Arab musicians. He attributes this to insufficient
music education in public schools, a shortage of high calibre Arab music
conservatories, the financial difficulties facing Arabs studying Western music in
Israeli institutions, and the typically short periods of private study undertaken by
amateurs seeking extra work as musicians. In spite of these constraints, the Arab
community does possess several proficient performers and a few exceptional
singers and instrumentalists, particulaly a group of younger bi-musical violinistsciidists whose proficiency in the mainstream style equals and sometimes surpasses
that of radio musicians. While all of these young musicians have had limited contact
with the Oriental orchestra and radio administrators, little or no effort has been
made to utilize their talents and musical perspectives.
Another explanation for the exclusion of Arab musicians and their
compositions from the radio is the assumed dearth of talented Israeli Arab
composers. Since few Arab composers have had their works recorded by the radio,
an assessment of their expertise is difficult. Furthermore, lacking the opportunity
to test their skills "in the laboratory" with the radio orchestra, as Jewish composers
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have done over the years, many Arab composers have probably been discouraged
from exploring or maximizing their full potential as composers.
The lack of support for local Arab musicians and composers was apparent in
the case of ijickmat Shaheen. Shaheen clearly wanted to work with the Israel
Broadcasting Authority both as a composer and policy-maker. His decision,
however, was frustrated by what he saw as the media's disinterest:
I wanted to advance music but there was no encouragement form the
government nor the radio. I was never invited by Kol Israel [to
become involved]. Perhaps the reason is political, although I am for
the government. Only if I demanded, did they [radio administrators]
meet with me. Since 1950, I've composed about eighty melodies
[works]; the few that are in the radio now are there because certain
Arab singers recorded them, and not because I asked the radio to
record these melodies. The radio does not explain its rejection.
Shaheen recalled that only a few "token" Arab musicians and singers, all from the
Nazareth region, are used by the broadcasting authority, a fact which has
engendered considerable dissatisfaction among Arab musicians. Referring to
Ibrahim cAzzam, perhaps the most talented singer to emerge from the Arab
community and now performing in London, Shaheen asked, "Why did he leave
Israel? Because they [the IBA] do not want to pay [and promote] good [Arab]
musicians what they are worth. So they leave." This view of the media as
disinterested in Arab musicians was corroborated by the radio's response to my
commissioned radio programs which featured some local Arab musicians: several
administrators subsequently inquired, "Why not use our [Jewish] radio musicians?"
As a reaction to his isolation from broadcasting circles, Hickmat Shaheen
established his own center of musical activity in Faifa. There, he was responsible
for training most of Israel's Arab musicians. In 1962, Shaheen established an
orchestra for Arabic music at a Haifa multi-cultural community center, Beyt ha•
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Gefen; he remained its leader for fifteen years. 1 After retiring from teaching
music in Arab schools, Shaheen has formed a choir of Arab men and women to sing
muwashshahat. 2 Young musicians were being trained to accompany the choir and a
•

few concerts had been staged by the end of 1981.
Thus, without support or interference from the media bureaucracy Arab
musicians such as Hickmat
Shaheen produced music which was an important
,
emblem of their cultural identity. Furthermore, Shaheen may have intensified his
Arab identity through the tenacious maintainance and assertion of Arab musical
tradition as a response to his exclusion. These Arab musicians, clearly relegated to
minority status outside the broadcasting circle, could not pose a threat to radio
musicians.
Nevertheless, in spite of their minority status, it would appear that the Arab
community has been the more successful than the Iraqi-Jewish community at
promoting larger ensembles at the local leveL
The present survey of Arab musical life has primarily focused on the
northern region of Haifa and Nazareth.

•

Observation of performances and

discussions with several Arab musicians in the north as well as Tel Aviv and
Jerusalem revealed that the example of Hickmat Shaheen was not unique. Arab
•
musical endeavor is generally localized, oriented primarily to serving the Arab
community and separate from the IBA. According to Simon Shaheen,
Each village has two or three bands--village wedding ensembles.
Christain villages have Christain bands, Muslim villages have Muslim
bands. Mixed villages have bands mixed with both Muslims and
1 Shaheen also acted as an agent for ensembles derived from the main orchestra,
Simon Shaheen informed us.
2 I;Iickmat Shaheen was able to overcome the social stigma against female
performers by their involving husbands in the choir.
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Christians in the same bands. Bands do not limit themselves to one
village.... Musicians in the Triangle region--they are all Muslim
there--are known locally, within a fifty-mile radius.... In my time,
no musicians came from the West Bank either; they use their own
musicians. In general, there are three areas: the GaIn [Northern
Galilee] which is divided into upper and lower GaIn, and the Triangle
district. Musicians don't travel very much.
However, Simon Shaheen's experience was different from that of most Arab
musicians in that he was exceptionally well-known, sought after, and travelled
extensively:
I used to play with some people from Kfar Yaslf [north of CAakKa]
and because I was teaching in a teachers' seminar in the Triangle area,
many people knew me and invited us to play often. I travelled in all
the north and to the Triangle region, often for three weddings a week.
I've even gone to Gaza Strip. I went to Eilat, to Bersheva, Tel Aviv. I
was asked to play many places but never had time [due to conservatory
studies].
It is more common for Arab musicians to work in Jewish ensembles for

.

Jewish ,hafliit than for Jewish instrumentalists to join in Arab groups for Arab haflat.
In these mixed ensembles, Arab instrumentalists most often accompany Jewish
singers rather than Jewish instrumentalists augmenting Arab ensembles led by Arab
singers.

One reason, Simon Shaheen explained, is a shortage of Jewish

instrumentalists performing Arabic music:
There are not enough Jewish musicians to serve all the needs of the
Jewish community: there are about twelve Jews in Kol Yisrael's
orchestra, some people in Ramat Gan and Petav Tiqvah and Tel Aviv
itself. Take into account the Bersheva area and the Jerusalem area-there are no [Jewish] musicians and they need a lot of Eastern music
for celebrations. It is enough that a [Jewish or Arab] singer from the
north is invited once to a party in Tel Aviv; if they like him, many
people will hire him.
Arab singers, on the other hand, have little need to call upon Jewish instrumentalists
since they have a well-established network of musicians within their own
community. It is also possible that both Arab and Jewish musicians are eager to
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maximize potential earnings within the Arab music market and are perhaps
possessive of musical opportunities, as Simon Shaheen suggests:
Jews, especially Iraqi, have a type of attitude--to make much more
money [than Arabs]. They want to be sure to control their community
and have everything in their hands. Especially those who cannot live
from other professions. Most Arabs have a profession and take music
more as a hobby--a professional hobby.
Another reason that Jewish singers and instrumentalists (including radio
musicians) do not work with predominantly Arab ensembles is the incompatibility
of repertoire. In Simon Shaheen's view,
Jewish singers do not answer the demands of an Arab haflah. They
don't sing the new Lebanese, Syrian, or Egyptian' songs. The
Lebanese songs are the most popular in weddings and haflat. The
Egyptian or the Lebanese style is sufficient itself. None of the Jewish
singers know this style. Those who sing the Lebanese material are the
same people as in the north--the Gam is very close to Lebanon: it is
the same type of art, the same mentality, even the geography is the
same. These are the 'mountain songs' and the ones who know this
repertoire are the singers in the north. If you go to the Traingle area,
they will not know this [repertoire] that much... those who know it
know it because the north people know it and if they want to go out of
their borders, they must know some songs.
While the Iraqi repertoire is completely inappropriate for Arab ~, a few
Arab singers have learnt Iraqi pastiit [metric songs, see Chapter IIl:B] to sing at
Iraqi celebrations, according to Simon Shaheen and Menashe' Sumekh. Shaheen
recalls that,
Ibrahim cAzzam, the [Israeli-Arab] singer [now] in London was the
number one singer at Iraqi weddings and Jewish weddings. He lived
in Tel Aviv [close to his patrons] and sang for the radio and television:
he was 'singer number one' for the Jews and the Arabs. He sang
mostly the general [mainstream] style but also knows the Iraqi style.
cAzzam's popularity and work for the radio undoubtedly made him one of the few
Arab singers able to work consistently with Jewish musicians. However, it was
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unlikely that Arab instrumentalists were sufficiently motivated to learn the Iraqi
repertoire in order to accompany him when Iraqi-Jewish instrumentalists were
readily available.
Questioned as to the reason why certain Arab singers such as cAzzam were
in demand for Jewish haflat, Simon Shaheen explained,
•
[It is] Because of taste. Jews in Israel sometimes forget that they are
Jews and they face their tradition which is Arabic tradition. And in
this type of situation they use their senses--and if they like someone
from the Arab community, they like him! They don't care.
(For further discussion on Iraqi Jews' consumption of Arabic music, see Chapter
V:D).

Such intriguing opinion points to the need for more research on the social
aspects of Arab music in Israel.

Perhaps with this we can begin to make

comparisons with other ethnic groups performing Arabic music in Israel and
appreciate more fully the relationship between socio-cultural phenomena and
musical style.
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